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MEDICAID/MEDICARE FINANCING AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTAIN PROGRAMS
FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH FOR FAMILIES
AND THE UNINSURED,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Donald Riegle
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Bentsen, Roth, Chafee, and Durenberger.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. H-31, July 22, 1991]
SUBCOMMITrEE TO CONSIDER MEDICAID, MEDICARE ISSUES; Focus WILL BE ON
FINANCING, IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTAIN PROGRAMS

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Donald Riegle, Chairman of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Health for Families and the Uninsured, Monday announced a hearing
on Medicaid rules on voluntary donations and taxes, reorganization of the Maternal
and Child Health Services Block Grant program, and the Medicaid buy-in program
for low-income Medicare beneficiaries.
The hearing will be at 10 a.m. this Friday, July 26, 1991 in Room SD-215 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.
"This hearing will focus on a series of issues including the states' use of voluntary
contributions and provider taxes for financing Medicaid and the Administration's
proposal to transfer the Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant program
to the new Administration for Children and Families," Riegle (D., Michigan) said.
"An additional focus for the hearing will be on an issue I have been working on
now for over 2 years and thet is the poor implementation of a special benefit to lowincome seniors and disabled persons who are currently receiving Medicare," Riegle
said.
"Many senior citizens and disabled people are not receiving their full benefit
under Medicare. Under a law passed several years ago, Medica'd should pay for deductibles and copayments under Medicare, which can be over $1,000 annually, but
millions of people living in poverty do not know they are eligible. One of the purposes of this hearing is to find a comprehensive legislative solution to this problem,"
Riegle said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

Senator RIEGLE. The committee will come to order. Let me welcome all those in attendance this morning, and very particularly
our three distinguished colleagues who will be leading off here
shortly.
Today's hearing focuses on three issues relating to government
health care programs including, number one, solutions to ensure

that low-income Medicare beneficiaries actually receive the financial assistance with their out-of-pocket costs that they are entitled
to; number two, that States' use of voluntary donations and provider taxes in the Medicaid program be also dealt with appropriately;
and three, administrative relocation of the Maternal and Child
Health Services Block Grant Program into the newly created Administration for Children and Families.
As many of you would know, a recent report by Families U.S.A.
indicates that there are at least 2 million Medicare beneficiaries
that are not receiving benefits to which they are entitled because
they do not know that they are eligible, or they face other barriers
that make it difficult for them to apply for the benefits.
Under a program called the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary Program passed several years ago, Medicaid should pay for premiums
and other cost-sharing under Medicare which can cost well over
$1,000 annually.
Two years ago, together with many of my colleagues, I asked Secretary Sullivan to notify beneficiaries and fully implement this important program. But just 1 month ago, we had to write another
letter calling on the Secretary to immediately design a program to
seek out, notify, and enroll seniors and disabled persons that are
eligible for this program.
So, today I am introducing comprehensive legislation with several colleagues to improve enrollment in the program through better
outreach and notification; including grants for face to face counseling, and to provide for refund for seniors or disabled persons who
are eligible, but did not apply for benefits. And I am pleased to say
that Senator Chafee, my ranking member on this subcommittee, is
the lead co-sponsor of this bill, and that Senator Cohen, ranking
minority member of the Aging Committee, is also a co-sponsor. And
the indications are that we will have a much broader co-sponsorship as the\bill is examined by other colleagues.
I am happy to say, too, that the bill is supported by many organizations, including Families U.S.A., the National Council of Senior
Citizens, and many others.
I have certainly been hearing about these problems throughout
the State of Michigan. I have one such case that I will not take the
time to relate now; I may a little bit later in the morning. First, I
want to get to my colleagues here.
Also on the agenda for the day, the subcommittee will explore
the complicated issue involving the right of States to use certain
methods of financing their portion of the Medicaid program.
As many of you would know, under the Medicaid program, State
funds are matched with Federal funds based on a formula. Many
States are now using a variety of mechanisms involving voluntary
donations, or provider taxes to fund the State share.
Last year, Congress enacted laws that would allow for provider
taxes and put a hold on administrative regulations prohibiting voluntary contributions. The administration-in particular, the Office
of Management and Budget-has indicated that it wants to restrict
activity by the States in both of these areas. To do so may require
legislative action.
States, on the other hand, continue to face extreme financial burdens as health care costs continue to skyrocket. States feel that
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they need and have a right to have flexibility in designing their
programs. So, we will be hearing today from the administration
and the States on this, as well as Maternal and Child Health advocates.
Finally, we will also hear today about the administration's proposal to relocate the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant Program to the new Administration for Children and Families.
Many of us on this committee .are concerned about the potential
fragmentation of the Block Grant Program if part of the program
remains in the public health service while the rest is transferred to
a new agency.
Senator Chafee and I, along with others on the committee, including Senator Bentsen, have been working for some time now to
make sure that the Block Grant is fully appropriated. This year,
the Senate version of the Labor HHS bill fully funds the program
at $686 million. So, it is especially important that the program be
able to operate effectively. We will hear from the administration
on their proposal, and from Maternal and Child Health advocates.
So, we are really covering three diverse subject matters today. I
know my Senate colleagues will each have comments that will
relate to one or more of those subjects, and so I want to move to
them very shortly. But let me, before introducing our colleagues
and calling on them, call on Senator Chafee.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM RHODE ISLAND
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
commend you for convening today's hearing. We are addressing a
series of very, very important issues.
Over the past few years, Congress has enacted legislation to provide relief to low-income Medicare beneficiaries by requiring the
States to pay for the cost of Medicare premiums, deductibles and
co-payments through the Medicaid program.
Unfortunately, these individuals are largely unaware of this program because the States and the Federal Government have not
taken the necessary steps to notify them of their eligibility.
Congress and the administration have to take some action to
ensure that the eligible individuals receive the benefits, but this
program is not reaching beneficiaries.
I am joining with you in introducing legislation that would
ensure implementation of the law by requiring the Secretary of
HHS to notify the new Medicare beneficiaries of the program, as
well as requiring annual notification of potentially eligible individuals.
In addition, I am going to introduce today legislation which will
expand the QMB Program by allowing States to cover the cost of
out-patient prescription drugs for the poor and near-poor elderly
who do not qualify for this benefit under the State Medicaid programs.
States could provide this benefit for qualified Medicare beneficiaries-the QMB's-with incomes below 200 percent of the poverty
level. For those with incomes between 110 and 200 percent, States

may charge a premium, which would be limited to 5 percent of the
gross income.
A second issue which we are going to address today is the States'
use of the voluntary contributions and provider-specific taxes in
the Medicaid program. We went through this last year in the conference, and this is a very, very ticklish subject. I suspect that both
of these Senators, certainly the Senator from Missouri, is going to
address that issue.
We are going to hear about Secretary Sullivan's plans to relocate
Maternal and Child Health Block Grants into the newly-created
Administration for Children and Families. Many groups have expressed opposition to this, but I do not think automatically that we
should reject it; let us hear them out. And I think that is why this
is going to be a beneficial hearing.
So, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
I am going to go, of course, in the order of seniority. I know one
of our colleagues has a bit of a time bind, but I think we will be
able to accommodate that.
Senator Alan Dixon, certainly a very distinguished colleague of
ours from the State of Illinois, is going to testiP, today about legislation that he has introduced regarding better notification of lowincome seniors about the availability of Medicaid funds to help
them cover their Medicare costs. So, Senator Dixon, we will start
with you, and then we will go to Senator Bond and Senator
Graham.
STATEMENT OF HON. ALaN J. DIXON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ILLINOIS
Senator DIXON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will be
very brief. I want to first congratulate you for your usual careful
attention to the problems of the senior citizens and the needy
people of this Nation.
I greatly appreciate your accommodation in giving us this opportunity to be heard this morning. I thank Senator Chafee for being
here and for his excellent contributions to this important subject
matter.
As both of you know, and as my colleagues here at the table with
me know, where we repealed the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage
Act of 1988, the Congress left intact the requirement that beginning in January 1989, the Medicaid program was to be responsible
for all out-of-pocket costs for Medicare-covered services to poor seniors and poor persons with disabilities.
I was shocked to receive this letter, Mr. Chairman-which all of
us received--dated June 17, 1991 from Families U.S.A. Foundation,
signed by Ronald Pollack, the executive director of that association,
calling our attention to the fact that, as you have carefully pointed
out in your remarks, and Senator Chafee in his, most poor Medicare beneficiaries are not aware of the benefits which the Congress
made available to them.
I was shocked to find, Mr. Chairman, that in my State, 100,000
people are not receiving the QMB benefits. So, extrapolating that

number-I heard Senator Glen say the other day that in Ohio it is
about 100,000-I would think Michigan would be similarly situated.
In the country, more than 2 million poor people below the poverty line are not receiving these benefits the Congress provided for
them. This would be individuals with incomes of $6,620 or less a
year, or couples with incomes less than $8,880 a year. In my State
of Illinois, $6,289 or less a year for individuals, or less than $8,436
for couples.
Now, that represents the very poor people of this Nation, Mr.
Chairman. So, imagine that these people who do not know about
the QMB benefits that are available to them are paying $29.90 a
month out of their meager funds for Medicare premiums, a total of
$358.80 per year. Or, in the alternative, they are denying themselves medical benefits they terribly necessarily require because
they are not aware of this provision of the law.
Now, what have I done? Well, Mr. Chairman, on July 17, I introduced S. 1482 which does just three things. First of all, I require
the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services to
do the following: provide information about the QMB program to
all persons who apply for or seek information about Medicare benefits.
Anybody who comes in a Social Security office, applies for or
asks about information regarding Medicare benefits would have to
be advised of the existence of the QMB program.
Second, and perhaps most importantly, I provide that the Secretary must include a clear and simple highlighted explanation about
the QMB program in one of HHS's annual mailings to All Medicare
beneficiaries.
Now, note, may I say to my colleague, the chairman, and to my
friend, the distinguished Senator from Rhode Island, I am not
asking for new mailings. I am just saying in the mailing already
required by law that the Secretary already has to do, he simply put
in there a clear, simple, highlighted explanation. "Hey, look hee,
you are entitled to this benefit. Look here. You deserve this benefit," so people will know.
And then third and finally, I require the Secretary to make recommendations to Congress not later than January 15, 1993 on any
legislative changes that may be needed to improve implementation
of the QMB program.
May I simply say in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I congratulate
you for what you are doing in your legislation, which I am sure the
Congress will welcome. Yours has some retroactive provisions; I
have no problem with that.
S. 1482 is simply a prospective bill saying for the future, do these
simple things. I think it will cost no money to bring this law to the
attention of the people of this country.
I just want to say that in my State, which has suffered for a long
time I am sad to say, with high unemployment and difficult economic circumstances, to suggest that 100,000 people making less
than $6,300 a year are not receiving a benefit they ought to receive
is just an outrage.
I hope that the Congress, at its earliest opportunity, Mr. Chairman, will do all that it can to rectify this situation and make
people aware of this benefit that Congress has provided for them.

I thank the Chair for letting me come here this morning.
Senator RIEGLE. Senator Dixon, let me just say, I think you have
sent us an excellent bill. I think the two bills can be put together
and dove-tailed, and it is my intention to do that. I really appreciate the leadership you are taking on this issue.
This problem is affecting low-income seniors in their ability just
to stay healthy. If there is a group in our society that we want to
try to help deal with their health problems, it certainly is someone
in that category.
And so, I commend you for your efforts in this area, and I want
to indicate that we will work with you on this to take and put
these two bills together, and move ahead and get something enacted.
Senator DIXON. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I quickly
respond by saying in the first place, I think you provide a tremendous public service just by thu, nature of your act in having this
hearing, which begins to bring this to the attention of the country.
When I introduced S. 1482, I went around my State to have press
conferences just in the hope that some new people would find out
about the QMB program. I was absolutely overwhelmed by the
number of telephone calls from people saying, my goodness gracious, thank you for letting us know. You are letting people know,
Mr. Chairman, and this is very significant. I have no pride of authorship in this issue, as I usually feel. The important thing is that
we accomplish what the end purpose is of what we do.
So, I congratulate you. I want to work with you. It is a wonderful
service you and the Senator from Rhode Island are providing in
having this hearing.
I do not know if this letter is in the record. If it is not, Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that we ought to put it in from the
distinguished executive director of Families U.S.A. Foundation concerning the fact that so many people do not know about the existence of the QMB program.
Senator RIEGLE. Very good. Without objection we will make it a
part of the record, and we thank you again.
[The letter appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. Let me now call on our distinguished colleague
from Missouri, Senator Bond, who is here to testify about his
State's program that uses voluntary donations from medical providers to help finance the State's share of Medicaid. And so, we are
delighted to have you, Senator Bond, and we would like to hear
from you now.
STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER S. BOND, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MISSOURI
Senator BOND. Thank you very much, Mr( Chairman and Senator
Chafee, for calling this hearing. It is sort of like "old home week"
for the five of us to be together again, calling you Mr. Chairman.
But, first, I want to associate myself with the comments of Senator Dixon, and I commend you and Senator Chafee for the program
for notifying the qualified Medicare beneficiaries.
The subject of my testimony today is on the use of voluntary contributions and/or provider-specific taxes in the Medicaid program. I

note that my former colleagues and former colleagues of Senator
Chafee and Senator Graham and the National Governors' Association are going to be testifying later on in this hearing, and I think
Senator Chafee and Senator Graham will join me in saying that
the positions taken by the National Governors' Association are
taken after a great deal of thought and debate, and represent the
very careful consideration of the chief executives of the States. We
particularly appreciate your giving them the opportunity to testify.
I want to talk to you today about the State of Missouri and our
State's ability to use funds from voluntary contributions. We think
this revenue is critical to the ability of Missouri to implement the
expansions of the Medicaid program that have been mandated by
Congress with the support of the Bush administration. These mandated expansions provide health care for pregnant women, infants,
and children, but, obviously, they also carry a significant cost.
In Missouri, the total cost of these mandates will reach $147 million this year alone. Since theSenator
Senator

CHAFEE. Out of
BOND. Pardon?

a total of how much?

Senator CHAFEE. Out of a total State budget, how much?
Senator BOND. State budget in general revenue this year is- -Senator
Senator

CHAFEE. Well,
BOND. $2.5 to

roughly.
$3 billion. I might add one other figure

that the Governor gave me a couple of months ago when we were
talking about the Medicaid expansions. He told me at the time of
the new revenue projected for the coming fiscal year in Missouri,
85 percent would be consumed by new or increasing Federal mandates.
So, to the extent that Missouri has n,.w dollars coming incoming about from growth in the economy and/or inflation-85
percent of that will be consumed by Federal mandates. Not all of
these are from Medicaid, but Medicaid is clearly a very significant
part.
Since the enactment of OBRA 87, Missouri's Medicaid spending
has increased by 121 percent. The mandates have added 50,000 new
eligibles to the rolls in the last year alone-a 15 percent increase.
The Medicaid Prescription Drug Law enacted by Congress last
year was supposed to reduce the burden of rising prescription drug
costs. In Missouri, it will actually increase Medicaid drug expenditures by $13 million.
Congress also reduced benefits to veterans, and shifted those
costs to the Medicaid programs. That will cost an additional $5.2
million this year in Missouri.
There are also hidden mandates imposed on the States by the
Federal Government. Several of Missouri's amendments to the
State Medicaid Program have not been accepted because our inflationary adjustments have not been large enough to suit the Health
Care Financing Administration. Thus, the State is forced to increase spending, which obviously requires more Federal funds as
well.
Missouri's voluntary contribution program helps pay hospitals
for the rising cost of uncompensated patient care. That care obviously occurs when a patient is unable to pay his or her hospital
bill.

Now, helping hospitals bear the burden of this uncompensated
care, I would argue, is good public policy, because otherwise, hospitals would have to pay millions of dollars each year and raise their
charges for insured patients who do pay. These increasing uncompensated care costs force insurance premiums to rise, and take
money out of the pockets of working Americans.
As we all know, there are many factors that lead to the 10 to 20
percent annual cost inflation in the Medicaid program-health
care cost inflation; congressional mandates; and uncompensated
care among them.
I do not believe that States should be penalized or blamed when
the cost to the Federal Government also rises. We should be focusing our efforts on the true causes of health care cost inflation that
affect all sectors of the economy, and develop solutions to bring
that cost inflation under control while assuring top-quality health
care to our citizens.
It is an open secret that next week the Health Care Financing
Administration intends to issue regulations slamming the door in
Missouri and other States' face by totally eliminating the Federal
match for this source of revenue.
I have heard that some at OMB believe the States should have to
endure the pain of a tax increase to implement the needed expansions. As a former Governor, I find that just unacceptable.
The Federal Government should not support mandated expansions for Medicaid on the one hand, and then turn around and
limit States' ability to raise revenue to pay for them.
The States that are abusing voluntary contributions should be
dealt with. We need to sit down, I think, and set reasonable limits
and reasonable criteria to eliminate abuses. But we should not sit
idly by while HCFA and OMB kill legitimate voluntary contributions programs in an effort to eliminate what may be viewed by
some as 'bad apples."
IfHCFA and OMB reject reasonable limits and ban the States'
use of voluntary contributions totally, in my view, it is just a
money grab by OMB. They will call all voluntary contributions programs abusive, and suggest we could save billions of dollars by
eliminating them.
However, the fact is, the only way you can cut Federal costs
under a ban is if States drop health care services to the needy, or
hospitals are forced to eat more of their costs. Either way, Americans who need health care end up holding the bag, and I think that
is a rip-off.
It should not be the administration's goal to back States like Missouri and others into a corner that will force them to eliminate
services and ration health care, or raise taxes.
I strongly urge my colleagues to take a serious look at the implications of banning voluntary contributions. Yes, there may well be
abuses that should be eliminated. But legitimate programs help the
needy get essential health care, and those should be allowed to continue. We should work to develop reasonable criteria for States to
accept voluntary contributions.
Mr. Chairman, I would conclude by asking that your consent to
include letters to Dr. Gail Wilensky, Administrator of HCFA, and
the Honorable Richard Darman, signed by all 11 members of the

Missouri congressional delegation, including your colleague on the
committee, my senior Senator, Senator Danforth. And I would ask
that these letters be made a part of the record.
Senator RIEGLE. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The letters appear in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. I have an idea that I want to share with you in
just one minute. We have been joined by the chairman of the full
committee here, who has a great interest in these issues, and is
concerned that we address them directly.
Let me call now on Senator Bentsen.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LIOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First, let
me thank you for holding these hearings. These are really time
sensitive and very important issues, and, I must say, some quite
contentious issues.
I am looking forward to hearing the testimony later today from
Families U.S.A. as to the question of availability of information for
low-income Americans when it comes to the paying of the premium
on Medicare for these folks. I am told that in my own State, we
have some 100,000 of them that have not had that kind of assistance.
And I am particularly interested in what Senator Bond, and I
would guess probably Senator Graham will discuss, insofar as voluntary contributions to Medicaid payments. States have come to
depend on that type of program, and I want to see what the administration's thoughts are on that, and what we can do about it.
And finally, I am looking forward to hearing about the administration's plan to transfer the Maternal and Child Health Block
Grant to the new Administration for Children and Families. I have
a great deal of confidence in the ability of that agency's administrator, Jo Anne Barnhart, and I am pleased she has joined us here
today.
But I am concerned about the transfer or reorganization of the
MCH Program; how it might affect the long-term viability by undermining its ability to serve the many chronically ill children,
pregnant women, and others who benefit from this highly effective,
time-tested program.
So, it is going to be an interesting hearing, and it is obvious from
the number of people who are attending here today. I thank you
very much for holding it.
I know that you, too, Chairman Riegle, have legislation addressing the question of notification of low-income Medicare beneficiaries about Medicaid assistance, and we would look forward to
hearing about that.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Senator Bentsen. Just one thought
before we proceed with Senator Graham. You know, I am struckand today helps highlight it-that we have in our Senate membership a number of very distinguished former Governors: two who
are seated out here now, former Governor Bond, and former Governor Graham. And, of course, Senator Chafee also having served as
Governor of his State. And this issue of cost-shifting and mandates

continues to gather force; more and more States are coming to us
on different issues, where responsibilities are being shifted over,
and the need to deal with the problem of paying for them and covering people.
I am going to suggest that we think about a manner in which we
might have a hearing, or a roundtable discussion in a hearing
format, where we collect our former Governors in the Senate. We
have a number of others--Senator Exon, and many others-to perhaps think aloud together about this question of how we are shifting in area after area; and maybe altering the balance in ways that
may or may not be good for the country.
Obviously, we want to have good overall national results, in
terms of the whole country being able to come ahead and thrive.
But it seems to me that we may have a way to bring that issue into
focus in some larger sense.
I just put the idea out there. I am not quite sure how we might
do that, but I would like to pursue it, because I think there is some
value in making that kind of an assessment using the people that
we have in our own body who could reflect wisely upon it.
Let me now call on Senator Graham, our very distinguished colleague from Florida, who is going to testify about his State's use of
provider-specific taxes to cover some of the health care services
that Florida's Medicaid program is required to provide. And so, we
are delighted to have Senator Graham here.
Senator Graham.
STATEMENT OF HON. BOB GRAHAM, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
FLORIDA
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to commend you for holding this hearing on three important topics, and
for Senator Bentsen and your colleagues' participation this morniing.
As Senator Dixon has previously said about the Qualified Medicaid Beneficiaries (QMB) Program, and Senator Bond as to his
State's impact, these are very important issues for our citizens, and
for States which are attempting in a sensitive and responsive way
to meet their medical needs.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask to have a full statement included in the record. In respect to your time limitations and heavy
schedule, I would summarize it in my remarks.
Senator RIEGLE. Very good. Without objection it is so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Graham appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRAHAM. I would like to give a brief history of the pro-

vider tax program in Florida. In 1984, Florida passed legislation
creating the Public Medical Assistance Trust Fund, which I will
refer to as the "fund." This fund was financed through a 1.5 percent assessment on the net operating revenues of all hospitals, augmented by State general revenues.
This program was developed in conjunction with the hospital insurance industry, the business community, representatives of Florida's elderly, and the legislature. It was a very positive demonstra-

tion of how various segments of the State, from their particular
points of view, could come together to meet a common goal.
Why was this program adopted in 1984? First, to level the playing field. In Florida, most of the indigent medical care was being
borne by a smaller and smaller group of hospitals; primarily public
hospitals, particularly in urban areas.
Conversely, many hospitals were avoiding any contribution towards indigent health care. One of the purposes of the fund was to
see that all hospitals would-at least to the level of assessmentparticipate in providing indigent medical care.
Second, was to allow the State's Medicaid program to improve
and expand its available services in response to federally-mandates
and optional programs which were allowed.
Third, to respond to an administrative directive-a directive of
the Reagan White House-asking States to utilize innovative mechanisms for its State Medicaid match.
And finally, to provide funding for optional indigent medical care
beyond mandated Medicaid programs. And I would like to talk
later about that specifically, because it relates to the QMB issue.
Florida's hospital assessment was based on all public and private
hospital revenues. It is required regardless of whether a hospital
participates in Medicaid.
For instance, it applies to psychiatric hospitals, whose inpatient
care is not covered by Medicaid. And it is regardless of the extent
of Medicaid participation. The 1.5 percent assessment is not included as an allowable cost in the Medicaid cost report for the hospitals
that do provide Medicaid services.
What has been the experience in Florida? Last year, Florida
raised $147 million from this 1.5 percent assessment. Most of that
money as used to meet the increasing cost of Federal mandates in
the Medicaid program; $30 million was used for non-Medicaid indigent care purposes. The $147 million of revenues from the assessment was augmented by $20 million in general State tax revenues.
Congress has, in a series of actions ov'w: the last several years,
prohibited regulations which would limit the use of provider taxes
and donations.
In 1990, the law precluded the Secretary from limiting Federal
matching funds for any type of State taxes. And, as a safeguard,
the statute excludes provider-specific taxes from a provider s cost
base for purposes of calculating Medicaid reimbursement.
On July 19, I received a response to a letter that I had sent to
the HHS Secretary, and I would like to ask, Mr. Chairman, if a
copy of Secretary Lewis Sullivan's letter to me of that date could
be included in the record.
Senator RIEGLE. Without objection, so ordered.
[The letter appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRAHAM. I received a response to an inquiry regarding
the administration's interpretation of the provider tax provision of
1990. Secretary Sullivan, in his letter, stated that the administration's concern is with the recent escalations in certain provider-specific donation and tax programs designed merely to capture more
Federal dollars. I cannot accept the administration's narrowing the
scope of provider taxes and attributing it to this motive of the
States.

I am concerned, as the National Governors' Association will express later, with th encroachment upon States' rights to raise revenues as necessary to meet Federal mandates and provide quality
health care to its needy population. But the facts of our State belie
the statement of Secretary Sullivan.
In fact, the State assessment, since established, has been growing
at a rate of 8 percent a year. The State's Medicaid program has
been growing at 27 percent per year.
Clearly, it is not the State tax assessment which is driving Medicaid costs higher, it is the expansion of benefits-many of which
were mandated by Congress-and the increasing number of people
who were deemed eligible for Medicaid.
In the case of Florida, when the program of the hospital assessment commenced in 1985, 16.4 percent of the State's Medicaid
match was being paid through that source. In 1991, 9.3 percent of
the State's Medicaid match we paid through that source. There is
no basis to the argument that the States have adopted this program "merely to capture additional Federal funds."
Mr. Chairman, there are some 23 States which use either provider taxes or donated funds as a means of meeting their Medicaid
match. If the administration eliminates the State's ability to do so,
there will be some devastating effects. Let me just mention some in
my State. We would likely have to curtail some important programs, including programs such as the mandated QMB program.
In Florida, we not only provide for the out-of-pocket costs to the
poor, elderly Medicare recipient-such as the $29 a month in Part
B premiums-we also provide under an optional Medicaid program,
full coverage; which means, for instance, that prescription drugs,
which are not covered under Medicare, are paid under Medicaid for
that program.
We would be sorely pressed to be able to continue to do that for
our indigent elderly if we did not have access to-this hospital assessment program.
Mr. Chairman, I hope that the committee will be very careful in
its review of the administration's regulations to ensure that the administration is operating based on facts which truly comport with
the situation of what the States are doing; that they are doing so
within the 1990 law which allows for these programs; and that they
are doing so wiLh the recognition of the deleterious effect on the
health care of many Americans which would result from this misguided interpretation of the law.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify, and I
submit my full statement for the record.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much, Senator Graham. I might
just note in passing we had a hearing in the Budget Committee
within the last week. OMB Director Darman came in to testify, and
he indicated to us that $132 billion worth of projected revenue in
the overall fiscal plan had disappeared over the next 5 years; just
vanished into thin air. And it was attributed to a computer malfunction in terms of just the way the projections had been done.
But in any case, it is a huge item. It did not get a lot of press
attention at the time, but $132 billion just vanished out of the projected revenue stream coming into the Federal Government.

I mention it because the off-loading of mandated service requirements and the shrinking of Federal dollars going to States in a variety of ways to help meet some of these mandated and real needs,
I think, is likely to become more extreme because of this loss of
projected revenue coming in at this level.
We are going to have to take a look at what that means in its
implications, but it obviously has a direct bearing on the kinds of
issues we are debating here.
Senator Durenberger has joined us. Senator Durenberger, did
you have an opening comment to make?
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE DURENBERGER, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA

Senator

DURENBERGER.

Well, if I might, Mr. Chairman, I am

going to ask that my statement be placed in the record, but I would
like to make three comments.
First, I want to thank my colleagues, the former Governors, for
being here, and Alan, whom I did not get a chance to hear, and to
express my gratitude to you, Mr. Chairman, even though it looks
like a complicated agenda and we are going to be here a long time,
for combining these three issues for all of the reasons that you
have indicated.
We have had hearings on the MCH Block Grant Program in a
couple of committees, and I think my position on that matter is
well-stated. For 10 years or more now, we have been trying to do
that one right in this committee.
This really is an unnecessary deviant, if you will, and the chairman has been leading, as you in the subcommittee have, to do
something right by way of the Federal/State partnership. And so, I
just hope that the Secretary and Jo Anne are re-thinking that.
On the issue of the QMB's, of course, this committee has been at
this 1 for 5 years. Mr. Chairman, I think you initiated the letter 2
years ago that asked the Secretary to straighten out this problem.
And according to the Families USA report, very little has been
done. So, maybe it is just another way of expressing appreciation
for the hearing and frustration that we have to have the hearing.
Finally, on the very interesting comments by our colleagues, the
former Governors, on the subject of Medicaid provider taxes and
donations. I think Bob Graham is right; we really should not spend
a lot of time debating the motivations of the State.
I will just sort of lay out my position and say that, in effect, that
I have tried to discourage this whole business, whether it is a deliberate provider donation-such as my State wanted to do and other
States have done-or it is a tax on receipts. And I think Florida
was one of the first to do that.
No matter what form it takes, it is simply another way to costshift. I mean, the breakdown in the insurance system today is a
cost-shifting process. You add the costs for those who cannot pay to
the insurance of those who can, and I think the tax is much the
same way. You tax those that can pay their way into a hospital or
to see a doctor to cover the cost of those who cannot.
There was a day when cost-shifting was, I think, economically
appropriate. I think that day is long gone. It is not necessarily for
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budgetary reasons, but I think for good economic reasons-trying
to get some efficiencies into health care in this country-that we
need to do all we can to end any one of these approaches, which
take money from some of the providers in order to give money to
others.
In this testimony we will hear more about it. I just hate to see
the States get into a proposition that looks like a scam when, as
Bob Graham says, it was never intended to be that sort of thing.
But no matter how you cut it, even a Florida tax is a tax on the
receipts from everybody who goes into the hospital in order to
cover the low income or the others. And that is just no longer, I
think, in health policy, an appropriate way to finance access.
(The prepared statement of Senator Durenberger appears in the
appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. I know my colleagues have other requirements.
Senator Bentsen, did you have any questions that you wanted to
address to either of our witnesses here?
The CHAIRMAN. No. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I will just be very,
very brief. I understood the presentation that Senator Graham
made, and appreciate the circumstances.
But there is no question that we have got a problem here with
some States gaming the system. Let me just give you a possible scenario. The States levy a charge on their hospitals. Let us say they
get $1 million. They then use that $1 million to be its matching
fund for Medicaid, and thus, get back $2 million.
At the same time, they increase the reimbursement rates to the
hospitals by the $2 million. I mean, the States set the reimbursement rates to the hospital, so that a hospital, for an investment of
$1 million, gets back $2 million. Now, there is the problem, as I understand it, from this voluntary contribution, or taxing the providers that are subsequently reimbursed through the Medicaid system.
So that I do not think that the administration is all wrong on this.
What I do think is that infrequently there are very legitimate efforts being made, that is not a gaming of the system, and that the
solution should be for the Congress and the administration somehow to work out a system-that recognizes those legitimate voluntary or taxing contributions and forestalls the gaming.
Now, back to Senator Bond. We are very conscious of this tremendous increase in the cost of Medicaid to the States and to the
Federal Government.
Now, as I understand, I believe in Jackson County, Missouri, you
have tried on a waiver system to give up the fee-for-service and implement management care system for your Medicaid beneficiaries,
is that correct?
The real solution to this is not shifting from the Federal Government to the State, or the State to the Federal Government; both of
them are broke. The real solution is to reduce cost through more
efficient delivery of health care services, or at least reduce the rate
of increase of the costs of coverage for all beneficiaries, whether
they are Medicare, Medicaid, or have private insurance coverage.
And I have always thought managed care can play a role in achieving this objective. What do you think?

Senator BOND. Well, Senator Chafee, let me just begin by agreeing with what you said about "gaming the system." I know of instances where taxes or voluntary contributions may be used as a
scheme merely to increase reimbursement. I think that is one of
the things that can be dealt with.
Senator CHAFEE. With physicians also, by the way.
Senator BOND. Well, the specific example I had in mind was with
pysicians, but I would have to disagree with my colleague from
innesota that we are just gaming the system. We are talking
about a massive burden that has been placed on the States to
achieve our goals of better health care.
I M.|.ink when the States come up with additional dollars for expanding care, that we should not asten to put on our green eyeshades and say OMB can save money for the Federal Government,
when we are going to wind up rationing health care to the poor

folks.
Now, with regard to what Senator Chafee raised about Jackson
County, MO, which is the county in which Kansas City, MO, largely exists, in the early 1980's, as Governor, I obtained a freedom of
choice waiver for the State of Missouri from HCFA. In other words,
we locked in Medicaid recipients to an excellent network of community health centers and managed care plans, and we found two
things that were very significant in Jackson County. Number oneand most important-people had better health care.
And I think the Medicaid recipients in Jackson County-knowing that they have to go to a community health center, getting involved with the community health center, and getting the preventive care that the community health centers have provided-have
received better care.
Second, significantly reduced costs. Lower number of admissions
to hospitals, fewer days in the hospital, and it came about by better
health care. They know, if they are recipients of Medicaid, they
have to go to a community health center, so that is their provider
in Jackson County. This took away some freedoms of Medicaid recipients, and that was a concern. But we think it worked, and that
is one form of managed health care I believe is working, and we
would invite the attention of the committee to that experiment to
see if you would wish to offer the expansion of that opportunity.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I just must set the record
straight. I am not the one that accused anybody of gaming. I said
specifically I do not doubt anyone's motivation. I just said it is
clearly cost-shifting, and that is a very legitimate part of the way
we pay for health care today; I just do not happen to agree with it
as a future way. But I am not the one who accused anybody of
gaming the system.
Senator CHAFEE. I was the one. [Laughter.]
Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Briefly, in response to comments by Senator
Chafee and Senator Durenberger, the current law-going back to
your example of the hospital that contributes $1 million, uses that
to match to draw down $1 million and then puts that all in its cost
basis for reimbursement-specifically excludes provider-specific
taxes from a provider's cost basis for purposes of Medicaid reim-

bursement. So, they could not include the $1 million under your
hypothetical in arriving at their Medicaid reimbursement under
the laws that exist today. There may be some further safeguards
that the committee might consider, but I think that one has already been provided.
Second is cost sharing. I am concerned about the cost-sharing
from citizen to citizen. But what was happening in our State-and
I do not think we are peculiar-is that increasingly, the whole
burden of indigent health care was being borne by a very small
group of hospitals; largely, the public, primarily in urban areas.
Many hospitals were eschewing any responsibility to provide indigent care.
Part of this is to see that all hospitals-as part of their public
responsibility as a health care provider--contribute towards indigent health care in the State. And this was a means of accomplishing that objective.
Senator DURENBERGER. But, Bob, is it not correct to say it is not
the hospitals that make the contribution, it is the people who go
into the hospitals who make the contribution in the more affluent
area to people in the poor area. That is my only poirt.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, I guess that is a matter of health care
economics.
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes, that is all.
Senator GRAHAM. If you think that the health care system is so
inelastic that there is no marketplace discipline and, therefore,
hospitals do not have to be concerned with their costs, because
without exception, they can pass those -on to their customers, then
we do have some very serious problems.
I do not think the other hospitals would have resisted-as they
did the imposition of this assessment-unless they thought that
some of that cost was going to come out of their shareholders' and
their bottom line profit, and would not be a total passthrough to
their customer.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, :f I might comment.
Senator RIEGLE. Yes, Senator Bentsen.
The CHAIRMAN. In talking about the expansion of Medicaid-and
frankly, I am one that has pushed very hard for prenatal, and
neonatal, and health care for children. I think that it is one of the
biggest payoffs for taxpayers we can have in trying to have children born with sound minds and bodies. Jut I was interested in the
study of the administration of some nine States, and CBO joined in
that study. And they made the point that 59 percent of the cost increase to the States is not mandates, but is due to the increased
costs in health care services alone; 59 percent of that cost increase.
And then, when they are talking about those benefits that are
mandated that have added to the cost, they comment on the QMB's
and they talk about nursing home reform as bringing about those
kinds of increases. Now, I understand that States are worried about
the future, where we take coverage up to the age of 19 in Medicaid,
-and what that might result in.
Senator RIEGLE. Gentlemen, we thank you very much for your
testimony. It has been very helpful to us. I think the perspective
you both bring as former Governors is especially important, and I

appreciate the time and the effort that went into these presentations. They will be very helpful to us.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, can I say one word about mandates?
Senator RIEGIE. Yes.
Senator

CHAFEE.

Because I have been on the conferences in con-

nection with the Medicaid expansions and many of the mandates.
And I know that the Governors complain because they are hit by
these mandates--many of which occur in the dark of night-that
they are not aware of, and suddenly they wake up and realize that
they are forced to cover a whole series of services that they never
would have before in coverage of poor children.
The other side of the coin is that we believe that those mandates
are resulting iii better health care for our citizens. They have
never been adopted willy-nilly.
The objective has always been to make sure that these lower
income individuals are taken care of; something that the chairman
of the committee has been so conscious of for many years.
So, I know that they are difficult and it is levying a financial
burden on the States, but I would like to think that the States recognize that it produces a healthier population eventually. At least,
that is our belief.
Senator GRAHAM. Senator, I do not think that you would find
very many State officials who are not deeply concerned about the
health care of their systems. That comity of recognition of the appropriateness of the Federal leadership role in Medicaid, I think,
should be met with an equal respect for the States' legitimate right
to determine the methods by which it will finance its share of the
responsibility. That is what Senator BondSenator CHAFEE. Well, as you know, frequently we make these
expansions optional. And if the States want it, they can do it. Some
do; some do not. But also, we make plenty of them mandatory.
Many of the Governors are not conscious of what we have done
until much later. I do not blame them for being upset.
Senator

RIEGLE.

Senator Bond.

Senator BOND. I was just going to add to what my colleague from
Florida said. Sometimes those of us who serve in the body are not
aware of what has been slipped in in the dark of night in conference when it comes back. And I think to address the specific point
about improving health care, there are a number of different ways
that States can go about it. And in our State, we continue to see
great needs for the prenatal care, and the care for very young infarits as being one of the most cost-effective, most vitally needed,
most important for the human health and well-being of our children. And when the mandates for coverage to older and older children are implemented, then there is a shift in spending, because
most States are operating under very tight budgets.
Washington has made the decision for the States as to their priority health care needs. And all of these needs that you have mentioned are important. But there may be some different priorities.
When Congress says you shall cover children up to this age, you
may, in fact, be taking away the ability for a State to say we have
a very high infant mortality rate, we have a very high rate of children born with disabilities, and we could use some of those dollars

on additional programs at the early end. So, I do not think that the
wisdom is all with the Congress. We can, perhaps, learn from the
States.
Senator RIEGLE. I must say, just one observation and then we
will move on to our next panel. I have been visiting a number of
neonatal units in hospitals around the State of Michigan with respect to this preventive care particular with children. We have so
many underweight babies being born now because mothers are not
getting the medical attention they need. The technology, of c6urse,
now allows us to save infants that even come in at 2 pounds, or
less; they are so tiny, it is hard to imagine how small they are. But
on the average, we are spending about $100,000 in the first 90 days
of life of a child that is born severely underweight because of an
absence of prenatal care.
I have been struck by the fact that as you go into these neonatal
units, you will see dozens of these little children in these circumstances, getting this intensive medical help that they obviously
need and should get. But, we have invested the equivalent of a 4year education at Harvard in these children in the first 90 days of
their life, when much of that expense could be avoided. These
babies could come to full-term if the mothers were getting some
measure of proper nutrition and care during pregnancy.
It is just stunning to watch the doctors and nurses applying this
wonderful, professional care; and state-of-the-art medicine. But the
cost is absolutely extraordinary when I think we could spend a tiny
fraction of that somewhat earlier and avoid all of that expense, and
the grief and the heartache because many of these children, of
course, are impaired.
Even with all of the high technology help, they end up not being
able to have a normal life. And then you have a sadness and a
hardship going out into the future that affects many people.
So, these are areas that I think we just have to press ahead, and
I appreciate the help of my colleagues on that.
Senator BOND. Mr. Chairman, you have just made the very best
case for some of the things that we have addressed in the Families
in Need Act, a piece of legislation I introduced recently specifically
on that topic, with the support of the March of Dimes, the American Academy of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. I would invite
your attention to-this bill, because we have seen the same thing in
Missouri.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I must say, if I may, Mr Chairman.

Senator

RIEGLE.

Please.

The CHAIRMAN. To go into those intensive care departments and
see a baby no larger than your hand and see the situation resulting
from hard drug abuse by the mother, and then see that baby end
up as a boarder baby-meaning it's a boarder at the hospital, because no one will call for that baby-presents some of the most difficult moral problems that we are facing today, I think.
And I congratulate you, Senator Bond, on your bill. I have one,
too, insofar as trying to address some of those kinds of concerns.
But certainly in the first year of a child's life, the money we spend
on prenatal and neonatal health care-and we are getting so many
children having children-that pays off at least three dollars to one

to the taxpayer, apart from the question of compassion and the
emotional concerns that are involved.
Senator RIEGLE. Just one other observation. Within the last
month and a half, I have seen two of these infants that have come
in under these circumstances, that have never left the hospital, as
you say, boarder babies--because they are too ill to go home.
At less than 1 years old the costs in their lives exceed $1 million.
These are two cases that I saw requiring extraordinary help. Of
course, the technology is there to work miracles but it is a stunning problem that is just mushrooming, and is driven by drugs,
poor nutrition, lack of access to health care and maternal counseling during pregnancy.
Senator BOND. Birth defects.
Senator RIEGLE. Birth defects.
Senator BOND. Smoking, alcohol.
Senator RIEGLE. AIDS, Senator Chafee says, alcohol, tobacco we
also know now, too, also has an impact. But we thank you very
much for your testimony. You have been very helpful to us.
Let me now call our next set of witnesses to the table. Our first
witness is Jo Anne Barnhart, who is the Assistant Secretary at the
Department who heads the newly created Administration for Children and Families. She is going to testify about the transfer of the
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant Program from the public
health service to the new agency. The two accompanying witnesses,
also representing the administration, will testify on the topic of
Qualified Medical Beneficiary Programs.
We will hear from Gwendolyn King, who is the Commissioner of
the Social Security Administration; and Ms. Kevin Erbe, who is the
Associate Administrator for Communications of the Health Care
Financing Administration. We welcome their testimony on the efforts that the administration is making to notify and enroll potentially eligible beneficiaries. These two agencies have already undertaken some activities in these areas, and we look forward to hearing from them and working with them in the future.
So, we will start, Ms. Barnhart, with you, and we will make your
full statements a part of the record. We would like you to summarize as best as you can.
STATEMENT OF JO ANNE B. BARNHART, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Secretary BARNHART. Yes, Mr. Chairman. In the interest of time,
I have a very short statement to make this morning.
Senator RIEGLE. Very good.
Secretary BARNHART. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you to discuss the administration's decision to provide a
health component within the newly organized Administration for
Children and Families, or ACF.
In the early 1900's, at the first White House Conference on Children, government officials acknowledged that the medical, social,
and financial circumstances of children and families are closely,
and perhaps inseparably, interwoven.

These linkages between poverty and health are widely accepted,
and yet, our attempts to improve conditions for poor families most
often occur separately. The needs of families call us to find ways to
link our programs together. I believe that they demand that we
work together if people are our priority, rather than programs.
It is important that we forge a strong link between social programs and health programs that serve low-income families. The
Maternal and Child Health block grant (MCH) provides that link.
MCH is committed to the health needs of women and children, particularly low-income women and children.
The announcement in the Federal Register which gave ACF the
responsibility for administering the Maternal and Child Health
block grant reflects Secretary Sullivan's strong commitment to integrating medical and social services. We intend to carry out his
plans for reorganization in such a way that it will not disrupt the
current administration of MCH grants at the State and local level.
All of the resources necessary to effectively administer the Maternal and Child Health block grant will be within ACF.
We will continue to work closely with the Public Health Service
to maintain the necessary health expertise, and to ensure that
MCH activities remain an integral part of the full range of public
health efforts at Federal, State, and local levels.
The Administration for Children and Families will be the focal
point for HHS efforts toward children and families, and we want to
ensure that those efforts address all aspects of what are truly complex problems. Through the inclusion of MCH in ACF, we will
begin to bridge the gaps between the delivery of social and health
services to vulnerable children and families.
Any transition to a new organizational structure is difficult. Yet,
when the difficulties associated with transition pass, that which remains will better serve the needs of our most vulnerable citizens.
Before the exact organizational details are final, we will be in
touch with you and your staffs, We are committed to maintaining
the integrity and improving the effectiveness of what is already a
valuable block grant for children and families.
That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Barnhart appears in the
appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you. Ms. King.
STATEMENT OF GWENDOLYN S. KING, COMMISSIONER OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Ms. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to be here
this morning with this committee to discuss ways the Social Security Administration can assist in providing that very important
Qualified Medicare Beneficiary benefit.
I would also like to add that it was only 2 years ago, Mr. Chairman, when I came before this committee, and I want to thank you
again for confirming me as the Commissioner of Social Security,
and not the HCFA Administrator. [Laughter.]
As you know, Social Security does not administer that particular
QMB program, but Social Security stands ready to do whatever we
can under the law to assist in letting people know about the pro-

gram. I say under the law, because clearly, this is not a program
that we can pay for under Title II benefits, and anything we do at
Social Security would have to be reimbursed by the Health Care
Financing Administration.
I did want to lend my support, Mr. Chairman. I have a full statement I would ask that you submit for the record.
Senator RIEGLE. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Ms. King appears in the appendix.]
Ms. KING. I would only add that Social Security right now is
coming to grips with its own workloads that most of you are already very familiar with. We are facing a situation even in the
next fiscal year with our current appropriations bill where we are
looking at a potential loss of $90 million from the President's
budget request.
So, with workloads growing, with our disability workloads growing, I would only reiterate that any role Social Security can play
must be reimbursed, and we would hope that you would take that
into consideration.
We stand ready to work with the committee. I have seen some of
the provisions of your bill, Mr. Chairman. We applaud your efforts
in this regard, and we will do whatever we can. We do have pamphlets we have revised, and we are making camera-ready Courier
reports available in our Capitol Hill office over in the Russell
Building for those of you who send out newsletters and would like
to get the word out about QMB. We want to make sure that we are
a part of the solution and that we contribute to the effort.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIEGLE. Ms. Erbe.
STATEMENT OF KEVIN LYN ERBE, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR COMMUNICATIONS, HEALiH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION
Ms. ERBE. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
am pleased to be here this morning to discuss the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary Program. The Department of Health and Human
Services is committed to making low-income Medicare beneficiaries
aware of the QMB program and to improving their access to it.
Secretary Sullivan is personally concerned about the notification
and enrollment of these vulnerable citizens. Last week, the Secretary sent a letter to every member of Congress indicating his concern that eligible QMB's receive the Medicaid cost-sharing coverage
to which they are entitled.
He stated his intent to utilize fully the resources of the department to promote awareness of the benefit. Under the QMB program, States pay the Medicare premium, co-insurance, and deductibles for indigent Medicare beneficiaries.
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act required States to buyin to Medicare for low-income seniors and disabled persons beginning January 1st, 1989. Immediately following enactment, HCFA
moved to implement the new buy-in program.
In October 1988, HCFA sent a letter to all Governors and directors of State Medicaid programs alerting them to the new QMB

fienefit and outlining Federal and State responsibilities to impleinent it.
,A State Medicaid manual issuance in December 1988 contained
comprehensive policy and systems instructions for the States. To
help States notify potentially eligible beneficiaries, HCFA provided
them with the names and addresses of Social Security beneficiaries
whose incomes would likely qualify them for the QMB program.
States conducted outreach to provide information and notify potentially qua!i~fld beneficiaries of the QMB benefit.
Several States launched comprehensive campaigns. For example,
the States of Texas, Florida, and New Jersey made an all-out effort
to notify potential eligibles through press releases, direct mailings,
a review of their Medicaid case loads, and a toll-free telephone
number for QMB information.
HCFA directly notified all Medicare beneficiaries of the new
QMB benefit by providing information in the 1989 Medicare handbook. A QMB inquiry unit in HCFA's central office responded to
over 15,000 written and telephone inquiries in a period of just 6
months.
In the summer of 1989, HCFA made a special mailing of a onepage notice to approximately 14 million Medicare beneficiaries
identified as potentially eligible for the QMB benefit.
The notice included State-specific locations and telephone numbers for further inquiry. These efforts have taught us that qualified
Medicare beneficiaries are difficult to identify.
Of the large number of beneficiaries who responded to the direct
mailing, only a small percentage actually qualified for the program. Many met the income requirement, but had too many other
assets to qualify.
Beyond notification, other issues relate to enrolling QMB's; beneficiaries must apply at their State Medicaid or public assistance
office; many attach a negative stigma to going to the welfare office;
some beneficiaries fear that having Medicaid pay for Medicare premiums and co-payments will cause them to have to change their
personal physician.
Because an application for Medicaid must be made, it will always
be necessary for States to make the final determination of eligibility for the QMB program. We must also keep in mind that funding
is not available to support an alternative application process,
which would be quite expensive.
Despite our efforts at notification, there are still beneficiaries
who have failed to learn of the QMB program. We know that beneficiaries have heard about the QMB benefit.
We need to target our message and deliver it in a way that will
sink in with those most likely to benefit. Any information dissemination should be as specific as possible with regard to the eligibility
requirements. This would reduce the number of inquiries from
people who do not qualify for the program. States currently do not
have the resources to manage large numbers of applicants, many of
whom will not qualify for the QMB benefit.
We must also consider the cost effectiveness .of the outreach
method selected. In the current budgetary environment, dollars
must be spent wisely. Mass promotions and broad public informa-

tion campaigns have been tried before at great expense and with
poor results.
For example, the direct mailing to 14 million potential beneficiaries in 1989 cost over $2 million, but resulted in few additional enrollees. Even if funds were readily available-which they are notwe have no reason to believe another mailing will be more effective
than the one in 1989.
While some may argue that the cost of outreach activity should
not be a factor, the current pressure on both State and Federal
budgets demands we pursue only those methods that have the
greatest promise of generating results.
Last week, senior officials from HCFA, SSA, and AOA met with
over two dozen consumer groups and representatives from the National Governors' Association and the American Public Welfare Association.
The purpose of the meeting was to share ideas on how the government and private sectors can join forces to ensure that qualified
beneficiaries receive the assistance to which they are entitled.
Advocacy groups and organizations in the field are an essential
component to making the QMB program a reality for needy beneficiaries. We plan to work with these groups and use their resources
to distribute materials about the QMB benefit through the aging
network. We will also target public service announcements in areas
with the largest concentration of potential QMB eligibles; develop a
fact sheet for distribution to senior centers; and write articles tor
senior publications and for use by others.
The Health Care Financing Administration has done a great deal
to inform Medicare beneficiaries of the QMB program. We continue
to explore ways to identify this population. The question before us
now is how best to target the unenrolled eligible population.
We look forward to hearing your suggestions and comments.
Thank you. I would be happy to answer your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Erbe appears in the appendix.]

Senator

RIEGLE.

Thank you all.

Ms. Barnhart, let me ask you first. It is my understand that to
implement the transfer of the Maternal and Child Health Program, that one option under consideration is to transfer grants administration personnel to the new Administration for Children and
Families while keeping the Maternal and Child Health Bureau and
its health professionals at the Public Health Service. Now, how
would that arrangement actually work? And I am wondering exactly what you have in mind in terms of how many people, and what
types of positions would actually be transferred to ACF, and who
would be responsible for their supervision?
Secretary BARNHART. Mr. Chairman, that is one of several possibilities that we are considering at this time. I would like to emphasize that at this time no decision has been made. We are pursuing
a number of alternatives and trying to work out the details.
One alternative does reflect transferring grants management
staff, a few health professionals, a senior physician, as well as a
senior health service administrator to the Administration for Children and Families; and then entering into a purchase-of-service
agreement for medical, and health services that are currently pro-

vided by professionals at the Public Health Service and the Maternal and Child Health Bureau.
Senator RIEGLE. Now, you say a series of options. What are some
of the other options you are looking at?
Secretary BARNHART. One of the options that was looked at was
to transfer just the grantsSenator RIEGLE. One that was looked at, or is being looked at? I
really want to know what is on the list of viable options.
Secretary BARNHART. One that was looked at, but is not currently on the list of options, was to transfer grants management staff
and not have the purchase-of-service agreement. This was ruled
out, Mr. Chairman. A second option that has been looked at is the
one I just described.
Another that has been considered is increasing the number of
professionals that would transfer to the Administration for Children and Families instead of having a larger liaison group of the
Public Health Service, actually having a larger liaison office at
ACF.
Also, an alternative that is being considered is to move all of the
Maternal and Child Health block grant function to the Administration for Children and Families.
Senator RIEGLE. I am wondering if the decision were to separate
the grant administrators from the physicians and the nurses,
would that not have the potential to be harmful to the operation of
a program that now has a 56-year history of success?
Secretary BARNHART. One of the reasons that we have not made
a decision is that we are exploring exactly what the consequences
and implications would be.
When I say exploring, I have my staff at ACF talking with staff
at PHS, and I am talking with Dr. Mason on a regular basis, as
well as staff in the Office of the Secretary, to determine exactly
how each of these arrangements would operate.
This is one of the reasons that we have not made a decision, because we have not gathered all the information needed to do so.
Senator RIEGLE. I have other questions, but Senator Roth has
joined us, and I want to see if he has an opening comment that he
wants to make at this point.
Senator Roth.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have an opening
statement. I will not read it in its entirely, but I would ask that it
be included.
Senator RIEGLE. Without objection, so ordered.
Senator ROTH. But I do want to say that I was tremendously
pleased to see in March when Secretary Sullivan named Jo Anne
Barnhart as the Assistant Secretary in charge of the new agency
under the Department of Health and Human Services, thereby
bringing together all the child and family-related programs under
the same roof.
The transfer of Maternal and Child Health Block Grant from the
Public Health Service to the Administration on Children and Fami-

lies is, indeed, not a simple process. And, of course, much is being
said both for and against this change.
While some may have concerns that MCH will lose prominence
in the Administration on Children and Families, I want to make it
very clear that I have full confidence in the Assistant Secretary
Barnhart's leadership as the administration's advocate for children
and family. I know she cares, and in view of the consolidation,
what is important to note is not just the Federal Government that
is moving towards better coordination of services for children and
families, but many States have established new agencies to emphasize this focus.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Roth appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Senator Roth.
I think I am going to ask just one more question here, then go to
Senator Durenberger, and then go to you, if I may. And I would
like to address this question to Ms. Erbe and to Ms. King.
The bill that I am introducing today would allow the use of
Social Security offices to accept applications and, where necessary,
coordinate with Medicaid offices if further work is needed for a
particular applicant to determine eligibility.
It was mentioned in your testimony that the "stigma" associated
with welfare offices often deters people from applying. If that is the
case, I am really interested in what your views are in using Social
Security offices as a point of entry into the system.
Also, I am wondering how much it would cost for the Social Security Administration to do intake and eligibility determinations
for the QMB's.
Ms. KING. Mr. Chairman, depending upon the level of involvement of Social Security employees, we have a range of costs. For
instance, if the plan is to have a stack of simplified applications in
Social Security offices that people who come in for other Social Security business might fill out and have Social Security forward to
the appropriate State or County assistance office, we have a range
of what that might cost, in terms of workyears for the agency.
If the idea is to have Social Security employees actually sit with
visitors to a Social Security office, help them fill out the form, and,
in fact, determine eligibility on the spot-as we do for supplemental security income and other programs that we administer-then
we have another cost.
And the reason for this is that the requirements for QMB's are
different from the requirements for SSI. Therefore, that work
would actually have to be added on to the normal workload that
Social Security currently is struggling under.
We can provide for the record some costs, depending on the level
of involvement of Social Security employees, Mr. Chairman. But
again, I must repeat that under the current statute, we are not
able to pay for that work from Title II funds, from trust fund
monies. Any work that Social Security does on QMB's would have
to be reimbursed, again, by the Health Care Financing Administration.
[The following information was subsequently received for the
record:]
I
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RESOURCE Rsquato BY SSA To MAKE OMB EuoiBLITY DrrERMINATIONS
Cost estimates for SSA to notify and determine eligibility for Qualified Medicare

Beneficiaries (QMB's) can range from a low of $4.5 million for a streamlined effort,
to a high of $271 million for a full scale effort.
A streamlined effort would involve a simple screening process to identify those
applicants who visit an SSA office to apply for Title II or Title XVI benefits, and
appear likely to qualify for QMB Medicaid coverage. SSA could provide a pamphlet
and a simple explanation of the program to roughly 2 million potentially eligible
applicants at a cost of about $4.5 million. Applicants would be referred to State offices for intake and development of eligibility requirements.
A full-scale effort would involve providing potentially eligible applicants with a
pamphlet and a brief explanation, and then having SSA personnel take an application and complete development of eligibility criteria. This could cost SSA as much
as $271 million to distribute pamphlets, explain the process, and take and develop
applications as well as provide employees the training necessary to perform these
activities, assuming that 2 million QMB's would apply.
However, for SSA to assume any of this responsibility, the Health Care Financing
Administration would need to obtain the funds necessary to reimburse SSA for Medicaid enrollment costs. SSA's administrative appropriations legally cannot be used
for Medicaid work.

Senator RIEGLE. I want to ask you what sounds like a simple
question, and then I will yield. In your mind, who does the Social
Security Administration work for?
Ms. KING. We are public servants, Mr. Chairman. The 65,000 employees at Social Security have committed their careers to serving
the public with compassion and efficiency. And I know that when
we get new programs going-like our 800-number-people sometimes wonder if, in fact, we are on their side, and wonder if we
called it an 800-number because you had to call 800 times to get

through.
The truth is that the busy signal rates have all but disappeared;
they are down to 1.percent. It is a tribute, I think, to the employees

of Social Security that they committed themselves to making sure
that that service was provided to the public.
Senator RIEG.LE. Well, I know there are a lot of people over there
that work hard, and you among them. My question is, in terms of

the focus of the operation, who do you see yourself working for?
Ms. KING. We see ourselves serving the public, and again, I say
that generally because a lot of people wonder if we see ourselves
serving only people who are coming in for retirement benefits; we
do not.
Senator RIEGLE. Yes.

Ms. KING. A number of the people who visit our offices are lowincome people who are eligible for the SSI program. And, as you
know, in some 30-odd States, if you are eligible for SSI, you are categorically eligible for Medicaid.
Senator RIEGLE. Let me ask you this. It seems to me that your
principal responsibility is to understand and respond to the people
who are within the reach of Social Security programs. That is your
first responsibility.
Ms. KING. That is true.
Senator RIEGLE. And obviously, in the name of the general
public, not everyone qualifies for Social Security programs. If, in
fact, your obligation is to respond to those who are eligible and for
whom programs have been designed to assist them, does that not
carry with it a requirement that you be aggressive in finding the

people that you are designed to help? I mean, is that not a part of
your job?
Ms. KING. We see that as an absolute part of our job, Mr. Chairman. As you know, we have a very aggressive SSI outreach effort
that has been under way now for several years.
We work cooperatively with our sister agencies within the HHS
umbrella on outreach. We have been working with Dr. Joyce
Berry, the Commissioner of the Administration on Aging, whose
aging networks have been very instrumental in reaching out and
letting people know about our programs.
Our brochures and pamphlets are shared with HCFA and with
the Administration on Aging. The whole purpose of our working together has been to provide a coordinated service for people who
come into our offices.
Senator RIEGLE. Well, listen, let me tell you something. I get a
little exasperated because there is all this work, and all of this
effort, and all of this commitment, and we are not getting the job
done. You have an obligation to get it done. And you have an absolute, affirmative obligation to get it done. How many meetings
have you had together to solve this problem, Ms. Erbe and Ms.
King? How many meetings have you had, a dozen? Two dozen?
Three dozen? How many meetings have there been to solve this
outreach problem?
Ms. KING. Well, there have been several meetings, Mr. Chairman, butSenator RIEGLE. Well, how many? I am askingMs. KING. I do not have a number. We will make that available
for the record.
Senator RIEGLE. No, I do not want it for the record. I want your
best estimate right now. Has there been a dozen meetings?
Ms. KING. At least. But not just with us, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. Is there an action plan?
Ms. KING. Let me just make it as clear as I can. There is a State
role that must be played here. We have met with the various State
officials who are perfectly willing and able and set up to take applications. There has to be a coordinated role.
Senator RIEGLE. That is what I am trying to get at. Ms. Erbe, let
me ask you. I want to get at the coordinating role, because you two
have the responsibility to get your beaus together and work something out here. Time is passing, and we do not have a plan, and
you have an obligation, in my view, working with the States, to
come up with an affirmative plan and get this done. There should
not be a person in this country eligible for help, that needs it, who
is an elderly, sick person in this country, who is not getting the
benefits that are designed for them.
I would think that there would be an enormously aggressive
effort to get this problem taken care of. What I hear is sort of
catch-22. I hear coordination, and I hear meetings, and I hear this,
and I hear that. That is all fine; if it leads to a plan that gets the
job done. How long do we have to wait?
Ms. ERBE. One of the purposes for all of the meetings that we
have been having is to put together an aggressive beneficiary outreach effort.

When we sent out the information to the 14 million beneficiaries
that SSA identified for us as possible QMB eligibles, 95 percent of
the responses we got back were from people who were not eligible.
Clearly, it is a very difficult population to reach. That is one reason
why we are going to the advocacy groups, whether it is Meals On
Wheels, religious organizations, or State groups. We are looking for
community workers to help us get out into the community and
reach those people one by one.
Senator RIEGLE. Would it not seem that the people who are in
this situation and who are financially distressed, hardest to find,
are the ones you ought to make the greatest effort to find?
Ms. ERBE. We are trying to do that.
Senator RIEGLE. Well, it is sure taking a long time.
Ms. ERBE. It is a difficult problem.
Senator RIEGLE. Well, I know it is a difficult problem, but it is
not so difficult that it cannot be solved. We solve difficult problems
in this country every day. It was difficult to go in and do Desert
Storm; we figured out how to do that. It was difficult to go to the
moon; we figured out how to do that. I mean,you folks have an
affirmative obligation to figure out how to do this. We wrote the
Secretary 2 years ago, not 2 weeks ago, or 2 months ago.
Ms. KING. Mr. Chairman, I ihink we need to make sure you understand that we are trying, and one of the things we have come to
grips with is that we cannot do it alone.
Senator RiEGLE. Ms. King, let me just stop you for a minute. I
know you are trying. I understand you are trying. I am asking you
to succeed. Now, that may be asking too much.
Ms. KING. We are stretching beyond the walls of government to
reach out to the community organizations, to the associations nationwideSenator RIEGLE. -Let me ask you this. Have you made a formal
request for additional funds within your organizational structure?
Have you asked the administration and OMB for additional money
for precisely this purpose?
Ms. KING. My colleague, Gail Wilensky, and I have worked out
all the numbers. We have looked at every possible angle. We are
working now with the nationwide associations that can also assist
us in outreach. When you ask the question, how long will it
takeSenator RIEGLE. No, that is not the question I ask, and I do not
want to be impolite to you, but when you do not answer me directly, I consider it an impoliteness on your part. My question is, have
you made a formal request for additional monies to achieve this
outreach? And the answer is yes or no. Have you, or have you not?
Ms. KING. Mr. Chairman, my requests would be for the programs
that I administer. I cannot speak for HCFA. I would have to defer
to mySenator RIEGLE. Well, I am going to ask you both. But have you
made a formal request for additional resources to do the outreach?
Yes or no.
Ms. KING. Yes, absolutely, for our SSI outreach.

Senator RIEGLE. All right.

Ms. KING. I have additional requests for public information,
which is all that we have under our purview.

Senator RIEGLE. Are they in writing?
Ms. KING. Absolutely.
Senator RIEGLE. Would you send us copies of those?
Ms. KING. Absolutely.
Senator RIEGLE. Very good.
[The following information was subsequently received for the
record:]
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR OUTREACH

SSA's FY 1992 funding request to Congress outlines SSA outreach activity with
regard to making potential beneficiaries aware of the benefits and services available
to them through the SSI program. These SSI outreach activities are an effective
way of identifying potential QMB eligibles, most of whom are also eligible for SSI.
Following are pertinent excerpts from pages 58 and 69-70 of SSA's FY 1992 Congressional Justification:
Research and Demonstration Projects
The FY 1992 request includes $11,000,000 primarily for Project NET/WORK
($6,900,000) and SSI outreach projects ($3,000,000). The remaining funds will be
used for demonstration projects seeking effective ways to return disabled beneficiaries to the work force and for several small income security studies.
SSA's SSI outreach strategy has three major thrusts-to develop and provide informational material about SSI that will promote a
better understanding of the program;
-to reach out to individuals who are aware of the program but are reluctant to
apply for "welfare," by working toward a more positive public perception of the
program; and
-to make the process of applying for SSI benefits easier.
0

0

SSI Outreach Activities
SSA is concerned about ensuring that people potentially eligible for SSI are
aware of the benefits and services available through this program, and has initiated an outreach program through its field office structure. SSA is working
with advocacy groups and community organizations through demonstration
projects to expand SSI outreach efforts. Among the activities undertaken in FY
1990 were the awarding of cooperative agreements to community organizations
and agencies for SSI outreach demonstration projects in 34 sites across the
country, and development and distribution of new SSI public information mate-

rials.

Senator RIEGLE. Ms. Erbe, have you made additional requests?
Ms. ERBE. We have been working with our existing funds to try
to administer the program.
Senator RIEGLE. Is that a yes or a no?
Ms. ERBE. No.

Senator RIEGLE. All right. So, you have not made any requests.
Do you think it is time, maybe, that you do so?
Ms. ERBE. Perhaps.

Senator RIEGLE. Are you afraid to do so?
Ms. ERBE. No. Actually, we are looking at the problem right now
from every angle possible so that we come up with the right direction to take. We have been asked to target specifically the areas
where there is the largest concentration of QMB eligibles.

We have been asked this by the advocacy groups; by the States;
by the hospitals; by everyone we have met with. They have asked
us not to blanket the United States with information about this
program because in the past, 95 percent of the responses have been
from people who, in fact, were not eligible for the program.
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Senator RIEGLE. I understand. That tells me that you have not
aimed in the right direction. I mean, you have been here this
morning. You have heard about all these people. A hundred thousand in the State of Illinois, 70,000 in the State of Michigan. You
cannot find them? Are we so incompetent that we cannot find
them? I mean, when you say that we have aimed a big effort but
we hit the wrong group, I mean, we are not going to give a gold
star for that.
We are supposed to be able to aim an effort where we find the
right group. And if you do not have enough people and you do not
have enough money, then ask for it. You have got an affirmative
obligation to ask for it. And if you ask for it and somebody upstairs
says, "no, we are not interested," then we need to know about that.
But you have not asked for any additional resources.
I know it is not an easy problem to solve, but when you aim at it
and you miss it, you have to try again. We are asking you to solve
it. And if you need additional resources, ask for them.
You have an obligation. You do not have an obligation to the bureaucrats you work for; you have an obligation to the service population that is out in the country. That is whom your obligation is
to. You are missing them, you are failing them; and that is true for
both of you.
Senator Durenberger.

Senator

DURENBERGER.

This is beginning to sound like a hearing

on the census. (Laughter.]
Some people are hard to find. I mean, if the SSI rates were 100
percent, I would say they might be lagging on QMB. And I am not
arguing with you, and I certainly do not argue with the fervor that
you bring to it.
But I just suggest it is not easy to find .eople whose annual incomes fall below $6,000, $6,020 and less than $4,000 in assets, and
couples with annual income below $8,880, and probably some-odd
cents, and less than $6,000 assets. I mean, the way we run these
programs in America, I think, contributes to the difficultly in pinning a label on those people.
Now, what bothers me, though, is some States seem to be able to
do it, and maybe you can respond to that. The figures that I had
before me here someplace said that-is it Maine?
Ms. KING. Yes.
Senator DURENBERGER.

Maine has an 84 percent participation of

those eligible. Vermont is 82 percent; Oklahoma, 78 percent. But
Michigan and Rhode Island, and Kansas, and some of the States
represented on this committee are not doing so well. Why is it that
some States can find these folks and some States cannot?
Ms. KING. I would suggest, Mr. Durenberger, that that might be
a question to ask of the States themselves. I think it has to do with
getting information out to people. As you point out, the universe of
people that we serve is some 43 million people.
Therefore, it is difficult to target this group of 2 million people,
though we continue to try over and over again. Some States have
done a lot better; some States do not seem to have made any inroads at all.
From a National perspective, we recognize that we absolutely
need the cooperation and help of the organizations that operate in

the communities in those States to help us get the word out, as
well.
Senator DURENBERGER. But getting to the point of the chairman's
question, you said you are trying, you are trying, you are trying,
and nothing happens and the chairman is getting upset. And I
think we all are getting upset. But if in Maine and these other
States they are finding them, do you not know what they are
doing?
Ms. KING. We do not. In fact, I am sure that HCFA has explored
this as well. We have worked with the various States. It is a conundrum.
We have a similar situation with the disability program. If you
look at the disability program in the State of Michigan, you find
the State Disability Determination Services there are doing an outstanding job. This is not the case in other States.
We have even taken the disability director from the State of
Michigan and had him come into the Social Security Administration to work with us as a consultant to help us try to figure out
why some of the other States are having such a difficult problem.
Senator DURENBERGER. Just looking at one of the suggestions I
did not see in looking for eligible persons-I know people are exploring the hospitals and the doctor's office-but has anybody
thought about retroactive eligibility so that somebody who is going
through the hospital system, the doctor system, you discover they
cannot pay and they fall in these categories, why not make them
retroactively eligible at that point? H as anybody thought to do
that?
Ms. ERBE. It is not in the law at this point, but it is possible to do
that.
Senator DURENBERGER. So, if we put it in the law then HCFA
could do that?

Ms.

ERBE.

Senator

Well, that is not-

DURENBERGER.

Pardon me?

Ms. ERBE. It is not there now.
Senator DURENBERGER. Well, Jo Anne, I need to ask you a couple
of questions, if I may, Mr. Chairman. Maybe I will just ask you one
question.
And I must agree with my colleague from Delaware with what
he said about you, and that applies to all three of the witnesses
here. We are all very proud of you, but I must also say that I have
never seen three such general statements in all my life. The statements lack a lot of specificity.
And that is not said by way of criticism, it may be just the
nature of this hearing. But they are relatively noncommittal, and
that is a dangerous thing when you are getting close to Labor and
HHS appropriations, frankly.
People are doing abortion and AIDS and a lot of things on the
HHS appropriation bill, and those of us who care about public
policy might be tempted to do something on public policy.
So, let me ask you this question. I read your statement, and it is
everything I agree with. "Since the early 1900's, government officials acknowledged that medical, social, and financial circumstances of children and families are closely, inseparably interwoven. The linkages between poverty and health are widely accept-

ed." Secretary Sullivan's strong commitment to integrating medical and social services.
The Administration for Children and Families will be the focal
point for HHS efforts toward children and families, will address all
aspects of what are truly a complex problem, bridge the gaps between the delivery of social and health services to vulnerable children and families. It is important we forge a strong link between
social problems and health programs that serve low-income families. I mean, all of this is about integration.
My question is how do the 174 public servants who currently
work at the MCH bureau and the 30 public servants in the Block
Grant Program, how do they impair the mission of linking medical
and social services in this country?
Ms. BARNHART. Well, I would say Senator Durenberger, they do
not impair the mission. In fact, there is significant coordination
and linkage at the current time. The Maternal and Child Health
block grant now coordinates with Medicaid, EPST, and the WIC
Program. ACF has some responsibilities in terms of preventing infectious disease through the Child Care and Development block
grant, as well as the exploratory effort to encourage AFDC mothers
to get their children immunized with the Center for Disease Control. Various categorical programs-like the Head Start Program
and the University Affiliated Program which are in ACF-have
health linkages with MCH bureau now.
So, it is a fact that they are not hindering the linkages. I am
pleased-and I know Secretary Sullivan is pleased-that we have
accomplished and made the strides that we have made to date.
The Secretary's thinking in placing Maternal and Child Health
Bureau in the Administration for Children and Families was to
place a greater ernphasis on the holistic approach to dealing with
the problems and the needs of children and families. And in his
view as a physician, and, as you and I have discussed, he felt it was
important that the Administration for Children and Families have
a health component to promote a strong, holistic approach.
I would like to mention just a few of the efforts that I could foresee strengthening the Administration for Children and Families
with MCHBG being present there.
We are looking at the problems that our teen parents are facing.
They are some of our most at-risk youth, quite frankly. Under the
Family Support Act, AFDC teen parents are a targeted group, and
it is required that they be in school.
One of the things I would look to do with MCH and ACF would
be to provide further linkages between teaching parenting skills
and emphasizing the importance of perinatal care through the coordination of MCHBG with the AFDC and the Family Support Act
programs.
Another critical area where there is a strong health need is in
the child welfare area-child neglect and child abuse. I would look
at creating a stronger link between the maternal and child health
program and the Title 4(b) services. Perhaps including them in
some of our family preservation efforts, as well as assisting parents.
There are a variety of other areas. For example, health care obviously plays an essential role in terms of promoting healthy child

development-a key link for the Head Start program and the Child
Care and Development block grant.
It is not a matter of the current situation hindering or preventing linkages, but it is a matter of-further promoting linkages and
coordination and filling what the Secretary views as a vital gap
that now exists in our attempt to serve children and families..
Senator DURENBERGER. Sure. And I will just say to you in response to that, I chose that question on purpose, and I will say publicly what I have said to you privately. In this day and age-the
cost constraints, the inability to finance adequate access to necessary resources-nobody can argue with either the Secretary's
thinking, or the things that you would like to do. But the concern
that everybody has is you are going to do it at the expense of an
existing service organization. And that has been everybody's experience. That has been our experience with practically everything
that goes on.
And I guess the concern is, why do you not do all of those things
with resources other than the existing ones that administer either
the block grant program or the people in the bureau? Why do you
not just add resources to give you a sense of direction, a sense of
integration?
Ms. BARNHART. Given the current budget situation, it is very difficult. We have to pick and choose very carefully when we propose
adding resources. I assume one of the primary motivations behind
the recent push towards integrated services is, "n fact, that we realize we need to do a better job of coordinating the services where
they might overlap. So we are operating in recognition of the
budget constraints that we have.
I would like to emphasize something in my statement that I did
not read, and that is that I want to say strongly again thatSenator DURENBERGER. "All the resources necessary to effectively administer the MCH Block Grant with be within ACF". We have
been listening to this since 1984 or 1985. It is in everybody's statement. We will always have the resources there. Then we have the
situation where it does not show up. I mean, it does not happen.
And it is always very well-intentioned people who put those
statements into their speeches. But in reality, it does not happen.
You are borrowing, is what you are doing. You are borrowing from
what we have now to accomplish a very laudable end. And the concern everyone has is the degree of delusion that goes on during the
course of that process.
Ms. BARNHART. Well, Senator, as we see it, we are not borrowing.
What we are doing is transferring, we are moving. We are recognizing the obvious linkages that MCHBG has to the health community
Obviously, it is a part of the health community. We are transferring it from the health community where there is already a strong
link into an environment at the Administration for Children and
Families so that we can create a stronger link.
There are other programs that could have been put in Children
and Families. The difficulty comes in drawing the lines. I believe
that Secretary Sullivan with the creation of ACF is redrawing the
line in terms of the focus of the programs and to change the approach that we are using for meeting the needs of children.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. I have exceeded my 5 minutes.
Senator RIEGLE. We have, in essence, three other panels that we
have got to hear from this morning. I think we have pretty much
covered the ground here. I think despite what differences of opinion we may have on emphasis or urgency, it is important that we
work together on this issue. I feel just as strongly as I possibly can
that if there are people out there in large numbers that we are not
reaching, that that is a failure on all of our parts, and it is an inexcusable failure. We can all pat ourselves on the back for what we
do, and we all get certain things done, but the things that need to
get done that we are not accomplishing, we cannot just keep passing around, in a circular kind of buck-passing situation where we
say, "well, we are trying, but we cannot get it done," or "we can do
it here," but "we cannot do it there."
That is not what people are paying for. I mean, people pay for
this program. They pay for it. They pay for all of us, as public officials, to get it done. And so, they are not interested in why it is not
getting done; they are interested in getting it done.
So, the next time we meet here, I want something very specific
about exactly what we are doing and how we are doing it. And if
we do not have the resources, get the resources. And if you need a
different program in one State than another, I want to know that,
and I want to get that set up. That is your obligation, not somebody
else's obligation. They may share in it, but you have an affirmative
obligation in that area, as do we. And that is why we are going to
produce something here to try to move this along.
So, let me thank you for your testimony today and we will move
on to our next panel
Let me now invite Mr. Raymond Scheppach to the table, who is
the executive director of the National Governors' Association, who
is going to testify about the States' use of voluntary donations and
taxes on medical providers to cover their share of Medicaid costs.
He is also going to share the States' perspectives on the operations of the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary program for the lowincome seniors that we have been talking about.
He is accompanied by Mr. Ray Hanley, who is the director of the
Office of Medical Services from the State of Arkansas. So, we are
delighted to have you both, and appreciate your patience as we
have been working our way through this subject matter today. We
will make your full statement a part of the record, Mr. Scheppach,
and we would be pleased to hear from you now.
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND C. SCHEPPACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of the Nation's Governors. As you mentioned, I will submit my full statement for the
record, and I will summarize it very briefly.
Our message today, Mr. Chairman, is clear. There is an urgent
need to protect the authority of States to raise the revenue necessary to pay Medicaid program costs using donated funds, providerbased taxes, or other revenues.
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Currently, Medicaid growth is essentially out of control. It grew
19 percent last year. It is probably growing currently between 25
and 30 percent. However, the reasons for this rapid growth are not
the use of donated funds or provider taxes.
Essentially, it is due to: First, optional, and more importantly,
Federally mandated expansions in eligibility and services. Second,
the recession has substantially expanded the roles. Third, medical
inflation is rising at about 2 times the general rate of inflation.
And fourth, State efforts to streamline administration have
brought on more providers and more enrollees.
For OMB to blame the growth on Medicaid to States' financing
mechanisms is clearly wrong. States must retain the right to raise
revenues as they see fit for the following reasons.
First, they have a constitutional right to raise revenues without
Federal restriction. Second, these financing mechanisms have allowed States to increase payments to hospitals that have a disproportionate number of poor patients, pregnant women, and children.
f States are denied the right to raise revenues as they see fit,
many programs will be terminated.
Third, it is unfair to change the rules in midstream, particularly
at a time of fiscal distress for the States. States have just raised
taxes $18.4 billion this year, on top of $10 billion last year,which is
a total of close to $30 billion over the last 2 years just to meet their
current needs.
Fourth, in fiscal 1992, only 5 percent of the State Medicaid
spending came from donated funds or provider taxes, and only 2
percent of that actually came from donated funds.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record a letter from
43 othcr groups that basically support our right to use voluntary
donations and provider taxes.
Senator RIEGLE. Without objection.
[The letter appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Our understanding is that OMB plans to issue
interim final regulations that would severely restrict the use of donations and provider taxes on the day before the Congress adjourns
for the August recess. If Congress allows this, the result would be
to deny millions of dollars to the program that is virtually the only
source of health coverage to the neediest of our citizens.
Medicaid budget problems are a symptom of a much larger problem that requires a comprehensive solution. Until Congress addresses the needs of the 34.5 million uninsured, Medicaid's roll as
payor of last resort will continue to grow.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my brief overview. I would be
happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Scheppach appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much. Current regulations, of
course, permit Federal matching to be made on funds received by a
State Medicaid agency from another State agency, or other public
entity as part of the State's share of Medicaid expenses. I understand in the case of New York, for example, the counties, and even,
New York City have contributed to the non-Federal share of Medicaid for many years.

And I am wondering, can you tell us how common these intergovernmental transfers are, and give us some historical perspective
on the extent to which other State agencies, local units of government, hospital authorities, and other public entities have shared in
the non-Federal portion of Medicaid costs?
Mr. SCHEPPACH. I think they are relatively small. As I remember,
I think California has some either in existence, or proposed. But I
think as a percentage, they are very, very small.
Senator RIEGLE. So, in terms of any broader history beyond the
State of New York, are you familiar with their history?
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Not the details of it, no, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. All right. Would Mr. Hanley be?
Mr. HANLEY. No, sir. Not in New York.
Senator RIEGLE. It would be helpful to us if you could take a look
and see if there are other examples that you might look at in some
detail and provide that to us for the record.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. I would be happy to do that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you.
Senator Durenberger.
.Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ray, let me
just ask you a question that came up earlier when the former Governors were here.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Our protectors.
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes. I have been trying to find a way to
think about this problem in a sort of a neutral way, rather than
good guys/bad guys, and all that sort of thing. And I will just say
frankly, the so-called voluntary contribution thing just looks so
bad, that I think you should not get into it for that reason.
When it was proposed in my State in the last legislative session,
a lot of the nursing home administrators who are getting desperate
for adequate payments were tempted to buy into it, but a lot of
others said, "I mean, this just looks like hell. We are taking money
from paying patients and sending it to the State so it can come
back for others." And it looks like a scam. But whether it is an explicit tax on those who can pay for their hospital bills in order to
cover the bills of those who cannot, or it is a scammy-looking way
to take money from paying patients and put it into the others, I
just cannot find a good rationale for doing this, except that we
have been doing it forever.
I mean, that is the way we have been running the doctors' office
in America, and the hospitals, and the nursing homes. I mean, is
an American tradition that those who can pay end up paying for
those who cannot. And I guess we use the term "cost-shifting."
Do I understand your statement in opposition to the administration regulations to be that this may not be the best way to deal
with the problems of-the uninsured, but right now, it is about the
only one we have-to continue this process of cost-shifting, if you
will.
"In the absence of a consensus on how to reform the entire
system, no change in Federal policy that limits the States' ability
to meet the demands placed on Medicaid should be tolerated." So
that even if the Governors felt it was appropriate to slow down the
rate of cost-sharing that is going on, and this particular means of
doing it, it is your argument that we have got too many poor hospi-

tals going under, we have got too many poor people being underserved because the Medicaid rates just do not reimburse doctors
and hospitals for their costs, to say nothing of reasonable charges,
that you ought to permit us, where P.ppropriate-where we can get
it through our State legislatures-to continue this process until we
all come to some other solution to the problem of everybody who
walks into a hospital, nursing home, or a doctor's office having the
ability to pay.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Yes. I think that is right to some extent. I mean,
we do not agree that this is a scam. I mean, States are not pocketing the money. It is not going into other needs. It is essentially
Ting back to provide care for some of the neediest people in the
nation.
I think there has been legislation over the last several years on
disproportionate share hospitals as a relatively high priority. Costshifting is a fact in the American health care system. We shift to
some extent, between Medicare and Medicaid, as you shift back.
There is private-sector shifting. We are all shifting to small business. So, it is a fact of life, and I think the way to handle this is, as
ou said, we must deal with the 34 million uninsured in a compreensive way that stops the cost-shifting. In the interim, though, I
think it is inappropriate for something that has been legal and appropiate, to all of a sudden somebody issue a regulation, which is
a $3 billion to $5 billion program, to try and shut it down. It is
going to cause all kinds of problems. States will have no option but
to shut down payment to these hospitals, and you are going to have
significant problems.
Senator DURENBERGER. Well, we have not been able to make
policy because in reconciliation every year, Henry Waxman puts in
an annual prohibition against changing this sort of thing, so it is
not that we have not wanted to try to deal with this problem, but
there has been an effort to maintain the current cost shifting
system in one way or another, or to permit the States to do these
so-called creative financing schemes.
Mr. Hanley.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Ray, you want to add something?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes. Senator, there is another way of looking at
cost-shifting on this issue. The ability now for Medicaid in my State
and a number of others to pay their fair share, we are paying physicians the same rates that other insurers do now. So, Medicaid
then is no longer shifting their cost to other payors, so we, in essence, have stopped part of this cost-shifting. And in looking at
some of the testimony of the administration, we not only have
stopped some of that cost-shifting, but we have reinvested the provider taxes and the provider fees to bring those payments up to
adequate levels.
As Mr. Scheppach said, we did not just put that money off in
some other program; we put it in the Medicaid program and we
have stopped cost-shifting.

Senator

DURENBERGER.

Yes, but I hope you understand the con-

cern here that if everyone else were insured, or if everyone else
were of equal income, it would not be a problem, because then you
could tax those who can pay-like an income tax works-for those
who cannot.

But when not everyone is situated equally, where some people
have very rich insurance plans that you can continue to add to,
while others have experience-rated plans, because they work in
small groups, or they are self-employed, or up in New York now,
they are going to pay $11,000 a year for an Blue Cross plan if they
are self-employed, and $9,000 for a small group plan. And you are
going to tax those people to cover those who cannot. Or, if someone
walks in the door, they do not have any insurance and they have
got to pay it out of their pocket, or out of a spouse's pocket and
they are elderly, then down goes the income.
Those are the people you are taxing. Those are the people that
this kind of a proposal, whether it is an explicit tax, or it is a donation, those are the people you are taxing, along with the folks who
have the first dollar coverage plans, and all the rest of that sort of
thing.
Mr. HANLEY. In my State we are not taxing the insurance policies, we are taxing only the Medicaid reimbursement to all providers, so, in that sense, we are not reaching into the Blue Cross
plans. We are only taxing the Medicaid payments.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Each one of these are different, but I agree with
your point. I mean, there is taxing of high-income people for lowincome people here, which may r ot be-in terms of income redistribution-substantially different t'ian what you might get under a
Canadian model, or a Mitchell pay-or-play type approach.
Senator RIEGLE. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask
Mr. Scheppach-is that correct?
Mr. SCHEPPACH.

Scheppach.

Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Scheppach, a question. Are there any States
that are planning to use provider taxes to increase reimbursement?
In other words, I think you were here when I had my illustration
with Senator Graham.
There were some scenarios you could put a tax-well, you could
levy a tax on doctors, and, indeed, some have restricted it to Medicaid providers. And in return for the income, they then would be
reimbursed at a greater rate, and everyone wins. You put in $10
and you get back $20, assuming it is a 50-50 proposition with the
Federal Government.
Now, do you know of any States that are doing that either with
hospitals, orMr. SCHEPPACH. Well, some of the States have increased their're'imbursement rates. In fact, Arkansas is one of them. You may
want to talk about it.
Mr. HANLEY. Yes. We have put the lion's share of our tax back
into the reimbursement structure, three-fourths of it, I suspect.
The rest has gone into expanding programs, such as 185 percent of
poverty k.overage for pregnant women and infants. But as they say,
all politics is local. And the only way we had support for the tax in
the legislature was a commitment to reimburse the providers at a
more fair level than had been done in the past.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I have got brief time here. Is that not
truly gaming the system?

39Mr. HANLEY. No, sir. I think it is using the States' legal, constitutional right to raise its money and reinvest it in its health care delivery system. That is what we have done.
Senator CHAFEE. But I mean, if the tax was on the physicians-you were not discussing a broad-based tax, were you?
Mr. HANLEY. No, sir. No, I was not. Because I believe the lawSenator CHAFEE. It was not sales tax, or something like that.
Mr. HANLEY. The congressional enacted authority gives us the
right to apply taxes that are not of general applicability, which is
exactly how we structured our tax because of the authority you
gave us last year to do just that.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, do you see any problems? I mean, after
all, we do represent the Federal Government here. We are all for
the States, but also, we have got to represent the Federal Government and look after its purse strings and see that it is not being
hornswoggled in any way, not that I would describe an Arkansas
system that way, because I do not want to get into specifics. I want
to take a general approach.
Mr. HANLEY. Well, it has been quoted quite often, the low percentage of the total State funds that are made up by these taxes, in
our State, it is going to be 10 percent or less, this year, of our general revenue that is raised by this tax. So, in that sense, I would
not agree in any form that we are gaming or abusing the system.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Senator, let me make a point that each one of
these State programs is different. I think if there are specific problems in individual States, our position is we would be happy to sit
down with you and look at those and come up with some legislation that seemed reasonable. What is happening now, the way in
which OMB is approaching this issue, is not a reasonable approach.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I agree with you. I agree with you on that.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. So this is what is happening: They have sent
their SWAT teams out. We would encourage your people to perhaps do some independent investigation. We would be happy to sit
down with you and look at that. If there are, in fact, some abuses,
then I think the Governors collectively would be happy to work
with you to stop those abuses.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Well, I agree with that, and I think
that is the way it should be. I mean, my belief is that there are
some abuses. On the other hand, States have to raise money. And
because they take a specific approach, it does not necessarily mean
it is wrong. So, I would hope that HCFA and you folks could get
together, and establish acceptable criteria. I would urge you to do
SO.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
If we have no other questions, I am going to thank these witnesses and move ahead to our next witness. Again, we appreciate
your testimony.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. We will now hear from Mr. Brian Mitchell, who
is the Principal Deputy Inspector General at the Department of
Health and Human Services. He is accompanied by Mr. George
Reeb, who is an Assistant Inspector General for Health Care Financing Audits. Please be seated, gentlemen.
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We had asked for this part of our analysis for an OMB representative. I just want to say to my colleagues, OMB did not want to
send a repregtative directly to testify, although they have sent
Mr. Lieberman from OMB, who is traveling with the two witnesses
who are prepared to testify.
So, they are present, but certainly not in the form that we had
hoped for in the sense of coming and presenting testimony directly.
So, that said, Mr. Mitchell, we would be pleased to make your
statement a part of the record, and we would like to hear your
comments at this time.
STATEMENT OF BRYAN MITCHELL, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY INSPEC.
TOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the interest of time,
I will submit my prepared statement for the record, along with the
three reports that we have talked about.
Senator RIEGLE. We will make those all a part of the record.
Mr. MITCHELL. I would summarize for you, 31r.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mitchell appears in the appendix.]
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Mitchell, would you pull the mike a little
closer, please? You have to speak right into it.
Mr. MITCHELL. How is that, sir?

Senator CHAFEE. Much better.
Thank you.
About the beginning of this year, the Health Care Financing Administration, concerned about the proliferation of financing mechanisms that were being employed by the States, asked the Office of
the Inspector General to conduct a survey to begin to uncover the
number of these financing mechanisms that were being employed-both donation and tax mechanisms-and to keep this
under surveillance reporting back to them and to the administration how many there were, how they were growing, and an estimate of what this would add to the outlays of Medicaid.
I will not talk about the first two that we issued. I will skip right
to the third one, which we will issue today to the Health Care Administration.
Our testimony and our reports contain examples of these tax
mechanisms and the donation mechanisms ranging from the one
that Senator Graham explained so well this morning to the committee, to others that a national newspaper has characterized as a
"shell game," to others where the donation programs are made by
organizations that are put together to borrow money from banks,
and then use that money to make the donation with.
Most of these programs work around the disproportionate share
part of Medicaid reimbursements. Today, we are issuing to HCFA
our third report on this issue, and we now estimate that the cost of
provider tax and donation programs to the Federal Government,
the added cost will be $3.8 billion this year. This is an increase of
about 51 percent from the estimate we made in May of 1991. By
the end of fiscal year 1993, provider programs implemented by 34
States will cost the Federal Government about an additional $12.1
Mr. MITCHELL.

billion, and that is cumulative over the 3 years. We believe that
our estimate is conservative.
Although the specifics of tax and donation programs differ
among States, there are some commonalities among them. Medicaid recipients are generally unaffected, and continue to receive the
same level and quality of care that they received. Providers are
generally unaffected as well.
The tax that they pay, or the donation that they make is generally returned to them in the form of increased reimbursements,
usually through disproportionate share payments.
The State, however, is a winner, in that they can reduce their
share of Medicaid costs and force the Federal Government to pay
significantly more.
We continue to believe that provider tax and donation programs
must be brought under control to safeguard the Federal/State financial partnership in the Medicaid programs, and to avoid possible bankruptcy of the Medicaid program.
We have recommended that the Health Care Financing Administration issue regulations on this subject and develop legislation
that they could submit to the Congress on this issue.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would be prepared to answer your
questions.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you for your testimony.
We know that a number of States are involved in this fashion. Is
there any evidence that you found that States are using the funds
generated by voluntary donations or provider-specific taxes for anything other than legitimate Medicaid expenses?
Mr. REEB. No. We have not found actual examples of it occurring. But, a provider-specific tax or donation used to supplant the.
funding traditionally provided by State general funds, does provide
relief. To the extent that you do not spend general funds, makes
them available for other purposes.
Senator RIEGLE. That is obviously true of any expenditure at any
level of government. But you have not found any hint of any diversion of funds collected for this purpose being sent over and misapplied in some other area?
Mr. REEB. What we have noted in several local media articles is
that local politicians have said that the use of one of these financial mechanisms frees the money for other purposes.
But our work to date has been more of a fact-gathering, related
to where the programs are leading in terms of expenditures. We
have not actually gotten into the details that w would have to do
during an audit of the State's treasury system to determine what
the funds are spent for.
Senator RMEGLE. Mr. Mitchell, as I understand your testimony,
you have indicated that you have not found any indication of that,
is that correct?
Mr. MITCHELL. We have not actually audited all these programs,
Senator, but in terms of a State claim for Federal participation
money not actually being spent on Medicaid, the answer is no, we
have not found that.
Senator RIEGLE. All right. Very good.
Mr. Lieberman, let me ask you. In recent weeks, OMB and
HCFA people have indicated that the administration would issue

interim final rules limiting States' use of voluntary contributions
and provider taxes. Can you tell us what the date is when the administration will issue these rules, and will there be a public comment period on the new regulations? And if so, for how long?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. Chairman, my understanding is that in the
report that was issued about 2 weeks ago, Secretary Sullivan and
Director Darman indicated that they intended to have the interim
final rule in place on July 31. I think the intention is to try to get
it out next week.
My understanding is that the Congressional on a moratorium on
a rule affecting donations is iii effect through the end of this calendar year, and I believe-although this is outside of my area of expertise since I was involved in the specific study and not the ongoing policy area-that there would be a final regulation that would
be issued at the end of this calendar year which would take into
account any comments.
Senator RiGLE. All right. Is your understanding that that timetable by the end of July is on track? Is that going to be met?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I think the intention is to be very close. My understanding is that people hope to work it out by the end of the
next week. Whether they will do it by the middle of the week, or
not, I am not sure, sir.
Senator RIEGLE. I appreciate the delineation you make in your
answer. So, you are not really on the policy side of this issue
within OMB?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. No, sir; I am not.
Senator RIEGLE. Do you know why the policy OMB person is not
here with you?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. No, sir; I do not. Other than my understanding
was that I was asked to come up to address specifically the efforts
of the Medicaid SWAT effort, the joint HCFA/OMB review team,
which I was one of the co-leaders of, along with Mike Hudson, the
Deputy Administrator of HCFA.
Senator RIGLE. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell, you were here during the testimony of the Governors' Association representative. The illustration that you gave in
your testimony on page 3, the non-profit hospital borrowing from
the bank, now that is clearly a shell game. But at the same time,
you heard SenatorMr. MITCHELL. That was not really the shell game, Senator.
There is one even more shell than that.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. However we want to classify it, it is a
way of milking the Federal Government. But at the same time, you
heard the Governors, and Senator Bond, and Senator Graham, and
the head of the Governors' Association, the Executive Director, discuss what they are doing.
So that these things are not all clear-cut. And, indeed, some of
them seem to me to have a good deal of legitimacy to them. Now,
what is the solution here? I just do not think that we can set criteria and adjust individual programs.. What _ you suggest?
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, our recommendations were recommendations of process, if you will. We believe that the issuing of the regulation which you just finished discussing will provide an opportuni-

ty to develop criteria by which programs can be developed that are
within the bounds.
We also believe, though, that you are going to have to go beyond
the regulation that is going to be issued and have the administration propose and the Congress enact legislation that will set the
boundaries which establish the criteria for the type of programs
that can be utilized.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I do not want to be harsh, but is that not
putting a whale of burden on the Congress? How the dickens are
we ever going to set these boundaries? We are always accused of
micro-manaf'ng around here, and it seems to me that would be the
ultimate of it, would that not? We have got to give you folks some
leeway.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I might point out, Senator, that I am not an
administration witness here. I am from the Office of the Inspector
General. And we are auditors, and we have to have standards to
audit against. And we have got to have some standards.
It seems to me that the States need guidelines. In the jargon of
the day, there has to be some bright lines so that people on both
sides will know what are acceptable financing mechanisms. You
can look at the one that Senator Graham described this morning,
which seems very rational and compare it to one that has been put
in place in a State not too far from here that is a complete paper
accounting exercise. So, clearly, if we cannot devise criteria that
handle every situation, it seems to me that the administration and
the Congress working together can devise criteria that will narrow
the gap much more than it is today and give the States considerably more guidance than they have today.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Lieberman, could you give a-by the way,
are you from OMB?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, sir; I am.
Senator CHAFEE. Could you pull the mike closer please? In any
event, my view is-and I will throw it out for what it is worth-is
that this is something that has really got to be negotiated between
the National Governors' Association and Mr. Mitchell or HCFA.
And that it is an impossible thing for Congress to draw up the
exact details lines. And maybe it has to be on sort of a waiver.
In other words, it is forbidden except where waivers are granted,
and then you give your waivers based on reviewing each situation.
I do not know. Do you have any thoughts, Mr. Lieberman?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I agree, it is a very difficult line to draw. As Mr.
Mitchell indicated in his testimony, about 15 or 18 months ago the
estimate for fiscal 1991 was that the tax donation schemes nationwide would cost less than half a billion dollars. Two months ago
the estimate was, I think, on the order of the $2.5 billion.
Senator CHAFEE. Billion?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Billion. It went up five-fold, sir. And then in
their most recent report of today, they are estimating it has gone
up to $3.8 billion in this fiscal year, and projecting that it would
reach $12 billion in 1993. There has been a clear acceleration in
the resort to these approaches.
One of the pieces of work that was done by the recent joint
HHS/OMB review team was we commissioned an independent actuary, Gordon Tractnell, to take a look at some of the trends. And

he went on at some length to point out that his actuarial prediction, in effect, was that unless the Congress changed the rules, that
every State would be using these.
And I think the point that you and Senator Durenberger had
previously made is quite appropriate in that what has happened
analytically is that while the Congress has done absolutely nothing
to change the nominal matching rate which remains at roughly 57
cents as the nationwide average, the effective matching rate-that
is, the amount that the States are getting, if you would, on their
net expenditures, not the gross ones that they are claiming
against--will skyrocket, and will skyrocket well over 60 percent, so
that the State share will have changed without getting to the question of whether all the uses are truly legitimate, or not.
Clearly, the money is not being wasted. The States are spending
the money, whether it is to close their deficit, or whether it is to
pay for uncompensated care.
And interestingly, in one of the States we went and looked atAlabama-I believe the explicit goal of the program is to have
what had formerly been a non-Federally paid responsibility for uncompensated care was to have the full cost of uncompensated care
be paid through the Federal Medicaid match.
And, in fact, Alabama had something on the order of over 350
percent increase in their in-patient hospital expenditures in 1991,
and about a 90 percent increase in their, if you would, claimed expenditures for 1991. So, the point that I would make, sir, is that
what is going on-as Senator Durenberger was suggesting-is a significant shift in the degree to which the Federal Government is financing health costs through the Medicaid program. And, as Mr.
Mitchell pointed out, without going through a detailed audit, you
do not know where all the money trickles to at the end of that. But
the simple fact is the effect of Federal share has changed enormously while the nominal share, the statute, if you would, has not
changed at all.
Senator

CHAFEE.

Well, let me just say this in conclusion. Mr.

Chairman, you were talking about getting Governors together to
share their experiences. I will tell you one thing that every Governor will agree. One, they are all caught short with money. Two,
every Governor goes off to the National Governors' Conference
meetings, and they hear what the others are doing.
And there would not be a self-respecting Governor who would
not jump on this program and come home and claim with some justification that he has developed something ingenious and is going
to save his State a lot of money, and they will plunge into it. So, I
believe Mr. Lieb3rman's pi-ojections absolutely. If it is costing $3
billion now, and some have not caught onto it, the rest will catch
onto it pretty quickly. No one has ever called Governors dumb
bells. They will catch on to these programs. I can remember when I
wdis Governor, the Director of Social Welfare came and told me
how we could shift expenditures to the Federal Government, and I
thought they were wonderful and adopted every one of them.
[Laughter.]
And so, I agree with your predictions, Mr. Lieberman. Something
has to be done.

Senator RIEGLE. It is interesting, Senator Chafee. I think I am
right on this. You may know, because it is closer to home for you
than to me, but I think the State of Massachusetts is struggling
very much to try to close its budget deficit. Mr. Lieberman, you
may know the answer to this. Did one of the States government officials not figure out how to close the deficit by the use of this particular approach?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, sir; they did. In fact-

Senator

RIEGLE.

And got an award for it?

Yes. In fact, HCFA will pay for half the cost of
that award, as the ultimate irony. [Laughter.]
But that isSenator CHAFEE. And that fellow will be the lead speaker at the
next National Governors' Conference. [Laughter.]
Senator RIEGLE. It was a woman.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. A woman.
Senator RIEGLE. It was a woman that was skillful enough to find
that, I think, if I remember it right from the stories.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIEBERMAN.

Senator

RIEGLE.

Senator Durenberger.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, let me ask a question of
Mr. Lieberman.
Was Mike Hudson the other co-leader?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DURENBERGER. On what?
Mr. LIEBERMAN. On April 30, Director Darman and Secretary
Sullivan appointed a special management review team, in effect, to
ask the question of why had Medicaid estimates been so badly
wrong.
And, as I think Ray Scheppach testified a few moments ago, the
Medicaid costs have been going up quite dramatically; 20 percent,
even over 30 percent. Just in the period between May 1990 and
May 1991, the State estimates upon which HCFA relies in making
the estimates for the Federal budget had increased in each of the
fiscal 1991 and 1992 estimates in that 12-month period by over $8
billion. And that in a 15 to 16-month period, the 1992 estimates
had increased by $15 billion.
So, Mike and I were asked to pull together a group of people to
have a concentrated look at why were the estimates wrong; what
needed to be done to fix the estimating process.
That is really what we focused on, and we went to nine States
and tried to work with the Governors' Association, the National
Council of State Legislatures, and National Association of State
Budget Officers to get a better idea of how to make this Federal/
State partnership work better.
Senator DURENBERGER. I want to make an observation to the
chairman and the Ranking Member of this subcommittee that I
think this is an explosive issue, and I think it has been much neglected. And we do laugh about it, and you are right; in Seattle on
the 17th of August, the speakers will be there and everything is
going to be trotted out. But they are also going to have somebody
from OMB there, I will bet you, to explain this interim regulation,
and there will be a lot of fighting and arguing back and forth. And
I do not know what will come from it.

By way of making a suggestion to both of you, I really do think
that this subcommittee should carve out for itself some kind of a
role to see if there is not an interim legislative solution to this that
the House could be persuaded to go along with, because the Governors need it. The legislatures need it. Somebody. does need some
sense of direction.
I do not think the solution is the one that I suggested, which is
stop the cost-shifting, eliminate all of this. I think that may come
in a few years. But I do not think we know exactly how these different donation or tax systems work. I do not think we know exactly who is paying it.
The way the formula works, it works on per capita income. So,
the District of Columbia is going to get the least o it, because as I
recall, they are still at high per capita income. They get 50 percent
here, and Mississippi still is at 83 percent, or something like that.
So, it flows across that. Who within the State is getting the benefit? Is the money spent to fulfill Federal mandates? Is it meant to
expand eligibility? Is it used to get new benefits? Is it used to increase provider payments? What is going on out there? I think that
also is a very important part of the analysis and may go beyond
what OMB and HHS have in mind when they put those regulations
together.
ow you use the money is probably as important or significant
as how it is raised. And because of these dollars, as John Chafee
said, you have got no reason to doubt an estimate. They usually
come in here low rather than high.
It strikes me this is a pretty significant piece of work that maybe
the subcommittee ought to carve out for itself, and maybe Mr.
Mitchell, Mr. Lieberman, Mr. Hudson, and others can provide you
with some information that you need to do it.
Senator RIEGLE. You know, if you would yield, it seems to me
that absent a fundamental overhaul of the health care systemand we are trying to do that. We have been working for some years
now to develop a way to come in and re-engineer the health care
system and make it more efficient; get the costs down, get people
covered in some form, and deal with the problem of cost-shifting
and uncompensated care. It seems to me the basic issue underneath all of this is if you have got poor people who are sick and
who need health care, who provides the money? We are one country, there are 240 or 250 million of us. On that issue, should that be
something that local governments foot the bill for? Should it be
something that State governments foot the bill for?
Is it something that the Federal Government should foot the bill
for, or, if we are going to divide it up, how do we assign the costs in
some reasonable way off the taxing capacity? I mean, some tax has
to come from somewhere to pay these' bills.
That question, it seems to me that right now we are doing so
much off-loading of mandates and shrinking money that the Federal Government had previously made available.
Revenue sharing is one example, but there is obviously an effort
now to move into this area. The Governors are obviously working
to try to offset that from a policy point of view because they fin
this as a way to get these bills paid. But it seems to me that the
basic question is if we are going to provide health care to poor

people, how do we collect the money and how do we pay these
bills? I would like to do it in the most efficient and competent way
that we can, just in terms of how the health care system works.
That is a whole tangle that needs untangling. But who should pay?
Senator DURENBERGER. Well, just so we leave this with an understanding of how this program works, and the only way I can do it
is to relate to this area.
If we lived here in an SMSA rather than bi two States and a District of Columbia, the simple way-as Bob Graham explained to
us--that this system works is you tax the Arlington Hospital and
the hospitals in McLean and up in Montgomery County, and places
like that.
You tax the people who go in there, and bring the money into
the District of Columbia to help out here in the District of Columbia. That is sort of a macro way of looking at how the whole system
is designed to work.
And what it does then is gives an excuse for the folks out in the
suburbs to see more people, prescribe more procedures, add more to
the insurance bill. And without some utilization constraint, you
have got a money-generator out there paid for by third party
payors, or something like that, bringing money downtown, and you
are not doing anyt! ing to restrain the overall costs in the system.
That is why I argue that this cost-shifting business, or taxing the
rich to pay the poor, so to speak, is a very poor way of going about
it. It just happens to be right now one of the only ways that a lot of
States seem to have.
The same thing goes on in the nursing home business. You have
got private pay patients versus Medicaid patients, what do you do?
You tax, or get voluntary contributions from the private pay patients and bring it in here.
Senator RIEGLE. But let me ask you this, if you would just yield
on this point.
Senator

DURENBERGER.

Yes.

Senator RIEGLE. You have given it a lot of thought, and I ask it
as a rhetorical question that , myself, am pondering, and probably
Senator Chafee is, too. And that is, whether you take the inefficient health care system we have now, or we could hypothesize a
revised and more efficient health care system. The question is, who
picks up the cost, who pays the bill for the poor person that needs
health care and cannot pay for it themselves? And as we divide
that cost up between-there is really three levels of government:
the local level, State level, and the Federal level, as taxing authorities.
How do we decide which level of taxing authority is going to
raise the money to pay for that health care for the poor person,
whether in today's inefficient system, or tomorrow's more eft.ient
system? How do we divide that up? I would really be interested in
knowing this. I would also be interested, John, in your thoughts on
that.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, obviously this is a tremendous, broad
topic, and we have got another panel. But let me just say this. The
problem is as follows: Rightly or wrongfully we have arrived
through Medicaid at a system of paying for health care for the
poor, and that system is based on per capita, on income. The for-

mula is arrived at, so that Rhode Island pays 48 percent, and Mississippi pays 14 percent, and Michigan pays maybe 50 percent; I do
not know. But this formula has been arrived at that is acceptable.
We have not changed it.
Now what is happening is, as Mr. Lieberman pointed out, is that
the formula is not being observed through these techniques, whereas in State A, the Federal Government was to pay 52 percent, and
the local government was to pay 48. Suddenly the whole thing
shifted, if I understanding your presentation. So, the percentages
are changed all around. What did you call it? The actual percentage is different from the-what was the term?
Mr. LiEBERMAN. I used the term nominal and effective, sir.
Senator CHAFES. Nominal and effective. So, that has distorted
what we believe is a fair formula here. But the Governors are
smart enough to game this system and change the formula dramatically. And there is some poor Governor who is asleep somewhere and has not caught on, but he will get it pretty quickly.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Two things, if I could. When some of my colleagues were out visiting State budget officials and so on in the
nine States, one State budget official said I should be shot. He said
I should be fired if I did not use these approaches, and literally,
that was his quote.
The other point is, as you have indicated, sir, the effect on a
State like Alabama or Mississippi, which has a very high Federal
match, the multiplier effect of this is quite different from a State
that has a 50-50 match.
SO, the consequences of the formula are exacerbated. The question of whether that is an appropriate distribution or not is not
what I am addressing. Just as a technical issue, it does have that
very confusing effect.
Senator RIEGLE. Gentlemen, thank you very much. We appreciate your testimony. It is helpful to us.
Let me invite our last witnesses to the table. We have appearing
for Families USA, we anticipated that Ron Pollack, the executive
director would be with us. They have been following this issue for a
long time, and I appreciate their outstanding work on this program. We are going to welcome today Lucia DiVenere, who is going
to be making the presentation for that organization. Also, Dr. Reed
Tuckson, who is the senior vice president for programs of the
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation; and he is accompanied
by Kay Johnson, who is the senior health policy advisor at the
March of Dimes, and they will be testifying as well.
So, let me welcome you. I know this has been a long morning,
and I appreciate your patience. We will try to move ahead here.
We will make your formal presentations a part of the record, and
we will hear Ms. DiVenere. Am I pronouncing that right?
STATEMENT OF LUCIA DIVENERE, PUBLIC POLICY ASSOCIATE,
FAMILIES USA FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. DIVENERE. It is Lucia DiVenere. You did better than most,
Senator. Good job.
Senator RIEGLE. All right. Very good. Let us hear from you first.

Ms. DIVENERE. Thank you. I appreciate it very much. My name
is Lucia DiVenere. I am Public Policy Associate with Families
USA. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the many failures surrounding the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary Program, as well as
your proposal to address these issues.
We strongly support your proposal, the Medicare Enrollment Improvement and Protection Act of 1991; and Senator Chafee, your
legislation to provide prescription drug coverage to QMB's.
We see your legislation as a crucial element that will help make
this important benefit a reality for the more than 2 million lowincome seniors eligible but not receiving the benefits.
I bring with me today a letter signed by 13 national organizations supporting your legislation, and I would like to request that a
copy of this letter, plus our full report, "The Secret Benefit," be included in the record with my testimony. Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. Without objection.
[The letter and report appear in the appendix.]
Ms. DIVENERE. Thank you. The administration and the State
governments have not taken the steps necessary to make the benefita reality for the majority of poor beneficiaries.
As a result, just over half of those eligible are without the buy-in
benefits to which they are entitled, and are paying Medicare costsharing that they should not have to pay. Families USA received
more than 1,000 phone calls from people all over the country following release of our recent report.
The message in nearly every one of these calls was that Federal
and State officials have simply failed to give many persons appropriate information about the buy-in benefit.
The application process for the benefit also is not simple. In
many States, individuals must apply at a local welfare office. The
application is difficult to read, understand, and complete, and the
applicant must produce extensive documentation.
Your legislation will ensure that the buy-in reaches beneficiaries
in the following ways: as long as individuals are required to apply
for the benefit at the Medicaid or welfare offices, participation in
the program will be low.
There is strong consensus among senior advocates that it is crucial for beneficiaries to be able to apply buy-in benefits at Social
Security offices. Your bill would significantly address this most
basic barrier to access by requiring Social Security offices to take
QMB applications, and making other important improvements.
HHS should send effective notices to low-income Social Security
beneficiaries informing them of the program and how to apply. The
administration should also include information about the buy -in on
the notice all Social Security beneficiaries receive towards the end
of the year announcing the Part B premium for the next calendar
year.
New Social Security beneficiaries should be expressly informed
about the buy-in and allowed to apply as they apply for their Social
Security benefits. Your legislation would help accomplish all these
goals. The most critical time to provide information about buy-in
assistance is at the time a beneficiary incurs medical expenses.
Physicians and hospitals that treat Medicare patients should be required to inform beneficiaries about the buy-in and how to apply.

Your legislation would have the Secretary supply these notices
about the QMB program to Medicare-participating hospitals and
physicians. Millions of poor seniors should not suffer financial
hardship when they had no way of knowing they were entitled to
assistance.
Buy-in benefits should be provided retroactively to the beginning
of 1991, and in the future, QMB benefits should also be available
retroactively for 3 months from the date of application, as is the
current formula for other Medicaid beneficiaries. Your legislation
full addresses both these important issues.
Your bill also includes important provisions to establish outreach
and counseling activities around the QMB program, as well as to
establish a toll-free hotline for centralized information.
This legislation would help turn the QMB program from a secret
benefit that holds great promise, but little real protection, into a
benefit that people know about, can count on, and that measures
up to Congress' expectations.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. DiVenere appears in the appendix.]
Senator RIELoI. Thank you very much. I appreciate your strong
support, both for my legislation and the legislation that you referenced that Senator Chafee is sponsoring, that is very helpful to us.
Mr. Tuckson, we would be pleased to hear from you now.
STATEMENT OF REED V. TUCKSON, M.D., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR PROGRAMS, MARCH OF DIMES BIRTH DEFECTS
FOUNDATION, WHITE PLAINS, NY

Dr. TUCKSON. Thank you, sir. My name is Dr. Reed Tuckson, the
senior vice president of the March of Dimes. It is a pleasure to
appear before you, and also in front of-Mr. Chafee today.
I will submit our testimony for the record, but let me summarize
by reminding us of the state of infant health in America, which remains of serious concern, and ought to be a source of embarrassment for our Nation.
We know the numbers; I will not recite them. But you are well
aware of the deplorable survival statistics for the infants who are
born in this country. As such, it is of extreme importance that attention be focused on every aspect of the health care delivery
system for pregnant women and for children, including-as you are
today--examination of issues relevant to the administration and financing of Medicaid and Title V.
Recent experience has shown that when the Congress initiates
thoughtful exrfn :ions in Medicaid and the Maternal and Child
Health Block Grant good things happen. More women receive prenatal care, and infant mortality rates start to improve.
We all know by now that by increased expenditures for prevention on the front end have real payoffs on the long run, both in
enhancing infant survival, decreasing pain and suffering, and reducing health care expenditures.
Other witnesses have mentioned the relationship between the
dollars spent on preventive care and the $3 we save in neonatal intensive care costs.

We at the March of Dimes are a national voluntary, communitybased organization concerned with the scientific and access issues
related to improving the health of our Nation's babies, and we are,
like you, concerned about both of the major executive administrative proposals under discussion today that could adversely affect
infant survival.
First, the new Administration for Children and Families. We appreciate, as does the Secretary, the importance of providing comprehensive coordinated services to America's children and families.
The creation of this new administration reflects this goal. However, while the intention is good, we think much, much more
thought and discussion must occur prior to any decision to effect
such a reorganization.
To move Title V programs, the core of our Federal and State efforts designed to protect the health of pregnant women and children, from the public health system to the new Administration on
Children and Families causes concern for three reasons.
First, currently, the three priority programs aimed at decreasing
infant mortality are located together at the Health Resources Services Administration in the Public Health S&rvice. The new Healthy
Start Initiative has been added to the Maternal and Child Health
Block Grant, and the Community Health Centers' perinatal care
program. These efforts, important in and of themselves, would benefit greatly by a unified vision and close administrative coordination within HRSA, and, indeed, within the larger public health
system.
Second, any scheme that de-links Federal and State Title V activity would necessarily result in inefficiencies and administrative
confusion for years to come. We cannot afford this disruption-not
now-unless, it would yield overwhelmingly compelling benefits,
none of which I have heard expressed by the administration proponents today.
Third, placement of just one piece of a comprehensive health program into an essentially Social Service agency will not, in our opinion, accomplish the overall goal of ensuring a comprehensive
system.
In fact, the Block Grant Program would only be 3 percent of the
budget for the new Administration on Families and Children. The
risk of this small program being gobbled up does not seem to justify the potential benefits.
The only good that perhaps could come would be if, in fact, it resulted over the long run in increased expenditures for the health of
children, and we have heard no evidence to suggest that in testimony presented by the administration today.
Therefore, we urge the Secretary to conduct a formal review of
this strategy, with consultation from knowledgeable experts both
within and outside the Federal Government, to seek the best
means of accomplishing the objective of providing comprehensive
department-wide support for pregnant women and children. We
further urge the Secretary to prepare for Congress a report that
describes the structure and mechanisms by which the Healthy
Start Initiative, the Comprehensive Perinatal Care Program, and
the Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant will be inte-
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grated and coordinated within the Department of Health and
Human Services.
Let me now turn very quickly to the issue of voluntary contributions to Medicaid, and the administration's recent efforts to prohibit this activity through regulation.
At a time when at least 10,000 of the 40,000 babies that are born,
die as infants in this country every year; at a time when our infant
mortality rate is 22nd in the world, at a time when one out of four
of our pregnant women receive no prenatal care in the first trimester; in a time when we are the only industrialized country, save
South Africa, without guaranteeing universal access to health insurance for pregnant women and children; at a time when States
and local governments are - experiencing severe financial constraints limiting their capacity to deliver health services to poor
and medically indigent women and children; and when our babies
are dying because they do not have access to care, it seems inconceivable that attempts would be made to limit public, private, and
voluntary efforts to expand financial access to health care for poor
people in this country.
We at the March of Dimes recognize and appreciate the responsibility and tne necessity for community-based volunteerism and corporate support, and have actively supported State Medicaid infant
mortality initiatives through voluntary contributions.
Until we can achieve universal access to insurance, we must do
all that we can to expand and support Medicaid, especially given
that two-thirds of the recipients are women and children.
Therefore, in conclusion, we urge Congress to first enact legislation to permit States to use voluntary contributions to finance
Medicaid program activities aimed at giving poor women and children an opportunity to get access to lifesaving health care.
Second, the Secretary of HHS should develop clear guidelines for
appropriate use of voluntary contributions that permit opportunities for public/private partnerships, but that would also enable the
executive branch to better estimate the true Medicaid costs.
And finally, if an agreement on legislation cannot be reached
before the end of this session, we urge continuation of the moratorium, as you in Congress have done every year sir ce 1988.
Mr. Chairman, it has been a pleasure to appear before you today,
and I hope that what does not get lost in the discussion is the reality that every day in this country, hundreds of babies are dying unnecessarily because they do not have access to care, and we have a
responsibility to do all that we can to make good on our moral responsibility.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Tuckson appears in the appendix.)
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much. Senator Chafee, do you
have any questions?
Senator CHAFEE. Just one question of Dr. Tuckson. When you say
100 babies die a day, what is a baby? Is that a live birth? Is that
where you look?

Dr. TUCKSON. Yes, sir.

Senator CHAFEE. That is where your work is. In othei" words, if
somebody who loses a child in the third or fourth month of pregnancy, that is not included in your figure?

Dr. TUCKSON. It is a live-born baby that dies at the time of birth.
That figure is the infant mortality rate broken down by day.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, I see. Well, I heard your arguments about
permitting donations, and you have been sitting here and listening
to the discussion back and forth. We have just got a difficult problem here. The question is are we going to stick to the formulas for
the payment that have been worked out, right or wrong, or are we
going to have what, in some instances, could be extremely artificial
ways. And I think it is fair to use he word "gaming the system"
that you heard also described here Lvday. And I do not think that
putting an end to the most egregious forms of gaming the system
necessarily means that the Medicaid benefits are necessarily going
to disappear.
Dr. TUCKSON. Well, I certainly appreciate. first of all, the complexity of the issue. I understand, and I hope that you are right in
the comment that you have made.
The reality that I am just aware of, sir, is that it is so very difficult in the real world that we live in-in urban America, in rural
America-to provide the range of services that Medicaid ought to
be able to provide. It is so hard to get people enrolled in Medicaid.
It isso hard to get the transportation systems. It is so hard to provide the child care, and on and on. These are things that make a
difference in whether or not American babies live or die.
So that when States, who are constrained financially, try to find
ways of getting other people involved-we have got this great national commitment for the American people to do all that they can;
we have voluntary contributions being made-you would think
that given the overwhelming, compelling nature of whether or not
babies will live or die, that we would do everything in our power to
encourage that, not, in fact, do things to discourage it. The reality-and I think that the chairman got to it in his questions earlier-has to do with what happens if we do not accomplish this.
While we may be concerned about some of the administrative
gaming that goes on, the thing that we have to be more concerned
about is that American babies will die if we cannot provide these
services.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think that you make your points very
well, and the objective is to provide the care. But at the same time,
I think we either want to stick with a system of prorating the
costs, or not. I mean, maybe the system we have got is wrong, and
that should be examined.
Ms. DiVenere, is that the correct pronunciation?

Ms. DIVENERE. DiVenere, Senator.

Senator CHAFEE. DiVenere. In the recommendations you had in
how to get the information about to these QMB's, you think the
recommendations you made will do the trick? In other words, do
you think we will get most of them?
Ms. DIVENERE. Well, I think it is important to try. We know that
what has gone on in the past clearly has not done the trick at all
in one way or another, and I think some of the things that are outlined in the bill that both you and Senator Riegle are introducing
today would go a long way towards doing it.
I think the idea of having beneficiaries be able to supply for these
benefits in Social Security offices is probably the most important

thing you can do to increase the participation rate. You have to remember that the Part B premium is being deducted from people's
Social Security checks to begin with, and so it is very natural for
them to think of the Social Security offices as the first place to go
to correct that wrongful deduction.
Some of the other kinds of notifications that are talked about in
your proposal and that we support include more targeted notification, more frequent mailings, and simplified application forms. I
think all of those things together would go a long, long way toward
getting the participation rates up to more acceptable levels, which
would approach 100 percent.
Senator CHAFEE. I was not here, I had to go absent for a few minutes, but it is my understanding that one of the witnesses pointed
out the difference and great variation within some States; some are
seeing 83 percent of the eligibles in Maine. What do they do in
those States? How do they do such a good job?
Also, I am aware of-some States where they make a particular
effort not to notify, because they are in such a financial jam they
just do not want to take on any more burdens, if you would.
Ms. DIVENERE. That is right. We suspect that that goes on a lot,
too. We have not looked specifically at the activities that each
State undertakes in order to arrive at whatever effective participation rates they have in the States, but I would drawyour attention
to a request that was made by Senators Riegle, and Pryor, and a
number of other members to the GAO at the end of last month,
which requests GAO to do a number of things looking at the QMB
program, one of which is to look specifically at activities taken in
tates that have high participation rates to see exactly what does
work and how participation rates could be increased. That report is
expected to be reported to Congress on September 10 of this year.
So, I am hoping that could help shed some light on this question.
Senator CHAFEE. That is going to look at the States?
Ms. DIVENERE. That is right; the States that are doing a good
job, and to see exactly what they are doing that is effective in those
areas.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Well, the chairman had to step out
one moment to take a call, but he will be right back. I have completed my questions, but I would appreciate if you folks could just
stand by, stay right where you are, and I am confident he will be
right back. So, just relax, and you can say we are in recess. Thank
you very much. I appreciate your testimony.
Dr. TuCKSON. Thank you, sir.
Ms. DIVENERE. Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. I apo ogize for having to step out. I had a call
from another colleague that was quite urgent, and I had to take it.
Actually, I have no further questions, but I do want to say how
much I appreciate the testimony and the work being done by the
organizations that you represent. It is very helpful to us to have
your testimony today.
I particularly appreciate the strong support from Families USA
for the legislation that we have proposed, and we want to continueto work with you and we thank you both for your testimony today.
The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:08 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]

APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITrED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Jo ANNE BARNHART

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to
appear before you this morning to discuss the Administration's decision to provide a
health component within the newly organized Administration for Children and
Families (ACF).
In the early 1900s, at the first White House Conference on Children, government
officials acknowledged that the medical, social, and financial circumstances of children and families are closely, and perhaps inseparably interwoven. These linkages
between poverty and health are widely accepted. And yet our attempts to improve
conditions for poor families most often occur separately. The needs of families call
us to find ways to link our programs together, in fact they demand that we work
together if people are our priority rather than programs.
It is important that we forge a strong link between social programs and health
programs that serve low income families. The Maternal and Child Health block
grant (MCH) provides that link. MCH is committed to the health needs of women
and children, particularly low income women and children.
The announcement in the Federal Register which gave ACF the responsibility for
administering the Maternal and Child Health block grant reflects Secretary Sullivan's strong commitment to integrating medical and social services. We intend to
carry out his plans for reorganization in such a way that it will not disrupt the current administration of MCH grants at the State and local level.
All the resources necessary to effectively administer the Maternal and Child
Health block grant will be within ACF. We will continue to work closely with the
Public Health Service to maintain the necessary health expertise and to ensure that
MCH activities remain an integral part of the full range of public health efforts at
Federal, State, and local levels.
The Administration for Children and Families will be the focal point for HHS efforts toward children and families. And, we want to ensure that those efforts address all aspects of what are truly complex problems. Through the inclusion of MCH
in ACF we will begin to bridge the gaps between the delivery of social and health
services to vulnerable children and families.
Any transition to a new organizational structure is difficult. Yet, when the difficulties associated with transition pass, that which remains will better serve the
needs of our most vulnerable citizens.
Before the exact organizational details are final, we will be in touch with you and
your staffs. We are committed to maintaining the integrity and improving the effectiveness of what is already a valuable block grant for children and families.
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[SUBMITTED BY SENATOR CHRISTOPHER S. BOND]
U.S. SENATE,
Washington, DC, July 18, 1991.

Hon. RICHARD G. DARMAN,
Office of Management and Budget,
Old Executive Office Building,
Washington, DC.
Dear Mr. Darman" We understand that the Office of Management and Budget is
inclined to score spending a.sociated with states' use of voluntary contributions for
state Medicaid funds as "new" spending, rather than having no budget impact. We
strongly believe that to score this program as additional spending is incorrect since
it is the continuation of an ongoing program.
As you know, the voluntary contribution option is possible for states under final
regulations published by the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) in
1985, specifying the acceptable sources of state funds for a state's share of payment
under Medicaid. A major provision of the rule states that public and private donations may be used as a state's share of financial participation in any facet of the
Medicaid program. Prior to 1985, according to HICFA regulations, such donations
could be used only for training expenditures. Federal courts have upheld states'
rights to use voluntary contributions under this regulation. As you are aware, in
1990, when HCFA issued a proposed rule raised through provider donations, Congress placed a moratorium on issuance of final regulations until December 31, 1991.
We believe that, should voluntary Medicaid contribution programs be allowed to
continue as in current law, they should not be scored as a budget spending item. We
support developing appropriate criteria that would allow states to continue using
voluntary contributions at a reasonable level and we have offered to work with
HCFA in developing these criteria in a separate letter to Dr. Wilensky. (copy enclosed)
Thank you for consideration of our views.
Sincerely,
CHRISTOPHER S. BOND, US. Senator.

JOHN C. DANFORTH, U.S. Senator.
,WILLIAM L. CLAY, SR., Member of
Congress.
JOAN KELLY HORN, Member of Congress.
RICHARD A. GEPHARDT, Member of
Congress.
IKE SKELTON, Member of Congress.

ALAN WHEAT, Member of Congress.
E. THOMAS COLEMAN, Member of

Congress.
Member of Congress.
BILL EMERSON, Member of Congress.
HAROLD L. VOLKMER, Member of
Congress.
MEL HANCOCK,

U.S. SENATE,

Washington, DC, July 18, 1991.
PH.D., Administrator.
Health Care FinancingAdministration,
200 Independence Aventie, S.W.,
Room J90-G,
Washington, DC.
Dear Dr. Wilensky: We understand that the Health Care Financing Administration (HFCA) is preparing interim final regulations for issuance next month on
states' use of voluntary contributions as Medicaid funds for purposes of generating
the federal Medicaid match. We write to urge you to consider the perspective .of
states such as Missouri as you develop these regulations.
Missouri, as well as many other states, is facing tremendous fiscal challenges as a
result of mandates to expand Medicaid coverage and due to the increasing numbers
of eligible beneficiaries brought about by a weak economy. In an effort to meet the
demands of the Medicaid programs, states have made great efforts to raise the necessary state Medicaid dollars that would trigger federal Medicaid matching dollars.
The State Medicaid agency and Missruri hospitals have worked in partnership
since 1989 to use voluntary contribution as a temporary means of maintaining a
responsive Medicaid program within this dii..cult fiscal context. The Missouri voluntary contributions program has significantly enhanced the effectiveness of the Medicaid program and its ability to serve at-risk children and women. This public/private partnership has been used successfully to implement a network of on-site eligibility workers; to avoid hospital program reductions of approximately $32 million at
a time of state revenue shortfall; to implement important child health prevention
GAl;. WILENSKY,
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programs; to offset, in part, Missouri hospitals' provision of uncompensated care;
and to offset the contractual allowance providers incur in treating Medicaid patients. Missouri's leadership in forging this type of private/public partnership
should be encouraged.
We hope you will understand our grave concern about the negative effect an outright ban on voluntary contributions will have on the State of Missouri. We understand the Administration's concerns about voluntary contributions, but we strongly
believe that states should be permitted to continue voluntary contribution programs
at a reasonable level. We ask you to consider establishing criteria for the use of donated funds, rather than prohibiting the practice. We will welcome the opportunity
to work with you in developing such criteria.
We believe the most prominent health care initiative of the Bush Administration
has been the expansion of the Medicaid program. It ,ieems only appropriate now as
states labor under revenue shortfalls and the urgency of complying with Medicaid
mandates that they retain a great deal of flexibility to generate funds as they can.
As states attempt to follow through on the health care priorities set by Congress'
and the Bush Administration, federal policy must support them in their efforts.
Thank you for your consideration of our views.
Sincerely,
CHRISTOPHER S. BOND, US. Senator.

JOHN C. DANFORTH, US. Senator.

WILLIAM L. CLAY, SR., Member of
Congpress.
JOAN KELLY HORN, Member of Congress.
RICHARD A. GEPHARDT, Member of
Congress.
IKE SKELTON, Member of Congress.

ALAN WHEAT, Member of Congress.
E. THOMAS COLEMAN, Member of

Congress.
MEL HANCOCK, Member of Congress.
BILL EMERSON, Member of Congress.
HAROLD L. VOLKMER, Member of
Congress.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BILL BRADLEY

The Subcommittee on Health for Families and the Uninsured is meeting today to
discuss a series of issues about which Congress has made its intent and commitment
clear. Addressing the plight of the poor and vulnerable segments of our society led
to the creation of the Medicaid program almost 30 years ago and, more recently, the
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant program. The rising cost of health care, a
depressed national economy, shameful natonal infant mortality statistics, increasing numbers of uninsured, increasing numbers of children living in poverty, and an
aging society, have served as the impetus in the last few years to expand the federal
role in providing greater access for these vulnerable segments of American society
to health care services through Medicaid expansions. Because the Medicaid program
is a partnership between the states and the federal government, these mandates
necessarily placed an increasing financial burden on states.
In order to fulfill federal Medicaid expansions at a time when the national recession is driving up th, need for public assistance and driving down general tax revenues, many states have implemented innovative programs to raise the necessary
matching funds required to comply with the mandates. The states have needed flexibility in financing plans to provide the mandated services to the poor, elderly, and
disadvantaged. Congress rejected the Administration's attempts to deny states the
flexibility represented by voluntary contributions and provider taxes in 1988, 1989,
and 1990. Although Congress supports the states in their efforts to comply with federal mandates for Medicaid expansions, we would discourage gaming of the system
which would compromise the federal-state partnership for shared funding.
In order to deliver the services -upported by the Maternal and Child Health block
grants, coordination with other public health service programs has been necessary
and encouraged. The planned shift of the MCH programs away from Public Health
Service to the newly established Administration for Children and Families in the
Department of Health and Human Services may compromise the linkages and coordination of health services which have been so successful in addressing the needs
of poor women and children. I question the benefits to be gained by isolating these
services al a time when we have begun to see improvement in national Infant Mortality st ' .stics.
Another issue which this hearing will address is an issue in which I have been
actively involved, provision of health benefits and improved access to health care for
our elderly poor. It concerns me that the benefits established by Congress in the

Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries legislation is not reaching the population for which
it was established.
I hope that the hearing today will shed some light and answer some questions
abciet
the programs
Congress
hascontainment
worked harconcerns
to establish
for thewill
more
than
26 million
persons onthat
Medicaid.
Cost
of Medicaid
require
comprehensive
restructuring
of the
health
care
delivery
system.
However, the over
13 million children
who receive
health
care
with
Medicaid
coverage
and millions

more pregnant women and elderly poor cannot wait for comprehensive reform.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF LUCIA DIVENE

Mr. Chairman, I am Lucia DiVenere, Public Policy Associate of Families USA.
Thank you for the oportunity to discuss with you today the abysmal failures of the
Administration and the state governments to provide Medicare buy-in benefits, also
known
qualified
(QMB)problems.
benefits, to the majority of po or seniors, as as
well
as yourMedicare
proposal beneficiary
to address these
We greatly appreciate your
continued
leadership
on
this
issue
and
your
determination
seniors and disabled individuals from the heavy cost-sharing to protect low income

burdens of the Medi-

care
program.
SFamilies
USA strongly supported creation and expansion of the QM

program
from its inception and has worked closely with Congress and through our research
efforts so that millions of low income seniors and persons with disabilities can benefitWe
from
this p rogram.
strongly
support your proposal, the Medicare Enrollment Improvement and

ProtectionAct of 1991, as a crucial element that will finally help make this important benefit a reality for the more than 2 million low income seniors eligible, but
not receiving the benefits.
Before of
discussing
in your recent
bill, I would
gve anBenefit,"
overview asofwell
the
findings
Families the
USAspecifics
Foundation's
report,like
"Thetosecret
as to share with you the reaction our report has received from the public and from
the Administration to date. I also request that a full copy of our report be entered
into the hearing record along

with my testimony.
2.2 to 2.3 million por seniors, just over half of those eligible, are without the buyin benefits to which the are entitled and are paying Medicare costs that they
should not have to pay. Their Social Security checks are also being wrongfully deducted
$29.90 each
Since byFamilies
USA month.
Foundation publicized its report on the large number of poor

seniors who are not receiving buy-in protection, our office has been deluged with
phone calls. We have heard the same from local press and social services offices.
thed on this experience, we have no doubt that it is possible-and

imperative-to
reach large numbers of low income seniors and their relatives with information
about this benefit.
The crucial question, Mr. Chairman, is how do we explain to senior citizens that
the federal government can take money they shouldn't out of their checks, but can't
do anything to top those

wrongful deductions?

BACKGROUND

Medicare beneficiary premiums and deductibles have escalated very rapidly over
the past decade. Since 1980, the Part A deductible for each hospitalization increased
249 percent, from $180 to $628. The Part B premium increased 244 percent, from
$104.40 to $358.80 annually. The Part B deductible increased 67 percent, from $60 to
$100
annually. costs in 1991, for Medicare beneficiaries
Out-of-pocket
with one hospitalization,
are at least $1,086.80-not including the copayments required by Medicare (and also
not including the costs of the services uncovered by Medicare, such as prescription
drugs,
term care and numerous others). In fact, the Part A deductible and the
Part Blong
premium
and deductible alone constitute approximately one-sixth of the

annual incomes of individuals with incomes below poverty-their entire income for
two months.
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

Congress hs taken important steps in recent years to prevent the extreme financial hardships that such cost-sharing requirements create for low-income beneficiaries. In the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988, Congress created the
QMB program when it required the Medicaid program, beginning in 1989, to "buy-
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in" to Medicare low-income seniors and persons with disabilities eligible for Medicare.
As of January 1, 1989, Congress required buy-in coverage for Medicare beneficiaries with incomes at or below 85 percent of the federal poverty guideline and resources of up to $4,000 for an individual and $6,000 for a couple (excluding the
home, car, personal effects, life insurance and burial spaces). Under the law enacted
in 1988, the income eligibility standard for the buy-in increased to 90 percent of the
poverty guideline in 1990 and was scheduled to increase to 95 percent of the poverty
guideline in 1991 and 100 percent in 1992.
As the legislation was being debated in June 1988, a number of Members of Congress, including Members of this Subcommittee, emphasized the importance of the
new financial assistance the legislation provided to poor Medicare beneficiaries.
In Fall 1990 when Congress increased Medicare cost-sharing amounts as part of
its deficit-reduction package, Congress also acted to protect low-income beneficiaries
from these increases. Congress accelerated the buy-in requirement for all poor Medicare beneficiaries with limited resources to 1991, rather than 1992, and added buy-in
requirements for Medicare beneficiaries with incomes up to 110 percent of the poverty guideline in 1993 and 120 percent of the poverty guideline in 1995. Medicare
beneficiaries with incomes between 100 and 120 percent of the poverty guideline
will be eligible for Medicaid payment of Medicare premiums, but not for Medicaid
payment of other Medicare cost-sharing.
Congress also provided Medicare buy-in benefits to the relatively small number of
seniors and persons with disabilities who did not work long enough to qualify for
hospital coverage under Part A of Medicare. For individuals without a sufficient
work history, Medicare hospital coverage is only available if the pa a monthly
premium of $177-an amount that is unaffordabla for the poor. The law requires
Medicaid to buy low-income seniors and persons with disabilities into Medicare Part
A. This is an important benefit-even for those who previously qualified for Medicaid coverage. Medicare hospital benefits are sometimes more comprehensive than
Medicaid hospital benefits because some1 states impose strict limits on the number of
hospital days covered under Medicaid. In addition, the Medicare payment rate is
often more generous than Medicaid hospital payment rates, and Medicare therefore
offers better access to hospitals.
KEEPING THE BUY-IN BENEFITS A SECRET

Despite Congress's clear intent that poor Medicare beneficiaries receive immediate financial assistance, the Medicare buy-in has remained a secret benefit. The Administration and the state governments have not taken the steps necessary to make
the benefit a reality for the majority of poor beneficiaries.
Impoverished Medicare beneficiaries, who previously were ineligible for or did not
receive Medicaid, have no way of knowing about the buy-in benefit. They have no
way of knowing that their Social Security checks are wrongfully being deducted by
$29.90 per month (or $59.80 for couples). They have no way of knowing that they do
not have to pay the $628 deductible for each hospitalization. And they have no way
of knowing that they do not have to pay the $100 physician care deductible, or the
various other copayments they may be making. And if they do learn about the benefit, they also learn that applying to get the.benefit is often no simple matter.
In the Spring of 1989, Families USA Foundation issued a report that was critical
of the Administration's and the state governments' implementation of the buy-in
legislation. (At the time that report was issued, the buy-in eligibility requirement
was 85 percent of poverty-not 100 percent of poverty as required today.) In response to that report, the Administration, in July 1989, sent a notice informing half
of all Social Security beneficiaries that they may be eligible for buy-in assistance.
Since that time, the income eligibility for the benefit has increased significantly, but
the Administration has refused to send any additional notices-and has failed to initiate any other outreach to low-income eligible persons.
An additional and important issue involves coverage of the Medicare Part A premium. As of the end of May 1991, there were approximately 138,000 poor seniors
and persons with disabilities for whom Medicaid was buying Medicare hospital (Part
A) benefits. However, the Health Care Financing Administration can identify approximately 529,000 seniors and persons with disabilities nationwide who do not
IIn the following states Medicaid hospitalization benefits are more limited than Medicare
hospitalization benefits according to the latest state plan information in Commerce Clearing
House's, Medicare and Medicaid Guide: Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia.

have Medicare hospital benefits, but are receiving Medicaid. Approximately 391,000
readily identifiable persons, therefore, are not getting the Medicare hospital coverage to which they are entitled.
Poor seniors receiving buy-in benefits only (and not other Medicaid benefits) were
most explicitly targeted by Congress for QMB protection. Three out of four (74 to 75
percent) of these eligibles are not receiving this benefit.
GETTING THE BENEFIT TO POOR SENIORS

Families USA received more than 1,000 phone calls from people all over the country-poor seniors and their adult children hearing about the benefit for the first
time-following release of our recent report. The message in nearly every one of
these calls was that federal and state offices have simply failed to give many persons appropriate information about the buy-in benefit, even in response to an inquiry.
One woman from New Jersey told us that she made 20 phone calls before she was
able to find someone in the state welfare office who knew about the benefit. An.
other individual in Texas told L7 he spent a full day tracking down information on
behalf of his elderly mother. He wonderedd how many elderly individuals would have
the stamina and courage to keep persevering. Yet a third individual from Maryland
told us he had been trying for two weeks to get information on the QMB program
for a disabled friend of his. Caseworker after caseworker either didn't know what he
was talking about or gave him incorrect information.
Some Social Security and social services employees have said they never heard
about such a benefit. In some cases, very low income Medicare beneficiaries have
inquired about Medicaid benefits and been told that they were ineligible without
any hint that they might be eligible for the buy-in, either immediately or in the
future.
The application process for the buy-in benefit also is not simple. Even those low
income beneficiaries who now know about the buy-in must overcome significant obstacles before they actually receive the financial protection to which they are entitled. In many states, individuals must apply in person at a local department of
social services. For an older person in poor health or a younger person with disabilities, this can mean an arduous trip on public transportation to an unsafe neighborhood, and then a long wait in a physically uncomfortable setting. Even if the state
allows applications to be mailed, the application is difficult to read, understand and
complete without professional assistance. Finally, the applicant must be able to
produce the documentation required to substantiate the information on the application
Congress has been struggling with the Administration, since the program began,
to turn the QMB program into a reality. Since 1988, no fewer than 8 letters have
been sent to the Secretary of Health and Human Services urging immediate action
to inform Medicare beneficiaries of the program and to increase outreach activities.
A total of 21 Senators and 125 Representatives have voiced their strong concern
about these matters, many of them more than once.
There are a number of steps the Administration and the state governments can
and must take to ensure that low-income Medicare beneficiaries receive the buy-in
benefits to which they are entitled. We were disheartened that the Health Care Financing Administration responded to our recommendations by expressing a-clear intention to rely primarily on private sector volunteers for outreach. Only the federal
government has the capability of launching an outreach campaign thit will achieve
the results Congress expected. Private efforts may supplement feuieral efforts to
make potentially eligible individuals aware of the benefit, but only the federal government can assume responsibility for making sure that it is easy for such individuals to actually get the benefit.
Steps that the Administration must take to reach poor Medicare beneficiaries eligible for buy-in assistance include:
* Take Applications at Social Security Offices
Thirty-one states and the District of Columbia currently accept SSA eligibility determinations for Medicaid purposes, through what are known as Section 1634 agreements. In these cases, low-income seniors and persons with disabilities can apply for
Medicaid at the same time as they apply for SSI n states where SSI beneficiaries
have to apply separately for Medicaid benefits, a significant number of beneficiaries
do not do so. SSA refuses to allow Section 1634 agreements to cover applications for
the buy-in.
Medicare beneficiaries are accustomed to applying for Social Security benefits at
Social Security offices. Taking buy-in applications at Social Security offices is likely

to increase participation in the buy-in very significantly, both for new and current
Social Security beneficiaries.
At a meeting with HHS officials last week, there was a strong consensus among
senior advocates that it is crucial for beneficiaries to be able to apply for buy-in benefits at Social Security offices. There are a variety of ways this can be accom lished
and we will be happy to discuss these with you and representatives of the Department at any time. Congress must support this effort by providing sufficient resources to accomplish this task.
The Medicare Eligibility Improvement and Protection Act will significantly address this most basic barrier to access of the QMB program. As long as individuals
are required to apply for the benefit at the Medicaid or welfare offices, participation
in the program will be low. Your bill addresses this problem by requiring that
trained HCFA or Social Security staff be placed in Social Security offices to take
QMB applications. The legislation also extends current Section 1634 contracts to the
QMB program; requires the Secretary to develop a simplified application form, with
consultation of consumer advocates and states; and requires the Secretary to periodically send notices, as well as application forms, to low income Social Security
beneficiaries, enabling these individuals to apply for the program by mail.
* Notification
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) must assume responsibility for identifying beneficiaries eligible for the buy-in. HHS should send notices to
low-income Social Security beneficiaries informing them of the buy-in benefit, eligibility criteria, how to get additional information, and how to apply. These notices
should be designed to attract the attention of the reader. When we met with HCFA
Administrator Gail Wilensky, following the release of our report, she was opposed to
sending out such notices, on the grounds that it would cost $2-3 million and that
the phone calls generated would "clogup" the system with inquiries from many
beneficiaries who are not eligible for the buy-in.
The cost of this undertaking could be much lower if the notice is enclosed with a
Social Security check. There are also a number of ways a mailing could be designed
to target beneficiaries most likely to be eligible and could minimize the number of
phone calls into the system at one time. We would be happy to work with HCFA to
address this problem.
The Administration should also include information about eligibility for the buyin on the notice all Social Security beneficiaries receive toward the end of each year
announcin& the Part B premium for the next calendar year.
New Social Security beneficiaries should be expressly informed about the buy-in
and given the opportunity to apply as they apply for their Social Security benefits.
HHS should also seek out and provide buy-in benefits to the very low-income persons who are not getting any Social Security benefits. The Social Security Administration (SSA) is currently supporting a number of efforts to improve participation in
the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) cash benefit program for seniors and persons with disabilities. These kinds of efforts should be used to make sure that eligible persons get buy-in benefits as well.
Your legislation will help accomplish these goals by requiring DHHS to notify all
new Medicare beneficiaries of the QMB program at the time they apply for Medicare coverage. Additionally, your bill requires the Secretary to mail information
about the program annually to Social Security beneficiaries whose benefits make it
likely that they would be eligible for this benefit.
* Providers Distribute Applications
The most critical time to provide information about buy-in assistance is at the
time a beneficiary incurs, or' is about to incur, medical expenses-at a doctor's
office or in a hospital. Physicians and hospitals that treat Medicare patients should
be required to inform- beneficiaries about the buy-in and how to apply. Hospitals, in
particular, have staff that can assist beneficiaries with the applicationprocess.
Your legislation would have the Secretary supply notices about the QMB program
to Medicare participating hospitals and physicians. These notices should be placed
conspicuously in the waiting rooms and other key areas, and medical personnel
should be required to inform beneficiaries about the program.
* Presumptive Eligibility
Congress has created special procedures within the Medicaid program to facilitate
participation by pregnant women. Under these procedures, at a state's option, providers may make a preliminary determination that a pregnant voman seeking
treatment is potentially eligible for Medicaid coverage and the state is obligated to
cover pregnancy-related services provided for up to 45 days or until the state com-
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pletes an eligibility review, whichever is earlier. The individual has until the last
day of the month after the month that presumptive eligibility was made to file for
Medicaid and coverage is guaranteed to that date in the case of a woman who fails
to apply. Presumptive eligibility should be extended to seniors and the disabled
under the QMB program as well.
Your bill would extend presumptive eligibility, at a state's option, to QMBs as
-well.
* Part A Enrollment
The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) can identify almost 400,000
individuals who do not have Medicare hospitalization benefits and are entitled to
have Medicaid pay their premiums. There is no excuse for not providing these individuals with the benefits to which they are entitled. HHS has insisted that individuals must submit the necessary applications themselves. Instead, HHS should automatically enroll these individuals in Part A and bill the Medicaid program for the
premiums. The Social Security Administration should allow states to enroll poor
seniors and persons with disabilities in Medicare Part A just as the states do with
Part B.
Your bill fully addresses this serious loophole in the benefit by requiring the Secretary to automatically enroll these individuals and directly bill the state Medicaid
plans for the cost of the Part A premiums. Your bill also addresses the current limitations in Part A enrollment by allowing states, without penalty, to enroll individuals in Part A throughout the year, rather than just in the first three months of the
year.
Retroactivity
Millions of poor seniors and persons with disabilities should not suffer financial
hardship when they had' no way of knowing that they were entitled to assistance.
In conjunction with an aggressive notification effort this year, buy-in benefits
should be provided retroactively to the beginning of 1991.
In the future, QMB benefits should be available retroactively for three months
from the date of application. This is especially important because many beneficiaries are likely to learn about the buy-in benefit at the time they are incurring
major medical expenses. Other Medicaid beneficiaries are eligible for Medicaid benefits for three months retroactively. Buy-in beneficiaries should be treated no differently.
Your legislation fully addresses both these important issues.
* Spenddown for QMBs
Currently, states have the option to allow individuals to qualify for medically
needy (and categorically needy coverage in 209(b) states) by subtracting the cost of
their incurred medical expenses from their income before the eligibility determination is made. States have been instructed by HCFA however, that they mqy not
allow spenddown in determining whether an individual meets the QMB income
levels.
Individuals under the QMB program should be given the same protections as
other individuals under the Medicaid program, and should be allowed to spenddown
to determine QMB eligibility. Your legislation fully addresses this serious inequity.
• Outreach
Your bill also includes important provisionr to establish outreach and counseling
activities around the QMB program, as well as to establish a toll-free hotline that
Medicare beneficiaries and their representatives can use as a central, knowledgeable place for QMB information and referral.
Your grants proposal would authorize $30 million annually, $15 million to states
and state agencies on aging and $15 million to not-for-profit and private organizations and networks, to accept and begin to process applications for QMBs in locations other then welfare offices. These programs would also have to provide either
one-on-one counseling or public educational efforts to inform individuals about the
program and help them access the benefits.
CONCLUSIONS

It is our strong belief that this benefit will become a reality for those eligible only
if there is a concerted effort within HHS to identify and reach eligible individuals
and enroll them in the program. This means that, in addition to efforts to notify
potentially eligible individuals, the Department must take steps to ensure that the
application itself is as simple as possible to complete and that poor beneficiaries can
apply as many ways as possible-over the phone, in their homes, at senior centers,

and at Social Security offices. We look forward to working with the Department to
design such an effort.
Your legislation will help turn the QMB program from a phantom benefit that
holds great promise, but little real protection, into a benefit that people know about,
can count on, and that measures up to Congress' expectations.
Thank you again for the opportunity to present our views and findings on the
Medicare buy-in with you.
July 25, 1991.
Hon. DONALD RIsoLE,

U.& Senate,
Washington, DC.
Dear Senator Riegle: We, the undersigned organizations, are pleased to lend our
full support for your proposal, the Medicare Enrollment Improvement and Protection Act of 1991.
As longstanding supporters of the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) program.
the purpose of which is to shield low income beneficiaries from the high cost-sharing
requirements of the Medicare program, we are deeply concerned more than half of
all seniors eligible for the QMB benefits are not receiving the benefits. Aggressive
outreach and notification efforts have not been mounted by the DHHS to find and
enroll potentially qualified individuals. As a result, more than 2 million elderly individuals and couples with incomes below the federal poverty line have been wrongly
billed for Medicare premiums, copays, and deductibles since the program began
more than three years ago.
Two critical areas of needed improvement are that beneficiaries must be able to
enroll in the program through their local Social Security offices and the DHHS
must actively notify beneficiaries, on an ongoing basis, about the program. Your bill
would fully address these issues, as well as others of vital importance.
We appreciate your leadership in this pressing issue and look forward to working
with you to make the QMB program a reality for the millions in need.
Sincerely,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR
THE AGING.
AFSCME RETIREE PROGRAM.
AsOCIACION NACIONAL PRO PERSONAS
MAYORES.
FAMILIES USA.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FAMILIES
CARING FOR THEIR ELDERS.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AREA
AGENCIES ON AGING.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FOSTER
GRANDPARENTS PROGRAM DIRECTORS.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF OLDER
AMERICAN VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
DIREcTORS.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RSVP
DIRECTORS.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNITS
ON AGING.
NATIONAL CAUCUS AND CENTER ON BLACK
AGED.
OLDER WOMEN'S LEAGUE.
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Families
Fun" Uri edfor Se _ Act io

June 17, 1991
Dear Senator:
A key element of last year's budget agreement that was intended to:
provide vital -protections for millions of elderly and disabled
individuals living below the poverty line has become a phantom
benefit.
The enclosed report, released today by Families USA
Foundation, documents the problems with this
program and the number
of low-income people iA each state
who are not receiving the
protection to which they are entitled.
Congress intended the Medicare buy-in benefit, also known as the
Qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) program, to protect low-income
Medicare beneficiaries from the out-of-pocket costs of the Medicare
program -- premiums, deductibles, and copays.
These costs alone
can amount to more than a sixth of the annual income for an elderly
person living in poverty.
And yet, because the federal and state governments have failed to
notify the poor about the this benefit, fewer than half of those
entitled are actually receiving the benefit.
As a result, lowincome seniors are having $29.90 per month ($358.80 per year)
deducted from their Social Security checks even though Congress
intended to stop these deductions.
I hope you find the information in this
report helpful.
Please
feel free to contact Lucia DiVenere of my staff with any questions
or for additional information.
-Sincerely,

A;

Ronald F. Pollack
Executive Director

1)14 G STREET. NW - WASHINGTON. OC 2000S

201-6211-3030

* FAX 202-347-2417

The Secret Benefit
The Failure to Provide the
Medicare Buy-in to Poor Seniors

A Report By
Families USA Foundation
1334 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 628-3030

June 1991

Introduction
The Medicare buy-in is a benefit designed by Congress to protect low-income
beneficiaries from heavy Medicare out-of-pocket costs. This report outlines the
potential of this benefit; the federal and state governments' failures to make this
benefit a reality for poor seniors; and steps that can be taken to ensure that
low-income seniors and persons with disabilities get the benefits Congress intended.
As of May 1991, an estimated 2.2 to 2.3 million poor seniors nationwide
were eligible for the Medicare "buy-in," also known as the Qualified Medicare

Beneficiary (QMB) program, but were not receiving the benefits., Over half the
seniors eligible for this benefit are not receiving it. These low-income seniors are
very poor: individuals with incomes below $6,620 a year and less than $4,000 in
assets, and couples with annual incomes below $8,880 and less than $6,000 in
assets.

For these seniors, the federal government continues to deduct Medicare
premiums ($29.90 per month for individuals, $59.80 per month for couples) each and
every month out of their Social Security checks, even though they are entitled to have
those premiums paid by the Medicaid program. These impoverished seniors are also
paying substantial portions of their incomes on physician and hospital bills even
though by law they are not responsible for these costs.
Background-Medicare Cost-Sharing
The Medicare program requires substantial out-of-pocket payments from
beneficiaries. In 1991 these cost-sharing requirements are: the premium for physician
coverage (Part B of Medicare), $29.90 per month (or $358.80 per year); the Part B
deductible, $100 per year; copayments of 20 percent for all physician charges above
the $100 annual deductible; physician costs that exceed Medicare's billable rate'; a
hospital (Part A) deductible of $628 for each hospitalization; substantial copayments
for hospitalizations in excess of 60 days; and substantial copaymer', ! - skilled
nursing care stays longer than 21 days.
Beneficiary premiums and deductibles have escalated very rapijiy in the past
decade. A comparison of the 1980 and 1991 costs is illustrative:
1980

1991

Percentage
Increase

$ 180.00

$ 628.00

+ 249

Part B
Premium

104.40

358.80

+ 244

Part B
Deductible

60.00

100.00

+ 67

$ 344.40

$1,086.80

+ 216

Part A
Deductible

TOTAL

Out-of-pocket costs in 1991, for Medicare beneficiaries with one
hospitalization, are at least $1,086.80-not including the copayments required by
Medicare (and also not including the costs of the services uncovered by Medicare,
such as prescription drugs, long term care and numerous others). In fact, the Part A
deductible and the Part B premium and deductible alone constitute approximately
one-sixth of the annual incomes of individuals with incomes below poverty-their
entire income for two months.

Recent Congressional Action
Congress has acted in recent years to prevent the extreme financial hardships
that such cost-sharing requirements create for low-income beneficiaries. In the
Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988, Congress required the Medicaid
program, beginning in 1989, to "buy-in" to Medicare low-income seniors and persons
with disabilities eligible for Medicare. 3 The law required that Medicaid pay the
Medicare premiums and deductibles for low-income seniors and persons with
disabilities eligible for Medicare, and these low-income persons are not responsible
for any out-of-pocket costs for Medicare-covered services.
As of January 1, 1989, Congress required buy-in coverage for Medicare
beneficiaries with incomes at or below 85 percent of the federal poverty guideline and
resources of up to $4,000 for an individual and $6,000 for a couple (excluding the
home, car, personal effects, life insurance and burial spaces).' Under the law enacted
in 1988, the income eligibility standard for the buy-in increased to 90 percent of the
poverty guideline in 1990 and was scheduled to increase to 95 percent of the poverty
guideline in 1991 and 100 percent in 1992.
In Fall 1990 when Congress increased Medicare cost-sharing amounts as part
of its deficit-reduction package, Congress also acted to protect low-income
beneficiaries from these increases. Congress accelerated the buy-in requirement for all
poor Medicare beneficiaries with limited resources to 1991, rather than 1992, and
added buy-in requirements for Medicare beneficiaries with incomes up to 110 percent
of the poverty guideline in 1993 and 120 percent of the poverty guideline in 1995.
Medicare beneficiaries with incomes between 100 and 120 percent of the poverty
guideline will be eligible for Medicaid payment of Medicare premiums, but not for
Medicaid payment of other Medicare cost-sharing.
The Medicare buy-in also provides protection for the relatively small number
of seniors and persons with disabilities who did not work long enough to qualify for
hospital coverage under Part A of Medicare. For individuals without a sufficient work
history, Medicare hospital coverage is only available if they pay a monthly premium
of $177 -- an amount that is unaffordable for the poor. The law requires Medicaid to
buy low-income seniors and persons with disabilities into Medicare Part A. This is an
important benefit -- even for those who previously qualified for Medicaid coverage.
Medicare hospital benefits are sometimes more comprehensive than Medicaid hospital
benefits because some states impose strict limits on the number of hospital days
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covered under Medicaid.' In addition, the Medicare payment rate is often more

generous than Medicaid hospital payment rates, and Medicare therefore offers better
access to hospitals.
Keeping The Buy-In Benefits A Secret
The federal and state governments have kept the Medicare buy-in benefits a
secret. Impoverished Medicare beneficiaries, who previously were ineligible for or did
not receive Medicaid, have no way of knowing about the buy-in. They have no way
of knowing that their Social Security checks are wrongfully being deducted by $29.90
per month (or $59.80 for couples). They have no way of knowing that they do not
have to pay the $628 deductible for each hospitalization. And they have no way of
knowing that they do not have to pay the $100 physician care deductible, or the
various other copayments they may be making.
In the Spring of 1988, Families USA Foundation issued a report that was
critical of the federal and state governments' implementation of the buy-in legislation.
(At the time that report was issued, the buy-in eligibility requirement was 85 percent
of poverty -- not the 100 percent of poverty standard required in 1991.) In response
to that report, the federal government, in July 1988, sent a notice informing Social
Security beneficiaries that they may be eligible for buy-in assistance. Since that time,
the income eligibility for the benefit has increased significantly, but the federal
government has refused to send any additional notices -- and has failed to initiate any
other outreach to low-income eligible persons.
Nationally 2.2 tu 2.3 million poor seniors are without the buy-in benefits to
which they are entitled and are paying Medicare costs that they should not have
to pay. Their Social Security checks are also being wrongfully deducted by $29.90
each month. (The 2.2 to 2.3 million estimate is a range rather than a precise figure
because it is not possible to determine the exact number of Medicaid beneficiaries
whose incomes fall below the poverty guideline.) Table I provides national and
state-by-state estimates.
* The following states have the highest potential numbers ofpoor seniors
eligible for buy-in benefits but not receiving them: Californi" (225,453); New York
(161,765); Florida (135,459); Texas (131,613); Georgia (130,011); Pennsylvania
(125,588); North Carolina (123,009); Illinois (102,415); Ohio (101,534); and
Michigan (83,615).
* The following states have the highest potential percentages ofpoor seniors
eligible for buy-in benefits but not receiving them. Alaska (98%); California (89%);
Hawaii (87%); Kansas (85%); Indiana (80%); Michigan (75%); Rhode Island (75%);
Ohio (73%); North Dakota (73 %); Nebraska (71%); and the District of Columbia

(71%).
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The estimates in Table 1 were derived by comparing estimates of poor elderly
persons eligible for the buy-in who are living in the community with comparable
estimates of the numbers-of poor seniors with buy-in benefits. The estimates of poor
seniors with buy-in benefits are based on state-by-state numbers of buy-ins provided
by the Health Care Financing Administration. (See the Technical Appendix for a
complete explanation of the estimates.)
Table 2 presents information from the Health Care Financing Administration on
the numbers of poor seniors and persons with disabilities who are getting Medicare
hospital (Part A) buy-in benefits. There are approximately 138,000 such persons.
However, the Health Care Financing Administration can identify approximately
529,000 seniors and persons with disabilities nationwide who do not have Medicare
hospital benefits but are receiving Medicaid. Hence, approximately 391,000 readily
identifiable persons are not being bought-in to Medicare hospital coverage.
The first appendix, Estimates of Elderly Poor Persons Without Medicaid or
Buy-in Benefits, presents the data on buy-in participation from a slightly different
perspective. The table in this appendix looks at the percentage of poor seniors not
receiving Medicaid who are eligible for the buy-in. This was the group most explicitly
targeted by Congress for buy-in protection. As the table illustrates, three out of four
(74 to 75 percent) of these eligibles are not receiving their entitlements.

Getting The Benefit To Poor Seniors
The federal and state governments, which have joint responsibility for
administering Medicaid and the Medicare buy-in, can take a number of steps to
ensure that low-income Medicare beneficiaries receive their buy-in benefits. These
include:
0

Notification

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) must assume
responsibility for identifying beneficiaries eligible for the buy-in. HHS should send
notices to low-income Social Security beneficiaries informing them of the buy-in
benefit, eligibility criteria, how to get additional information, and how to apply. Such
notices should be designed to attract the attention of the reader. Similar information
should go to new Social Security beneficiaries as they apply for Social Security
benefits. The federal government should also send a notice to all low-income Social
Security beneficiaries toward the end of each year when beneficiaries are sent a notice
announcing the Part B premium for the next calendar year.
HHS should design a notice that is sent periodically to low-income Social
Security beneficiaries that asks beneficiaries to return a completed form. The
completed form should be designed to enable HHS to determine whether the individual
is likely to be eligible for the buy-in. HHS should then follow up with the beneficiary

to get the information necessary to make an actual eligibility determination, or should
arrange for such follow-up with the appropriate state.
HHS should also seek out and provide buy-in benefits to the very low-income
persons who are not getting any Social Security benefits. The Social Security
Administration (SSA) is currently supporting a number of efforts to improve
participation in the Supplemental Security Income cash benefit program for seniors
and persons with disabilities. These kinds of efforts should be used to make sure that
eligible persons get buy-in benefits as well.
0

Take Applications at Social Security Offices

Thirty states currently contract with the Social Security Administration to
determine eligibility for Medicaid. (The contracts are known as "Sction 1634
agreements* because they are authorized by Section 1634 of the Social Sccurity Act.)
In these cases, low-income seniors and persons with disabilities can apply for
Medicaid at the same time as they apply for SSI. In states where SSI beneficiaries
have to apply separately for Medicaid benefits, a significant number do not do so. In
the past, the Social Security Administration refused to allow Section 1634 agreements
to cover applications for the buy-in. This means that, even in states where Social
Security offices take applications from seniors and persons with disabilities applying
for SSI and Medicaid, they cannot accept applications for the buy-in.
Medicare beneficiaries are accustopied to applying for Social Security benefits
at Social Security offices. Taking buy-in applications at Social Security offices is
likely to increase participation in the huy-in very significantly, both for new and
current Social Security beneficiaries.
*

Providers Distribute Applications

The most critical time to provide information about buy-in assistance is at the
time a beneficiary incurs, or is about to incur, medical expenses -- at a doctor's office
or in a hospital. Physicians and hospitals that treat Medicare patients should be
required to inform beneficiaries about the buy-in and how to apply. Hospitals, in
particular, have staff that can assist beneficiaries with the application process.
*

Part A Enrollment

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) can identify almost 400,000
individuals who do not have Medicare hospitalization benefits and are entitled to have
Medicaid pay their premiums.' There is no excuse for not providing these individuals
with the benefits to which they are entitled. HHS has insisted that individuals must
submit the necessary applications themselves. Instead, HHS should enroll these
individuals in Part A and bill the Medicaid program for the premiums. The Social
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Security Administration should allow states to enroll poor seniors and persons with
disabilities in Medicare Part A just as the states do with Part B.
S

Retroactivity

Millions of poor seniors and persons with disabilities should not suffer financial
hardship when they had no way of knowing that they were entitled to assistance. In
conjunction with an aggressive notification effort, buy-in benefits should be provided
retroactively to poor beneficiaries from the date of their eligibility. This is especially
important for beneficiaries who incurred major medical expense; that should have
been covered by the buy-in.
Endnotes
1. Persons with disabilities eligible for Medicare who are poor are also entitled to buy-in
benefits. It is not possible, however, to reliably estimate the number who are not getting
benefits.
2. As of 1991 physicians may charge Medicare beneficiaries up to 140 percent of the
Medicare allowed charge, and the beneficiary is solely responsible for the additional 40
percent of the charge.
3. Congress repealed most of the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act in 1989 but left
in place the provisions requiring financial protection from Medicare out-of-pocket costs
for low-income Medicare beneficiaries.
4. The law allowed six states, known as 209(b) states, to use an income eligibility
standard five percent lower than the national standard for four years. As of 1991, four
states (Illinois, Indiana, North Carolina and Ohio) set the income eligibility standard for
the buy-in at 95 pe. c,!nt of the poverty guideline. These states are required to use an
income eligibility standard for the buy-in of 100 percent of the poverty guideline as of
January 1, 1992.
5. In the following states Medicaid hospitalization benefits are more limited than
Medicare hospitalization benefits according to the latest state plan information in
Commerce Clearing House's, Medicare and Medicaid Guide: Alabama, Arkansas,
Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia and West Virginia.
6. These are individuals whom Medicaid is buying into Part B and are identified as
having no other insurance, i.e. Medicare Part A.

THE SECRET BENEFIT
Poor Seniors Without Buy-in Benefits
Millions of Persons
4.25

Minimum Estimate

4.25

Maximum Estimate

Eligible Seniors
Not Getting Benefits
Source: Families USA Foundation

M Total Eligible

TABLE 1
ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WrHOUT MEDICAID BUY-IN BENEFITS

UNITED STATES
Alabama

Number of Non-

Number of Non-

Number of Eligible Non-

Institutionalized
Poor Seniors
Meeting Buy-In
Criteria

Perosni of Elgible

Institutionslized
Buy-Ins'

Intuonalied Seniors
Without Buy- n Beneft

No n-nsulAl$lzed
Seniors WIdout Buy-In
Benefits

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

4,246,363

1,915,811

2,076.846

2,169.517

2,330,552

130.748

78,952

78,952

Maximum

Minimum

Maxmum

51%

56%

51,796

51,796

40%

40%

3,526

81

81

3.445

3,445

98%

98%

Arizona

42,481

28.867

28.867

13.614

13,614

32%

32%

Arkansas

90,755

33,758

35,723

55,032

56.997

61%

63%

California

252.741

27.288

27.288

225.453

225.453

89%

89%

Colorado

34,403

19.190

19.190

15,213

15,213

44%

44%

Connecticut

43,789

19,000

19,000

24,789

24.789

57%

57%

Delaware

10,428

3,201

3,201

7,227

7.227

69%

69%

District of Columbia

15,824

4,579

7.088

8,736

11,245

55%

71%

Florida

231,401

95.942

122,427

108,974

135.459

47%

59%

Georgia

188,987

58,976

58.976

130,011

130,011

69%

69%

Hawaii

21,839

2.934

7,815

14.024

18,905

64%

87%

Idaho

12.606

4,616

4,616

7,990

7,990

63%

63%

;llinois

172.994

70,579

70,579

102,415

102,415

59%

59%

Indiana

64,968

13,190

20,633

44,335

51.778

68%

80%

Alaska

TABLE I
ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WITHOUT WD6CAID
BUY.I
hznbmr of Non-.

rstd

allzed

Poor Seniors

-estn Buy4n

Nunbr ot Non-

Iratmionallzo
"
BuY-is'

BENEFr3

Numbe at Elg~e Non-

kutfi~nmlod Sei~or

Wlfftot Buy-In 8enets

PoCm of Eib
•N~o n-IOn
SnlOrs WIktoXg Buy-In
Mkinmn

Iowa

41,300

15,648

16.366

24.934

25,652

Kansas

38.927

5.837

9,127

29.800

33,090

Kentucky

90.278

57.535

57.535

32.743

Louisiana

106.048

67.285

67.285

22,209

18,650

18.650

67,875

38.547

Maine

Maqrtand
Massachusetts

Minxn

60%

62%

32743

77%
36%

85%
36%

38.763

38.763

37%

37%

3.,59

3.559

16%

38.547

29.328

29,328

43%

16%
43%

77.152

32.168

32168

44.984

44,984

58%

58%

111,016

27.401

40,467

70.549

83.615

64%

75%

55,718

31.763

31.763

23,95.

23.955

43%

43%

105.243

67.633

67.633

37.610

37.610

Missouri

36%

36%

99,030

53.648

53.648

45,382

45.382

3.400

3,808

6.793

7.201

46%
64%

46%
68%

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

,

Montana

10,601

Nebraska

26.175

7.53

7,523

18,652

18.652

71%

Nevada

71%

10.880

6,948

6,948

3.932

3.932

36%

36%

New Hampshire

9.564

3,109

3.109

6.455

6.455

67%

Jersey

67%

130.675

76.457

76.457

54.218

54.218

Now Mexico

41%

41%

30,138

18.118

18,118

12.020

1.O20

40%

40%

N

TABLE I
ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WITHOUT MEDICAID BUY-IN BENEFITS
Number of Nonlnstb~naflz~d

Poor Seniors
Meeting Buy-In
Citeria

Number of NonInswtilonalzed

Buy-Ins
_

Number of Elgble Nona. iuonafted Seniors

Wldtout Buy-In Benefts

___

Manimum

__

M-um

imum

Mawkumr

Percent ofEibb=
Non
ftbio
ee

Snios Wlou Buy-4n
Beneft
Mk*nium
Mmxnum

New York

364,458

202,693

202693

161,765

161,765

44%

44%

North Carolina

179.140

56,131

87,446

91.694

123,009

51%

69%

North Dakota

12.444

3,416

3.416

9,028

9,028

73%

73%

138.551

37,017

61.000

77,551

101,534

56%

73%

Oklahoma

65.327

50,629

50.629

14.698

14.698

22%

22%

Oregon

Ohio

32,982

15,910

15,910

17,072

17.072

52%

52%

Pennsylvania

219,293

93,705

93,705

125.588

125,588

57%

57%

Rhode Island

18,405

4.607

5.064

13,341

13.798

72%

75%

South Carolina

90,879

48.676

48,676

42.203

42,203

46%

46%

South Dakota

14,284

6.716

6,716

7,568

7.568

53%

53%

Tennessee

159,594

88.902

88,902

70.692

70.692

44%

44%

Texas

323,519

191.906

191,906

131,613

131,613

41%

41%

Utah

13,577

4.575

5.861

7,716

9.002

57%

66%

8.023

6,611

6,611

1,412

1,412

18%

18%

105,832

49,183

54,966

50,846

56.649

48%

54%

Washington

37.251

20,967

37.251

0

16,284

0%

West Virginia

52.393

21.156

21.156

31,237

31.237

60%

Vermont
Virginia

440

TABLE 1
ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WITHOUT MEDICAID BUYING B .NEFITS
Number of Nonhisftuonbe
Poor Seniors
Meeting Buy-In
Criteriamii

Number of NonInsitu---1
Buy-Ins
u

akix

Number of Eigm NOW
'oledfe
eim
Wout By-n Benelb
*

n

Percm of Eligibl
o~shkde
Senir Whlt Buy-n
Ben

M xm m

W

um

o*

Wsconsin

55.310

18,073

39.27

16.093

37.27

29%

67%

Wyoming

4,782

2.114

2114

2668

Z668

56%

56%

Ranges are presented because it is not possible to know which non-cash Medicaid recipients in states that buy-in these
persons have income less than the poverty guideline. The range represents participation rates excluding all non-cash
eligibles (Minimum), which assumes that all non-cash eligibles have income greater than the poverty guideline, and
participation rates including all non-cash eligibles that states buy-in (CMaximum). To "exclude"these two groups from the
estimates of buy-ins, the percent of elderly non-institutionalized Medicaid recipients who receive payments on the basis of
Medical Need and other non-cash eligibles who spend-down were calculated and subtracted from the buy-irs on a stateby-state basis.
SOURCES:

See Technical Appendix.
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TABLE 2
SENIORS AND PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES WITHOUT
MEDICARE HOSPITAUZATION BENEFITS (PART A)
Number Eligible for
Part A Buy-In
UNITED STATES

528,547

1

Number of
Part A Buy-Ins
137,762

Alabama
Alaska

780
349

Arizona
Arkansas

14
4,913

California

6,044

Coloado

-

Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia

20
301
0
577

Florida

40,004

Georgia

11,923

Hawaii

567

Idaho

297

Illinois

1,605

Indiana

2,744

Iowa
Kansas

753
51

Kentucky

447

Louisiana

3,574

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

1
2
7.681
12
1.724

Number Not ReceMng
Part A Benefits
390.785
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TABLE 2
SENIORS AND PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES WITHOUT
MEDICARE HOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS (PART A)
Number Eligible for

Number of

Number Not ReceMng

Part A Buy-In'

Part A Buy-Ins

Part A Benefits

Mississippi

266

Missouri

275

Montana

290
1

Nebraska

593

Nevada

New

Hampshire

0
184

New Jersey

New
New

0

Mexico

10

York

300

North Carolina
North Dakota

0
133

Ohio

5.659

Oklahoma

6

Oregon
Pennsylvania

13,179

Rhode Island

1_,303
3

South Carolina

656

South Dakota

9,281

Tennessee

13,887

Texa%_..--

27

Utah

0

Vermont

296

Virginia

13

Washington
West Virginia

I_ -

3,818

1

t
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TABLE 2
SENIORS AND PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES WITHOUT
MEDICARE HOSPITAUZATION BENEFITS (PART A)

Number Eligible for
Part A Buy-in1
Wisconsin
Wyoming
1.

Number of
Part A Buy-Ins
3,042

Number Not Recelvirg
Part A Benefits'

157

Data not available on a state level basis.

SOURCE:

Health Care Financing Administration, Bureau of Data Management and
Strategy, May 29, 1991.

TABLE 3
ESTIMATES OF ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WITHOUT MEDICAID OR BUY4N BENEFITS
Number of NonInstitutionlaized
Poor Seniors
Meeting
Buy-In Criteria
UNITED STATES
Alabama
Alaska

Number of NonInstitutionaized Poor Seniors
Eligible for Buy-in and Not
Rceiving Medicaid
Minimum

Maximum

Nurige of NonInstitutionlazed
Seniors
Receving Buy-in
'
enel Only

Percent of Elgible Nonlnsflutionhized Senlors
Without Medicaid or
Buy-In Beneft
Minimum

Maximum

4.246.363

2,941,183

3.102.218

771.666

130.748

66,188

66,188

14.392

78%

78%

3,526

3.445

3.445

0

100%

100%

74%

75%

Arizona

42,481

15,351

15.351

1,737

89%

89%

Arkansas

90,755

58,720

60.685

3,688

94%

94%

California

252,741

252,741

252.741

27,288

89%

89%

Colorado

34,403

30.269

30.269

15,056

50%

50%

Connecticut

43.789

33,868

33,868

9,079

73%

73%

Delaware

10,428

7,719

7,719

492

94%

94%

District of Columbia

15.824

8.805

11.314

69

99%

99%

Florida

231,401

108.974

135,459

0

100%

100%

Georgia

188.987

153,465

153,465

23,454

85%

85%

21,839

14,713

19.594

689

95%

96%

Hawaii
Idaho

12.606

12,606

12,606

4,616

63%

63%

Illinois

172,994

172,994

172.994

70,579

59%

59%

Indiana

64.968

57.525

64.968

13,190

77%

80%

Iowa

41.300

40,582

41.300

15,648

61%

62%

TABLE 3
ESTIMATES OF ELDERLY POOR PERSONS wITHOUT MEDICAID OR BUY-IN BENEFITS
Number of NonhIsttu o iaized
Poor Seniors

Meeting
Buy-In Criteria

Number of Nonkistitudonlalzed Poor Seniors
Eligible for Buy-In and Not

RecOvn Medicaid'
Minimum

Maximum

Number of NonkIstitutlonlaied
Seniors

ecVng Buy4n
Benefits Only

Percent of Eligible NonInstftutordaiz Seniors
Without Medicaid or

Buy4n eneits
Minimum

Maximum

Kansas

38.927

35.637

38.927

5.837

84%

85%

Kentucky

90.278

49,280

49,280

16.537

66%

66%

Louisiana

106,048

52.465

52.465

13,702

74%

74%

Maine

22,209

9.412

9,412

5,853

38%

38%

Maryland

67.875

67.875

67.875

38,547

43%

43%

Massachusetts

77.152

61,718

61.718

16.734

73%

73%

Michigan

111,016

70.549

83,615

0

100%

100%

Minnesota

55,718

50.442

50.442

26.487

47%

47%

Mississippi

105.243

37.610

37,610

0

100%

100%

Missouri

99.030

85,467

85.467

40,065

53%

53%

Montana

10.601

9.614

10.022

2.821

71%

72%

26.175

18.652

18.6S2

0

100%.

100%

10,880

10.880

10.880

6,948

36%

36%

9.564

7.191

7,191

736

90%

90%

130,675

116.539

116.539

62.321

47%

47%

,ebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

30,138

14,082

14.082

2062

85%

85%

364,458

180.613

180,613

18.848

90%

90%

TABLE 3
ESTIMATES OF ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WITHOUT MEDICAID OR BUY-IN BENEFirS

]

Number of Non-

Number of Non.

ksllbionlaized
Poor Seniors
MIYng
Buy-In Critenra

Number of Non-

kisfltuonulazed Poor Seniors
Eligible for Buy-in and Not
Rece"n Medicaid'
Mimum

Percent of Elgble Non-

kstibulonfuized
Seniors

kIsttutonalzed Seniors
Wthou Medicad or

Recrvg Buy-In

Buy-4 Beneft

Beneft Only

M

North Carolina

179.140

147.825

179.140

56,131

62%

69%

North Dakota

12.444

9.028

9,028

0

100%

100%

Ohio

138,551

114.568

138.551

37.017

68%

73%

Oklahoma

65.327

65.327

65,327

50.629

22%

22%

Oregon

32.982

32.982

32.982

15.910

52%

52%

Pennsylvania

219.293

126,688

126.688

1,100

99%

99%

Rhode Island

18,405

13,762

14.219

421

97%

97%

South Carolina

90.879

60.296

60.296

18.093

70%

70%

South Dakota

14.284

11.166

11.166

3.598

68%

68%

Tennessee

159,594

104.635

104,635

33,943

68%

68%

Texas

323.519

179.120

179.120

47,507

73%

73%

13,577

12.291

13.577

4.575

63%

66%

3,568

2156

40%

40%

Utah
Vermont
Viwginia

8.023

3,568

105.832

66.821

72,624

15.975

76%

78%

Washington

37.251

0

16,284

0

0%

100%

West Virginia

52.393

40.088

40.088

8,851

78%

78%

Wisconsin

55.310

34,053

55.197

17.960

47%

67%

MI

0o

TABLE 3
ESTIMATES OF ELDERLY POOR PERSONS WITHOUT MEDICAID OR BUY4N BENEFITS
Number of NonInstudon alzed
Poor Seniors
Meeting
Buy4n Critenia

Wyoming
1.

4.782

Number of NonhlstitutionlalZed Poor Seniors
Eligible for Buy-In and Not
Receiving Medicaid'
Minimum1
Maximum -

Z973

2,973

Number of NonInsttutoned
Seniors
Receving Buy-n
B
Ony
OnMy

305

Percent of Eligible NonInstitubonlalzed Seniors
Without Medicaid or
Buy-In Benet
ntimum
Miniymm
kku

90%

90%

Ranges are presented because it is not possible to know which non-cash Medicaid recipients in states that
buy-in these
persons have income less than the poverty guideline. The range represents participation rates excluding
all non-cash
eligibles (Minimum), which assumes that all non-cash eligibles have income greater than the poverty guideline,
and
participation rates including all non-cash eligibles that states buy-in (Maximum). To "exclude' these two
groups from the
estimates of buy-ins, the percent of elderly non-institutionalized Medicaid recipients who receive payments on
the basis of
Medical Need and other non-cash eligibles who spend-down were calculated and subtracted from the buy-ins
on a stateby-state basis.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
This technical appendix presents the steps completed In order to estimate a
participation rate for Modicare Buy-ins (known as Oualified Medicare Bonefilares - 0MB.)
by state. Two participation rates were estimated - one for all non4nsiuttonazed elderly
persons bought into the Medicare program and one for persons who are buy-ns only,
moaning they are not receiving other Medicaid benefits. To calculate partIcipatlon rates, the
eligible population and the number of buy-ns had to be estimated.
In the participation rate for all non-institutionalized olde

persons bought Into

Modedre, the numerator Includes all non-Institutionalized elderly persons who meet certain
Income nd asset criteria who were bought into the Medicare program. Including those
reelving other Medicaid benefits, and the denominator Includes all non-Institutionied

elderly pwsons who meet the Income and asset criteria. For the partlcipation rate for buyI/ns
only, the numerator Includes all non-Institutionalized elderly persons who meet certain Income
wd asset crted who were bought In the Medicare program end are ot recoivin other
Medicaid benefit and the denominator Includes all non-institutionalized elderly persons who
mot the Income and aset criteria and do Wareceive other Medicald benefits.
EUGIBLE POPULATION

I.
-

The first task was to estimate the population meeting the Income an

asot criteria for

the denominatois of the participation rates discussed above. State-by-state ostimaltes of the
number of non-institutionalized elderly persons with Income below the poverty gukdline in
1991 were estimated using data from a pooled data base of four years of March Current
Populstion Survey (CPS) data. These estimates differ from the Bureau of the Census

estimates of the number of lndMduals In poverty for two reasons:
The Income thresholds used In these estimates were based on the poverty
guidelines published In the February 20, 1991 Federal Register. The poverty
guidelines are a simplified version of the Federal Government's statitcl
poverty thresholds used by the Bureau of the Census to prepare ts statletical
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estimates of the number of persons and families In poverty. The poverty
Income guidelines are Issued by the Department of Health and Human Sevces
to be used for admInistrative purposes, such as determining whether a p .rson
or family Is financially eUgible for assistance or services under a partlculai
Federal program. Unlike the poverty threshold used for statistical purposes,
the poverty guidelines are not age dependent. The poverty guidelines for 1991
are $6,620 for single persons ($8,290 in Alaska and $7.610 in Hawall) and
$8,880 for two person families ($11,110 in Alaska and $10,210 In Hawaii). in
comparison, the poverty thresholds In 1991 are projected to be approximately
$8,620 for a single person age 65 and over and $8,220 for a couple age 65
and over. Also, four of the 209(b) states use 95 percent of the poverty
guideline rather than 100 percent. Therefore, for these states, Indiana, North
Carolina, Ohio, and Illinois, we estimated the number of non-Instituionalized
lderl persons below 95 percent of the poverty guideline.
The definition of Income used for these estimates differs from that used by the
Bureau of the Census when they define income as a percent of the poverty
level. The Census bureau includes the Income of all members of a family in
determining income as a percent of the poverty level. In calculating income as
a percent of the poverty guideline for these estimates, only the income of the
spouses of a married couple where at least one member is age 65 or older and
only the income for sngle
individuals for persons age 65 and over were used.
in addition to an Income criteria, buy-ins must meet an asset criteria: countable assets
less than $4,000 for single persons and less than $8,000 for married persons. Using a
national estimate of the percent of single and married persons below the countable asset
criteria from the 1984 SIPP (adjusted to 1991), we adjusted the population below the poverty
guideline for each stfte.
II.

-

MEDICARE BUY.INS
Estimates of Medicare buy-Ins were provided for May 1991 by the Health Care

Financing Administration (HCFA) Bureau of Data Management and Strategy (BDMS). These
estimates Included certain groups not captured I , the eligible population estimates discussed
above. In order to estimate an accurate participation rate, some of the groups needed to be
excluded from the buy-In estimates. Two groups that needed to be taken out were elderly
buy-Ins who are Institutionalized and persons under age 65 who qualify for Medicare on the
basis of a disability and have income less than the poverty guideline. Data from fiscal year
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1969 Medicaid 2012 forms, the latest complete information avaIlable, were used to adjust the
t

estimates of the number of buy-Ins as discussed below.
A.

InsttuUonallzed

In order to exclude the Instttonalzed persons from the buy-In estimates, the
percentage of elderly Medicald beneficiaries who use care provided In an Intermediate Care
Facility other than one for the Mentally Retarded (ICF other) was calculated for each state

2

and the percentage subtracted from the number of buy4ns. Elderly persons recevng care
from ICF Othe care. rather than ICF/MR or SNF services, were used to approximate the
percentage of Medicaid buy-ins who were Institutionalized because this category would be
Iese likely to double count persons moving in and out of facilities.

ANInstitutional categorical eligibles receiving cash asistance were subtracted from the
buy-In estimates. Other titutionalfzed non-cash beneficiaries were subtracted In states that
ale bought In non-cash recipients. Percentages by state wore used, rather than actual
number s because the Medcakid data are for 1969 and the estimates are based on persons
receiving Medicaid during the course of the year, not at one point In time.
B.

Dsabled Non-E.dery

In order to exclude the disabled non-elderly who are bought in, a national estimate 0
the number of under 65 disbled who are Medicare and Medicaid eligible and have income

les than the poverty guideline was required. We assumed that all disabled persons under
age 66 recevng Medicare and Medicaid have income less than the poverty guideline by
vue of the work-related d, ability requirements tied to SSI. Based on an estimate from

IAdjust/mNt wore not made to buy-in data for Arizona because the state did not report

Medicaid data from the 2002 forms for Fiscal Yea 1989.
2

The numerator and denominator for the percentage differed dependent upon whether a
stte buys-In Ntsnon-cash recipients If non-cash recipients are bought In they were Included
In the numerator and the denominator end a further adjustment d*scribd In a later section
w ao performed.
-s
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HCFAs Offce of Research and Demonstrations (ORD) (Medicald Source Book: Background
Data an

November 1988. p.142). we assumed that 20 percent of Medicaid

disabled beneficiaries we also eligible for Medicare. 1989 estimates of Medicaid disabled
benficiaries from the 2062 data by state were used, multiplied by 20 percent and than
updated to 1991. These estimates were subtracted from the buy-in estimates.
C.

Others

Other groups of concern were those who may be bought Into the Medicare program
but have Income that Is greater than 100 percent of the poverty guideline; persons who
qualify for Medicaid on the basis of being Medically Needy or other spend-down provisions.
Because the denominator for the estimates of the number of persons eligible Included only
those with 100 percent.

tess of the poverty guideline, we did not wish to Include buy-ins

with Income over the poverty guideline. A difficulty was that we could not positively identy
these persons.
Our first task In dealing with this *other' group was to identify states that buy-in their
non-cash recipients. Table A presents Information provided by the Division of Entitlement
Requirements, The Medicaid Bureau of HCFA on which slates choose to buy-In non-cash
rocipiet".
Since It is not possible to know which non-cash Medicaid recipients have Income less
than the poverty guideline a range of participation rates was calculated with the minimum
partcIpation rate excluding al non-cash eligibles who spend down In states that buy-In

theses groups and the mardmum including them all. To 'exclude" these two groups from the
esmate of buy-ins, the percent of -ldedry non-institutionalized Medicaid recipients who
receive payments on the basi of Medical Need and other non-cash eligibles who spenddown were calculated and subtracted from the buy4ns on a state-by-state balas.
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In tVee states. Alaska, California, and Massachusetts, the percent of Medicaid
recipients who receive cash assistance were also excluded from the estimates of the number
ofbuy-Ins because the SSI payments, with state supplementation, for singles and couples Is
grete than the poverty guideline. In California. a Medically Needy recipients were excluded
from tw estimate of buy4ns because the medically needy Income limit In those states is
above th povety guideline for both singles and couples. (Vermont also has medically needy

income limits above the poverty guideline, but does not buy in its medkally needy recipients.)
i1.

8UY4NS ONLY
The data from BMOS provided estimates of the number of persons who are buy-Ins

only. The denominator for a participatiort rate for buy-ins only is the population under the
poverty guidelie less our estimates ofthe number of buy-ins who are not QMBs only (all

buy-iw mnus buy4ns only). These calculations are also presented as a range because of
the treatment of the Medically Needy and other non-cash eligibles who spend-down. For

these estimates, we did not adjust the buy-Ins only data for the institutionlized and the
disabled populations. We did not adjust for institutionalized persons because if a nursing
home resident meets the income and asset criteria to be bought In, he or she would also
4ikey be recen

Medicaid payments and therefore would not be a buy-in only. Not

&lust*ng for possible disabled beneficiaries under the age of 65 in the buy-In only estimates
somewhat ovrstates the participation rate (understates the percent eligible but not bought
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TABLE A
CATEGORIES OF if.&DICAID RECIPIENTS BOUGHT INTO
THE MEDICARE PROGRAM BY STATE, I"I

Cash Assisanoe
Recpients Bought In
Aaban ta

X

1

Alask0

Non-Cash Asslstsnoe
Bought I
_

_

_

X

Arizona 1

X

X

Arkansas

X

X

Cafifomla

x__x_

Colorado 1

X

Connecticut

X

1
Delaware

X

X

DistrtdO of Columbia

X

X

Florida

X

X

Georgial1

X

X

Hawaii

X

X

Idaho1

X

X

Illinois

X

Indiana

X

X

iowa

x

x

Kansas

X

X

Kentucky

X

Louisiana

X

Maine

X

Maryland

X
2
X

X

Massachusetts
Michigan

X

X

Minnesota

X
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TABLE A
CATEGORIES OF MEDICAID RECIPIENTS BOUGHT INTO
THE MEDICARE PROGRAM BY STATE, 1991

Cash Assistance

Non-Cash Assistance

Recipients Bought In

Bought In

Missis'ppi,

x

X

Missouri

X

Montana

X

Nebraska

X

Nevada1

X

New Hampshire

X

New Jersey

X

New Mexicol

X

New

York

X

North Carolina

X

North Dakota

X

Ohio

X

Oklahoma

X

Oregon

X

Pennsylvania

X

Rhode Island
South Carolina

South Dakota1

1

f

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

x

Tennessee

X

Texas

X

Utah

X

Vermont

X

Virginia

X

X

Washington

X

X

West Virginia

x

X
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TABLE A
CATEGORIES OF MEDICAID RECIPIENTS BOUGHT INTO
THE MEDICARE PROGRAM BY STATE, 1991

Cash Assistance
Recipients Bought In

Non-Cah Assistance
Bought I

WisconsinXX

Wyoming 1

X

1.

State does not allow speriddown for regular non-institutionalized Medicaid series,
according to Edward Neuscher, Medicaid Eligibility for Frail Elders, Commonwealth
Fund Commission on Elderly People Living Alone, April 1988.

2.

Excluded from participation rate calculation because SSI payments with State
supplementation are greater then 100 percent of the poverty guideline for singles and
couples.

3.

Excluded from participation rate calculation because Medically Needy Income limit
exceeds 100 percent of the poverty guideline for singles and couples.

SOURCES:

Divison of Entitlement Requirements, Medicaid Bureau, Health Care Financing
Administration; and Edward Neuschler, Medicald Elgibility for Frail Elders,
Commonwealth"Fund Commission on Eldedy People Living Alone, April 1988.

PREPARZD SrATZ

NT OF SENATOR DAvz DuRENBERGA

Thank you for holding this morning's hearing, Mr. Chairman. Your continued
leadership in addressing the health care needs of low income children and families,
particularly those lacking health insurance benefits, is to be commended.
Mr. Chairman, we are going to examine three important topics today: the proposed reorganization of the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, the Qualified
Medicare Beneficiary program, and Medicaid provider taxes and donations. Each of
these topics could fill an entire hearing. In fact, on Wednesday there was a Senate
Aging Committee hearing devoted entirely to the QMB program. The subject of the
MCH block grant has been discussed in Labor and Human Resources, and I suspect
that there will be more hearings forthcoming on the subject of Medicaid provider
taxes and donations after the Administration releases its regulation.
Be that as it may, Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that we have an opportunity this
morning to examine, however briefly, each of these programs. As I hope everyone
here today knows and if not, let me tell them the MCH Block Grant is a program
upon which I place great value. The MCH Block Grant encompasses 10 extremely
important programs, among them the crippled maternal and child research program, the childhood lead based paint poisoning prevention program, and the sudden
infant death syndrome information and counseling program. Today, the MCH Block
Grant resides in the Health Resources and Services Administration within the
Public Health Service.
Mr. Chairman, the Administration has proposed transferring the MCH block
grant from the public health service into the new Administration for Children and
Families, a move that I do not support. Quite frankly, there seems little to be gained
by such a transfer and much to be lost. The MCH Block Grant Program provides a
broad base of health services through coordination with other public health programs administered by the Public Health Service. It simply does not belong in an
agency that ii largely comprised of income maintenance programs.
I have personally discussed my concerns with Secretary Sullivan and Jo Anne
Barnhart, Assistant Secretary, under whose very capable leadership the new children's administration resides. In addition, Mr. Chairman, I have initiated a joint
letter to the Secretary about this matter, which is being circulated for signature.
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Several of our Finance Committee colleagues have already agreed to sign the letter,
which I hope to send by the end of the day.
Mr. Chairman, as an alternative to the transfer of the MCH Block Grant, our
letter proposes the establishment of any interagency committee chaired by the Surgeon General. This committee would be charged with the collaboration of child education, social services and health programs. This committee would provide a strong
structure to develop policies preceding an reorganization efforts, and I hope the Secretary will give it serious consideration.
Mr. Chairman, with respect to the QMB program, it is extremely discouraging to
sit here this morning and realize that despite five years of Congressional efforts to
protect very poor Medicare beneficiaries from out-of-pocket medical expenses, more
than half of those eligible for assistance are not receiving it.
I am discouraged on two fronts. First of all, this is a problem that many of us,
under your leadership, Mr. Chairman, contacted Secretary Sullivan about two years
ago. Many of the identical issues raised In the Families, USA report that will be
discussed this morning were raised in our letter of June 27, 1989. I am disappointed
that we have been forced to hold hearings to resolve what should have been fixed
two years ago.
Second, OMB Director Darman has suggested that Medicare is unsustainable in
its present form due to the rapid rate at which the costs of this program are expanding. There is no doubt in my mind that Medicare will be forced to undergo substantial changes throughout the next five to 10 years, changes which may well raise
out-of-pocket spending for Medicare services. I cannot emphasize how difficult it will
be in the future to make adjustments to the level of cost sharing associated with the
Medicare program-both in Part A and Part B-if we cannot guarantee the public
that low income beneficiaries will be protected from those changes.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly comment on the subject of the Medicaid provider taxes and donations. The most legitimate form of provider tax and
donation programs is the Florida tax on net hospital revenue. As former Governor
Graham pointed out, the tax was designed to benefit a small number of hospitals
burdened by a disproportionate share of poor by capturing a part of the paying business in non-disproportionate share hospitals.
This is a classic medical cost shift. Instead of raising hospital charges for paying
patients in disproportionate share hospitals, the Florida plan taxes all paying patients in other hospitals to offset the burden of disproportionate share hospitals.
Medicaid tax and donation plans in state long term care programs, especially
nursing homes, have exactly the same effect. They tax-voluntarily or involuntarily
by institution-but always involuntarily with regard to patients. They tax those
who can pay to pay for those who cannot. That's our classic USA medical cost shift.
Is it legitimate? Why not? We've been doing it in doctors' offices and hospitals
and nursing homes for years.
Is it cost efficient? NO WAY!
Should any plan to expand access to every American with greater productivity
and reduced costs use cost shifting? No. Not unless it is done explicitly.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KEVIN LYN ERBE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to be here this
morning to discuss the qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) program. I welcome
this opportunity to describe the Health Care Financing Administration's efforts to
ensure that beneficiaries who qualify receive the financial assistance provided by
the QMB program.
The Department of Health and Human Services is committed to making lowincome Medicare beneficiaries aware of the QMB program and to improving their
access to it. Both HCFA and the Social Security Administration (SSA) are implementing public information campaigns to increase awareness, and are exploring
new ways to identify potential eligibles for follow-up by the States. The Administration on Aging (AoA) is also planning to provide information on the QMB program to
State and Area Agencies on Aging for distribution to senior centers and service providers.
Secretary Sullivan is personally concerned about the notification and enrollment
of these vulnerable citizens. In fact, he has requested that this issue be on the
summer conference agenda of the National Governor's Association Human Resources Committee to encourage State outreach efforts.
Last week, the Secretary sent letters to all Members of Congress indicating his
concern that eligible QMBs receive the Medicaid cost-sharing coverage to which

they are entitled. In the July 16 letter, he stated his intent to utilize fully the resources of the Department to promote awareness of this benefit.
These efforts demonstrate the Department's clear intent to spread the word further on assistance available to financially vulnerable Medicare beneficiaries.
BACKGROUND

Under the QMB program States pay the Medicare premium, coinsurance and deductibles for indigent Medicare beneficiaries. States were first required to "buy-in"
to Medicare for low-income seniors and persons with disabilities on January 1, 1989
through legislation enacted in the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988. The
provision mandated that States phase in assistance for Medicare eligible individuals
with incomes up to 100 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL) by January 1,
1992. Subsequent legislation accelerated the phase-in by one year and added buy-in
requirements for beneficiaries with incomes up to 110 percent of the FPL by 1993
and 120 percent of the FPL by 1995 for part B premiums only.
OUTREACH

Immediately following enactment, HCFA moved to implement the new buy-in program. In October 1988, HCFA sent a letter to all State Governors and Directors of
State Medicaid programs alerting them to the new QMB benefit and outlining Federal and State responsibilities to implement it. A State Medicaid Manual issuance
in December 1988 contained comprehensive policy and systems instructions for the
States.
To help States notify potentially eligible beneficiaries, HCFA provided the States
with magnetic tape files of the names and addresses of Social Security beneficiaries
whose incomes would likely qualify them for the QMB program.
States conducted outreach to provide information and notify potentially qualified
beneficiaries of the QMB benefit. Several States launched comprehensive campaigns. For example, the States of Texas, Florida and New Jersey made an all out
effort to notify potential eligibles through press releases, direct mailings a review of
their Medicaid caseload, and a toll-free telephone number for QMB information.
HCFA directly notified beneficiaries of the new QMB benefit by providing information in the 1989 Medicare Handbook. This handbook was mailed to all Medicare
beneficiaries. Information on the QMB benefit has since been included in the 1990
updated issue of the Medicare Handbook.
In the summer of 1989, HCFA made a special mailing of a one-page notice to approximately 14 million Medicare beneficiaries identified by the Social Security Administration as potentially. eligible for the QMB benefit. The notices included Statespecific locations and telephone numbers for further inquiry.
In preparation for this targeted mailing, the Social Security Administration sent
an information package to its 1,300 district offices describing the benefit. The package included a series of questions and answers district office workers could use in
responding to beneficiary inquiries.
A QMB inquiry unit in HCFA's central office responded to over 15,000 written
and telephone inquiries in a period of just six months.
BENEFICIARY RESPONSE

These efforts have taught us that Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries are difficult to
identify. Of the large number of beneficiaries who responded to the direct mailing,
only a small percentage actually qualified for the program. Many met the income
requirement but had too many other assets to qualify.
ENROLLMENT ISSUES

Beyond notification, other issues relate to enrolling QMBs. Beneficiaries must
apply at their State Medicaid or public assistance office. Many attach a negative
stigma to going to the "welfare" office. Some beneficiaries fear that having Medicaid pay for Medicare premiums and copayments will cause them to have to change
their personal physician.
Because an application for Medicaid must be made, it will always be necessary for
States to make the final eligibility determination. We must also keep in mind that
funding is not available to support an alternative application process, which could
be quite expensive.
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ADDITIONAL OUTREACH F FORTS

While these perceptions may deter some from applying, there are still others who,
despite our efforts at notification, have failed to learn of the QMB program. We are
evaluating where our previous outreach efforts could have been more effective.
There may be characteristics about the eligible population we can identify that help
us guide our future efforts. We know that beneficiaries have heard about the QMB
benefit. We need to target our message and deliver it in a way that wiD "sink in"
with those most likely to benefit.
Any information disseminated should be as specific as possible with regard to the
eligibility requirements. This would reduce the number of inquiries from people who
do not qualify for the program. States currently do not have the resources to cope
with large numbers of applicants, many of whom will not qualify for the QMB program.
We also must consider the cost-effectiveness of the outreach method selected. In
the current budgetary environment, dollars must be spent wisely. Mass promotions
and broad public information campaigns have been #ried before at great expense
and with poor results. For example, the direct mailing to 14 million potential beneficiaries in 1989 cost over $2.0 million resulted in few additional enrollees. Even if
funds were readily available, which they are not, we have no reason to believe another mailing would be more effective than the one in 1989.
While some may argue that the costs of outreach activities should not be a factor,
the current pressure on both State and Federal budgets demands we pursue only
those methods that have the greatest promise of generating results.
Last week, senior officials from HCFA, SSA and AoA met with over two dozen
consumer groups and representatives from the National Governors' Association and
the American Public Welfare Association. The purpose of the meeting was to share
ideas on how the government and private sectors can join forces to ensure that
qualified beneficiaries receive the assistance to which they are entitled. Advocacy
& ups and organizations in the field are an essential component to making the
MB program a reality for needy beneficiaries.
We plan to work with these groups and use their resources to distribute materials
about the QMB benefit through the aging network. We will also target public service announcements in areas with the largest concentration of potential QMB eligibles; develop a fact sheet for distribution to senior centers; and, write articles for
senior publications and for use by others, perhaps by members of Congress.
CONCLUSION

The Health Care Financing Administration has done a great deal to inform Medicare beneficiaries of the QMB program. We have done considerable outreach and
continue to explore ways to identify this population. More efforts are needed. It is a
complex problem.
The question before us now is how best to target the unenrolled, eligible population. We look forward to hearing your suggestions and comments.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB GRAHAM

Mr. Chairman. Thank you for convening this hearing on provider taxes and voluntary contributions, a very important issue for Florida, and for allowing me to teetift 1984 while I was Governor, Florida passed landmark legislation creating the
Public Medical Assistance Trust Fund (PMATF) to provide health care to the state's
neediest citizens, primarily through the medicaid program. The PMATF is funded
through a 1.5 percent assessment on the net operating revenues of all hospitals and
through general state revenues.
It was a compromise agreed to by the state legislature, the hospital an4 insurance

industry, and the business community-a unique demonstration of how all segments
of the community could come together to achieve a common goal. The program was
implemented in 1985.

The State's assessment was created for several reasons: (1) to level the playing
field, alleviating the situation in which a few hospitals finance a large portion of the
state's indigent care, (2) to allow the state medicaid program to improve and expand
its available services, (3) to provide the state with revenues for its medicaid match
during continuing anti-tax public opinion, and (4) to respond to an Administration
directive asking states to utilize innovative mechanisms for its state medicaid
match.
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Florida's hospital assessment is based on all public and private hospital revenues,
is required regardless of whether the hospital participates in medicaid and regardless of the extent of medicaid participation, and is not included as an allowable cost
in the medicaid cost report.
This year, Florida's tax will garner $174 million in revenues for the state match.
Last year, Florida spent most of the $147 million in revenues from the assessment
on keeping up with just the new federal mandates from Congress. $30 million in
revenues from the tax are used for non-medicaid indigent care purposes. And about
$20 million in the PMATF is not generated from the hospital tax.
Congress has prohibited regulations which limit the use of provider taxes and donations since 1988 and most recently in OBRA 1990. The 1990 law also precludes
the Secretary from limiting federal-matching funds for any type of state taxes. As a
safeguard, the statute excludes provider-specific taxes from a provider's cost base for
purposes of Medicaid reimbursement.
This year, Senator Fowler has introduced legislation to allow voluntary contributions which do not amount to more than 10 percent of the state's medicaid match or
the participating hospital's general revenues. I am an original cosponsor of the bill.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on the Administration's position on provider taxes and voluntary contributions.
On July 19, I received a response from Secretary Sullivan to my query regarding
the Administration's interpretation of the provider tax provision of OBRA 1990,
which I introduced.
Secretary Sullivan in his letter to me said, "The Administration's concern is with
the recent escalation in certain provider-specific donation and tax programs... We
are considering several regulatory and legislative proposals to restrain the growth
of such programs."
I can not accept the Administra~ion narrowing the scope of provider taxes
through the regulatory process, which wo ild violate the 1990 law.
As a former Governor, I am concern,
that this also encroaches upon states'
rights to raise revenues as necessary to meet federal mandates and provide quality
health care to a needy population.
In a July report, the Administration claimed that state provider taxes and donated fund programs accounted for a large amount of medicaid program growth in FY
1991. Clearly, the medicaid program and for that matter all public and private
health care spending is experiencing extreme growth in costs.
Florida's tax, however, will account for 9.4 percent of the State math this year,
compared to 17.3 percent four years ago and 12.8 percent two years
'he
T. Florida
assessment is a flat rate, with an 8 percent increase per year from revenues coming
in on the tax, compared to a 27 percent annual increase, over four years, due to
medicaid program growth.
In its report, the Administration also found that provider taxes and contributions
increase the federal matching rate. In the case of Florida, however, the across the
board tax represents state revenues, and does not skew the federal matching rate.
The assessment even includes psychiatric hospitals which, by law, do not receive
medicaid reimbursement for inpatiwAt care.
Mr. Chairman, Florida is the only state with a mandatory tax on all hospital providers. About 23 states use either provider taxes or donated fund programs to
accrue the state medicaid match.
If the Administration eliminates the states' ability to use provider taxes and voluntary contributions the effect would be devastating.
States would have to curtail many important programs. The Administration, instead, should evaluate various state provider tax and contribution programs, and
allow reasonable programs to continue. The Administration also needs to remember
that provider taxes and contributions are not used for deleterious purposes; they are
utilized for needy mothers, infants and children.
The maintenance of the PMATF is critical to financing several medicaid programs in the State; the Congressionally mandated expansion to 150 percent of poverty for pregnant women and infants, the mandated QMB program which Florida
supplements with full medicaid coverage, and the optional Medically Needy program for non medicaid-eligible persons with catastrophic expenses.
The State might drop the optional services if the PMATF fund and its corresponding federal revenues were disallowed. I urge the Subcommittee on Health to carefully examine the nuances of the Administration's contentions and the realities of legitimate state provider tax and donation programs.
Attachment.
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,

Washington, DC.
Hon. BOB GRAHAM,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.
Dear Senator Graham: I am responding to your letter concerning recent reports
in the New York Times and the Washinqton Post about the Administration's position on provider-specific taxes and Voluntary contributions.
The policy regarding the use of donations and provider-specific taxes for the
State's share of financial participation in the Medicaid program has been the subject of considerable ongoing discussion and controversy. We have received numerous
comments in response to the notice of proposed rulemaking published in the Federal
Register on February 9, 1990. Moreover, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990 (OBRA 90) extends until December 31, 1991, the moratorium on issuing a final
rule on the use of donations to fund a portion of the State's share of Medicaid. It
also prevents the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) from applying
such a rule to provider-specific taxes.
The Administration's concern is with the recent escalation in certain providerspecific donation and tax programs designed merely to capture more Federal dollars. We are considering several regulatory and legislative proposals to restrain the
growth of such programs. Please be assured that we will be cognizant of the concerns of the States and others as we proceed.
I hope the above information is responsive to your needs. A similar letter is being
sent to Senator Connie Mack who consigned your letter.
Sincerely,
Louis W. SuLuvAN, M.D.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing on a matter which is very important to all of us.
Mr. Chairman, I have consistently supported physician payment reform. The Iowa
physician community did also. For us a lot is riding on it.
We supported physician payment reform because we thought it was a good idea
on the merits. We also thought it was a very good idea for the State of Iowa because
it was going to help us to recruit, and keep, primary care physicians of the kind we
need in our rural communities across the State but have a hard time finding.
At the present time, 170 communities in Iowa are seeking more than 200 doctors.
I am also hearing from Medicare beneficiaries in the eastern part of Iowa that they
are having trouble finding physicians who will add them to their case loads. This
seems to reflect increasing frustration with the Medicare program on the part of
physicians.
Part of our problem lies in our low Medicare reimbursement levels. Of the 240
Medicare payment areas around the country, the eight in Iowa rank 196th and
lower in reimbursement.
Iowa is also a State with a great many Medicare beneficiaries. So any physician
who practices in Iowa is likely to be very dependent on the Medicare program.
We believed, with everyone else, that Medicare physician payment reform was
g..irg to re-allocate money toward primary care practitioners and was going to more
equitably allocate Medicare reimbursement around the country as well.
This we thought would help us considerably in finding and keeping physicians for
our smaller communities.
Unfortunately, it doesn't look like the recently published rule is going to help us
at all. It is true that Iowa does relatively well compared to other states according to
the averages released by HCFA.
However, in year five of the reform Iowa will be losing four percent in charges
per service compared to current law and two percent in outlays.
It appears that the gains which will be made by Iowa physicians compared to current law will be so modest that they will really not change our overall situation
very much.
From this Senator's perspective this is just not acceptable. I sincerely hope we can
work with the health care financing administration to make this payment reform a
success.
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If physician payment reform is widely seen by physicians as being prevented from
fulfilling the purposes for which we created it, the problems we are currently experiencing with Medicare are going to be seriously compounded.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GWENDOLYN S. KING

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am happy to be here today to
discuss public information and outreach activities regarding the Qualified Medicare
Beneficiary (QMB) program.
Let me say at the outset that we are very concerned about reports that suggest
many Medicare beneficiaries are not receiving the additional financial support to
which they are entitled under the QMB program. SSA stands ready to help in any
way we can within our funding and worklad limitations.
CURRENT BSA EFFORTS

Currently, SSA staff in field offices are providing, as they have since the beginning of the QMB program in 1989, basic information to the public concerning eligibility requirements and benefits. SSA field offices refer any individual we believe
could be eligible or who wishes to apply for the QMB program to the State public
assistance offices.
SSA is also working to increase public awareness of the QMB program. The June
1991 edition of the Courier, a monthly newsletter in English andSpanish to nearly
15,000 advocacy and intergovernmental groups, featured a QMB cover article, which
I would like to insert for the record at this time, and the July edition will contain a
reproducible flyer on QMB for use by external organizations and advocacy groups.
Our July monthly information package to SSA's field offices contains several
public information materials on QMB eligibility, and we will display posters in English and Spanish in our field offices. We also will make these posters available to
other organizations such as the Administration on Aging and legal aid offices. We
believe these public information vehicles will assist in reaching audiences of potential eligibles.
NEW INITIATIVES

We are seeking to enhance even further our public information on the QMB program. We are revising 12 of our current program pamphlets and leaflets to include
QMB program information. In addition, we are providing our field offices with fact
sheets on the QMB provisions that can be given to anyone who inquires about the
program.
I should point out, however, that there is a statutory prohibition against use of
trust fund resources for non-Social Security title II OASDI work such as QMB activity, which is a title XIX Medicaid activity. To deal with this limitation, SSA and the
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) would have to establish a memorandum of understanding and reimbursable agreement for SSA to do any specialized
non-Social Security work.
In addition to funding, the hardest issue for SSA regarding QMB-related work is
how to avoid further deterioration in areas for which we have direct responsibility
such as disability claims processing, where a rising tide of initial applications in the
last year has caused disabled people to have to wait far longer for their claims to be
processed than is acceptable.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, let me repeat my concern that each eligible individual receives the
important benefits of the QMB program. No eligible low-income individual should
pay unnecessarily for expenses that this program would cover. In addition to the
activities I have described, the Social Security Administration stands ready to help,
within our funding and workload limits, find better ways to identify those who are
eligible for QMB program assistance.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRYAN B. MITCHELL

Good morning I am Bryan B. Mitchell, Principal Deputy Inspector General, Department of Health and Human Services.
With me is George Reeb, the Assistant Inspector General for Health Care Financing Audits. We welcome this opportunity to appear before you this morning to dis-
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cuss some of the work the office of inspector general has done relative to Medicaid
provider tax and donation programs that have been implemented by several States.
BACKGROUND

As intended by Congress at the inception of the Medicaid program, the Federal
Government and the States share in the cost of providing medical care to Medicaid
recipients. The Federal matching rates for States range from 50 to 83 percent, depending upon each State's relative per capita income.
In the past, States have used general tax revenues to finance their share of Medicaid expenditures. Recently, some States have begun using what we call creative
financing techniques to meet their statutorily mandated Medicaid expenditures by
implementing provider tax and donation programs. Under these programs, revenue
is generated through increased taxes and donations and is used as the States' share
of Medicaid expenditures to claim federal matching funds.
The majority of these provider tax and donation programs involve Medicaid payments made to hospitals servicing a disproportionate number of law-income people
with special needs. Under current law, States are required to make additional Medicaid payments, over and above the usual fee for service payments, to these hospitals. The Secretary is prohibited from limiting the amount of these disproportionate
share payments.
Some States, recognizing the opportunity this situation presents, have orchestrated their provider tax and donation programs to encourage providers to submit to
taxes or make donations. The encouragement comes in the form of increased disproportionate share payments to the providers that are at least equal to and sometimes
more than the taxes or donations received from the same providers. States then
claim the increased disproportionate share payments for federal matching funds.
Let me give you a very real example of a State's provider donation program associated with disproportionate share hospitals. This State had a Medicaid hospital
budget shortfallof $208 million. To eliminate this budget deficit, the State orchestrated a provider donation program under which:
1. Hospitals formed a non-profit corporation and borrowed $365 million from a
bank.
2. The non-profit corporation donated the $365 million to the State.
3. The state increased the hospital's disproportionate share payments from a maximum of 2.5 percent of Medicaid reimbursement to over 53 percent. Using this play,
the State returned the $365 million to the hospitals in the form of disproportionate
share payments.
4. Te State claimed the $365 million in disproportionate share payments for Federal matching and was reimbursed $208 million by the Federal Government.
This example demonstrates very clearly how through use of a carefully crafted
provider donation program, a State can acquire federal funds to eliminate a State
budget deficit.
The same thing can be accomplished through provider tax programs. One State
proposed a tax program which was described by a July 15, 1991 Washington Post
editorial as being quote "a shell game" unquote. The editorial noted that the program's only result was quote "that the feds were paying more of the same bill and
the State less" unquote. And that is certainly true.
Under the tax program, the State increased fees to providers (other than hospitals) and then deducted the increase as a tax before making the provider payments.
In other words, the providers were paid the same amount that they were paid prior
to the tax program but the State planned to claim the total providers' fee, including
the tax, for Federal matching. This scheme was designed so that the State not only
did not pay anything as its share of the Medicaid cost, but actually made a profit on
Medicaid claims.
The HCFA denied Federal participation in this tax program and the State is expected to appeal. The HCFA, however, was not
The only ones uncomfortable with this tax plan. One physician complained to the
inspector general that the State quote "might have been committing fraudulent acts
by reporting untrue amount of payments made to health care providers to the Federal Government in order to get much more Federal reimbursements than it actually pays to health providers . . . " unquote. An office manager for a group of physicians complained to her congressional representative about the State's efforts to use
the tax to quote "inflate the Federal Government's spending on Medicaid" unquote.
The HCFA was concerned about the financial effect that proliferation of provider
tax and donation programs was having on the Medicaid program. In 1989, there
were less than 10 major provider tax and donation programs. In 1991, this number
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Is up to 32 and growing. The HCFA was concerned with this proliferation and requested that the Office of Inspector General perform a survey of States' actual and
planned use of these programs.
WORK DONE BY THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Prior to making the request to the OIG, HCFA published on February 9, 1990 a
notice of proposed rule making aimed at controlling provider tax and donation programs. In Octber 1990, we issued a survey report to HCFA in which we estimated
that provider tax and donation programs would generate for the States about $497
million annually in Federal matching funds. coneuently increasing Federal budget
outlays by that amount. We recommended that HFA proceed with its proposed
rulemaking which was scheduled for completion after December 31, 1990. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 established this date as the date that the
congressional moratorium prohibiting publication of the final regulations was to
expire. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 extended this moratorium to
December 81, 1991.
We continued to monitor the spread of provider tax and donation programs and,
on May 10, 1991, we issued a second report to HCFA. We reported that, since our
initial survey, the growth of provider tax and donation programs appeared to be spiraling further. In our May 1991 report, we identified 18 States that had provider
propams and another 18 plus the District of Columbia that were contemplating
their use. We estimated that the cost of these programs to the Federal Government
was approximately $2.6 billion in fiscal year 1991, over five times the estimated cost
of just months previously.
We repeated our recommendation that HCFA expedite the processing of its regulation to curb provider donation programs. We also recommended that HCFA propose legislation to control provider tax programs.
OUR LATEST REPORT

We are issuing today to the HCFA our third report on this issue. We now estimate the cost of provider tax and donation programs to the Federal Government to
be $83.8 billion, an increase of about 61 percent from May 1991. By the end of fiscal
year 1998, we estimate that provider programs implemented by 30 States will cost
the Federal Government about $12.1 billion. We believe that our estimate is conservative since many of the 30 States did not report costs for fiscal years 1992 and/
or 1998. Nor does it take into account other States that may now be planning a provider tax or donation program.
Although the specifics of tax and donation programs differ among States, there
are some commonalities among them. Medicaid recipients are generally unaffected,
and continue to receive the same level and quality of care that they received providers are generally unaffected as well. The tax that they pay or the donation that
they make is generally returned to them in the form of increased reimbursements,
usually through disproportionate share payments. The State, however, is a winner
in that they can reduce their share of Medicaid costs and force the Federal Government to pay significantly more.
SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we continue to believe that provider tax and donation programs must be brought under control to safeguard the Federal/State financial partnership in the Medicaid program and to avoid possible bankruptcy of the
Medicaid program. One State health official summed up the lack of Federal constraints on these programs quite clearly when, in referring to the size of his State's
provider program, stated quote "we chose the level of $35 million very carefully-we
could have chosen $200 million to show how bizarre this could get-but that would
raise the risk of prompting outrage" unquote.
In our opinion, therein lies the threat to the Medicaid program. The State official
is correct. The State's profit and the Federal Government's loss could easily have
been $200 million instead of the $35 million estimated in FY 1991. We continue to
recommend that the congress and HCFA take action to bring these programs into
proper balance.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAM

V. ROTH,

JR.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing on three very important
matters effecting Senior citizens and children.
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I was tremendously pleased to see in March when Secretary Sullivan named Jo
Anne Barnhart as the Assistant Secretary in charge of the new agency under the
Department of Health and Human Services bringing together all child and family
related programs under the same roof. The transfer of Maternal and Child Health
Block Grant from the Public Health Service to the Administration on Children and
Families is not a simple process, and much is being said both for and against this
change. While some may have concerns that MCH will lose prominence in the Administration on Children and Families, I have full confidence in Assistant Secretary
Barnhart's leadership as the Administration's advocate for children and families. I
know she cares. In view of the consolidation, it is important to note it is not just the
Federal Government that i moving towards better coordination of services for children and families, but many States have established new agencies to emphasize this
focus.
In regards to the next matter on the Committee's agenda-the Qualified Medicare
Beneficiaries-I opposed passage of Catastrophic and worked to repeal the bill, but I
supported the provision establishing the Medicaid buy-in for Qualified Medicare
Beneficiaries (QMBs). It is regrettable that today we find ourselves learning of the
States and the Federal Government shirking the responsibility to let those eligible
low-income Seniors know that they could find financial relief in enrolling in the
(MB proram. My office and I have tried to spread the word regarding this benefit
since 1988. My staff has worked hard to inform potential QMB participants of their
benefits. I sent out statewide mailings and posted information in Senior centers in
attempt to help. Yet, even in my small State of Delaware, the QMB program falls
far short of meeting its goals.
As for the third topic on the agenda, experts are indicating that the Medicaid program costs to the Federal Government are leaping upward because of "loopholes' in
FederEl authority. Under current conditions, the price of Medicaid is skyrocketing,
largely due to the schemes employed by many States to acquire federal funds without spending any matching State outlays. Right now, there is no legislation.-and
there are no regulations-controlling the States' use of financing systems which, in
my view, go beyond the bounds of the original mission of the Medicaid program. I
am aware of the fiscal constraints facing many States, but in some cases, this manipulation of federal assistance appears to be abusive and almost fraudulent.
I look forward to today's testimony. Again, Mr. Chairman I commend you for
holding this hearing.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAYMON6 C. SCHEPPACH

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee today on behalf of the nation's Governors
on a very important issue-the urgent need to protect the authority of states to
raise the revenue necessary to pay Medicaid program costs using donated funds,
provider-based taxes, or otl ar revenue sources. I will also address issues concerning
Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries.
Since Medicaid's inception in 1965 as a federal-state program to provide health
insurance to women and children eligible for Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), its responsibility has expanded to meet the health care needs of many
diverse populations. As a result, by 1995, Medicaid will be larger than any other
federal or private health insurance program. It will cover almost 27. million
people-half of whom are children. It is becoming the safety-net health care program for all Americans.
As a result of these expansions, Medicaid expenditures have increased dramatically. In fiscal 1970, total Medicaid expenditures were only about $5 billion. They
reached $26 billion in fiscal 1980 and $71 billion in fiscal 1990. By 1995, Medicaid
spending is projected to reach $150 billion.
jieimpact of such growth on states is significant. Medicaid is now the fastestgrowing portion of state budgets. In fiscal 1990, state spending on Medicaid increased 19 percent and is increasing by more than 25 percent this year.
The main reasons for the growing financial demands of the program include:
* Optional and mandated federal expansions that increase eligibility and services;
* State efforts to streamline administration, making participation in the program
more attractive to providers and enrollees;
* The recession, which has resulted in an increased demand for public assistance;
and
* A medical inflation rate that is double the rate of general inflation.
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States have been able to keep pace with Medicaid's growth and swelling budgetary demands only because when establishing the program, the federal government--in cooperation with the states-fully recognized state authority to raise revenue. To support Medicaid as we know it today, states must retain the right to raise
revenue through voluntary contributions and provider-based taxes for the following
reasons:
First, states have the constitutional right to raise revenue without federal restriction. This right was recognized in statute and regulation when Medicaid was established in 1965 and subsequently reaffirmed in regulation and by acts of Congress.
Legislative history indicates that Congress expressly and purposely gave states the
right to finance their share of Medicaid costs through any type of tax and allowed
states to use donated funds as part of their share of Medicaid spending.
Second, the use of donated funds and provider-based taxes has enabled states to
further federal policy and to achieve the historic purpose of the Medicaid program.
States use the funds to increase payment to hospitals that serve a disproportionate
number of poor patients, expand access to pregnant women and children, and conduct outreach efforts. All are priority initiatives expressly encouraged, and in some
cases mandated by Congress, and eligible for federal matching funds as long as the
state provides funds to meet the federal match. Particularly in a time of economic
distress, states should be encouraged to pursue financing strategies to help meet the
shared federal-state commitment to the nation's poor.
Third, in view of the states' reliance on federal regulations permitting the use of
donated funds and provider-based taxes when implementing programs, it is unfair
to change the rules that determine what is acceptable for a federal match. If the
federal government denies or restricts the states' authority to use donated funds or
provider-based taxes, a number of successful health care programs will not have the
funds to continue.
Here are some examples of such programs:
* The Alabama Mothers and Babies Trust Fund. Created in 1987, the Trust Fund
uses donations to fund hospital disproportionate share adjustments for indigent
care. It increases coverage for adult inpatient days from 12 to 14 days per year,
and it removes limits on extended hospitalization for diagnosis and treatment of
newborn infants. Restriction of state funding sources could necessitate program
reductions injuring pregnant women, children, the elderly, and persons with
disabilities.
* The Hill Hospital in York, Alabama. This small hospital serves primarily poor
people in an economically distressed area of the state. No one is turned away
due to inability to pay, and a large majority of the patients have no health insurance. Hill Hospital has been able to operate through local taxes and disproportionate share Medicaid payments. The expected new regulation on the use of
donated funds would cripple Hill Hospital and possibly require it to close. It is
the only hospital in Sumpter County.
" Our Lady of the Way Hospital. A small rural health care facility in Kentucky,
this hospital specializes in obstetrical services. Twenty percent of their total inpatient services and more than 72 percent of delivery room charges are attributable to Medicaid patients. The hospital is already faced with an average loss
of $178.35 per day for Medicaid patients. With increased loss from Medicaid as
proposed by expected Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) regulations,, the hospital's survival is questionable.
" Vanderbilt University Medicaid Center. This center is the largest non-public
rovider of Medicaid services in Tennessee. It is the region's designated Level I
urn center, and the Level III perinatal center. It provides high risk obstetrical
care for the region and operates the only tertiary pediatric facility in the
region. Many of its programs are possible only because of voluntary contributions. Because it provides a significant amount of uncompensated care, it has
been designated as a disproportionate share provider for purposes of Medicare
and Medicaid reimbursement. Without the options of provider specific taxes or
voluntary contributions, there is no doubt that this successful program will be
forced to reduce benefits and services.
* Maryland's Kidney Dialysis Program. Maryland provides coverage to 3,000 lowincome people with end-state renal disease. The program pays for kidney dialysis, Medicare deductibles and coinsurance, prescription drugs, and supplies related to kidney disease. Low-income kidney transplant patients can rely on the
program to cover the vost of expensive drugs needed to prevent organ rejection.
If Maryland's provider-based tax program terminated, the state will have no
choice but to cut this vital program.
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These programs are consistent with congressional intent an4 represent the gains
made in providing care to pregnant women and children and long-term care to the
elderly and disabled.
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB), however, takes the position that
because the Medicaid budget is increasing, the use of donated funds should no
longer be permitted and provider-based taxes should be severely restricted. The
basis of their arguments for eliminating the use of such funds is questionable.
First, OMB contends that donated fi4jJ and provider-specific taxes are directly
responsible for unanticipated increases in Medicaid expenditures. This contention is
dubious. Medicaid has experienced substantial cost increases in all states regardless
of whether they use provider taxes or donated funds. The cost of expansions in both
services and populations as well as the effects of downturns in the national economy
that resulted in increased demand for Medicaid assistance are more likely reasons
for unanticipated Medicaid expenditures.
Second, OMB contends that states' use of donations and provider taxes could
change their match rate and eventually turn Medicaid into a program financed
fully by the federal government. This is simply not true. The states continue to
meet their obligation to raise general revenue funds to match federal dollars. Since
Medicaid's inception, states have had the authority to use all sources of state-generated revenues, including voluntary contributions, to support the provision of medical care to the poor. This was a practice accepted without objection until Medicaid
costs began to escalate rapidly. States use these funds to supplement-not supplant--state spending.
Third, the Administration contends that provider taxes are acceptable only if applied to all health care providers of a particular service. This is a clear violation of
state authority. It is the states' constitutional right to determine state taxing policy.
Fourth, the Administration contends that deninq states the use of donated funds
and provider-taxes is necessary to bring Medicsid program cost under control.
Again, this is a dubious contention. In fiscal 1992, only five percent of siate Medicaid spending came from donated funds or provider taYea. If states are denied federal
match dollars for donations and specific taxes they will have to cut Medicaid services and benefits.
The Governors are not alone in maintaining that the states have the right to
raise revenue through voluntary donations and provider-based taxes. A diverse coalition consisting of state organizations, children and elderly advocacy groups, health
care providers, and organizations representing business and labor have joined the
Governors on this issue.
With the Chairman's permission, I would submit a letter signed by members of
this coalition to be inserted into the hearing record. Siners of the letter include the
National Conference of State Legislatures, American Hospital Association, National
Association of Public Hospitals, Children's Defense Fund, National Association of
Manufacturers, Families United for Senior Action, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and
the AFL-CIO.
It is our understanding that the Administration plans to issue interim final regulations that would severely restrict the use of provider taxes immediately and ban
the use of donated funds. These regulations are expected to be released on the day
before Congress adjourns for August recess. If Ccigress allows the Administration
to rostrikt the states' use of donated funds and provider-specific taxes to operate
their Medicaid programs, the result would deny billions of dollars to a program that
is virtually the only source of health coverage for the neediest of our citizens.
Medicaid's budgetary problems are a symptom of a much larger problem that requires a comprehensive solution. Until the nation address the problems inherent
throughout our health care system such as skyrocketing health care inflation and
gaps in our system that leave an estimated 34.4 million people uninsured each year,
Medicaid's role as the payor of last resort will continue to grow. In the absence of a
consensus on how to reform the entire system, no change in federal policy that
limits the states' ability to meet the demands placed on Medicaid should be tolerated. The program was built on one set of rules and the rules must not'be chr - ac.
The most vulnerable populations should not suffer because we do not have a solution to the larger question of health care reform.
We need your support to stop regulations that attempt to lower federal Medicaid
spending by forcing states to undertake severe program cuts.
Before concluding my remarks, I will briefly address concerns about using Medicaid resources to pay cost sharing for low-income Medicare beneficiaries.
States share the committee's concern that enrollment rates by Qualified Medicare
Beneficiaries (QMBs) is lower than anticipated. When Congress enacted legislation
in 1938 and 1990 to require Medicaid payment for Medicare cost sharing for certain
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low-income Medicare beneficiaries, states conducted outreach efforts to reach potenti.l eligibles through public service announcements, press releases, and targeted
mailings. Yet enrollment rates remained low.
The QMB enrollment problems exemplify the concerns the Governors had when
Congress initially proposed to extend Medicaid payment for low-income Medicare
beneficiaries.
First, the Governors contiriue to strongly believe that it makes more sense for
Medicare to pay cost sharing for those low-income seniors not otherwise eligible for
Medicaid. Medicare is a federal program designed to protect the elderly regardless
of their income and it is better situated to ensure seniors get needed assistance.
Second, the Governors believe that the Social Security Administration and Medicare should be responsible for determining eligibility for the Medicaid subsidy. Lowincome senior QMB eligibles are Medicare beneficiaries, not Medicaid beneficiaries.
Medicaid simply pays the cost-sharing for those determined eligible.
Based on previous state efforts at outreach, we recognize the difficulties targeting
information to those likely to be eligible. We believe that in the absence of Medicare
reform that provides assistance to low-income elderly to pay cost-sharing, the Social
Security Administration should be responsible for conducting outreach and determining eligibility. We stand ready to assist the federal government in designing effective outreach strategies.
Thank you for the opportunity to present the Governors' views on these important Medicaid issues. I am happy to answer any questions.
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July 26, 1991

Dear Member of Congress:
We, the undersigned organizations, strongly urge you to protect the
authority of states to raise the revenue necessary to pay Medicaid
program costs.
Since Medicaid's inception in 1965, as a fedzaal-state program to
assist poor families to obtain health care, it has become larger than
any other federal or private health insurance program.
Today, it
serves almost 27 million people -- half of whom are children.
Medicaid pays for a broad array of services ranging from prenatal and
well-child care for pregnant women and children, through long-term
care for persons who are elderly or disabled.
The number of people
Medicaid serves is projected to increase by 25 percent between 1989
and 1995.
As a result, Medicaid spending reached almost $71 billion
in fiscal 1990, and is projected to reach $150 billion by 1995.
Medicaid is now the fastest growing portion of state budgets.
In
fiscal 1990, state spending on Medicaid increased 19 percent and is
increasing by more than 25 percent this year. The growing financial
demands of the program result from federal expansions, uncontrolled
health care* LnZlation,
and the effects of the national economic
recession.
To finance the increasing costs that accompany this growth, it is
essential that states maintain maximum flexibility to raise the funds
to meet their share of federal matching requirements.
This is
particularly true now, as states struggle with hardships of economic
downturns and increased demand for public assistance.
In a time of fiscal constraints and Medicaid expansions, it is
critical that states retain the right to raise revenue through
voluntary contributions and provider-based taxes -permitted since
the program began and codified in federal regulation in 1985 and by
acts of Congress -- to meet the shared federal-state commitment to the
nation's poor.
Federal limits on state revenue-raising authority
could force states to reduce existing Medicaid eligibility and service
levels for millions of low-income individuals and families.
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Members of Congress
Page 2
July 26, 1991

Please join us in supporting stat* flexibility to finance Medicaid.
Sincerely,
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Association of University Affiliated Programs for
Persons with Developmental Disabilities
AFL-CIO

AFL-CIO Public Employee Department
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
American Group Practice Association
American Hospital Association
American Nurses Association
American Osteopathic Hospital Association
American Public Health Association
American Public Welfare Association
Association for Retarded Citizens
Association of American Medical Colleges
Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials
Child Welfare League of America
Children's Defense Fund
Families United for Senior Action
Gray Panthers
Health Insurance Association of America
International Union, UAH
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation
National Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions
National Association of Community Health Centers
National Association of Counties
National Association of Home Care
National Association of Manufacturers
National Association of Public Hospitals
National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
National Association of State Budget Officers
National Association of State Units on Aging
National Conference of State Legislatures
National Council of Comnunity Hospitals
National Council of Senior Citizens
National Governors' Association
National League of Cities
National Perinatal Association
Service Employees International Union
Southern Regional Project on Infant Mortality
U.S. Catholic Conference
U.S. Conference of Mayors
U.S. Chamber of Coa erce

cce

-

John H. Sununu, Chief of Staff to the President
Richard 0. Darman, Director, Office of Management and Budget
Louis W. Sullivan, M.D., Secretary of Health and Human Services
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NASBO News
Figure I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REED TUCKON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalf of the March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation, we want to thank you for this opportunity to appear
before this committee. The March of Dimes mission is the prevention of birth defects and infant mortality through research, education, advocacy, and community
services. For over 50 years, we have dedicated our resources to improving the health
of America's mothers and children.
In the interest of time, we will briefly summarize our testimony today. However,
we would like to submit a complete written statement for the record.
We commend you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing today to focus attention on key administrative issues of importance to improving the health of pregnant
women and infants. Medicaid, the nation's largest publicly financed health program
serving women and children, and the Title V Maternal and Child Health (MCH)
Block Grant have been key to ensuring access to health care for women and children and rightfully have been central to our national infant mortality reduction
strategy. For example, recent expansions have made approximately one million
pregnant women eligible for Medicaid, and in some states as much as half of all
births were paid for by Medicaid last year. Recent improvements in the Title V program have complemented Medicaid expansions by making providers available to
Medicaid recipients and other medically indigent pregnant women and children.
However, even with these recent expansions, hundreds of thousands of eligible pregnant women and children have not received Medicaid benefits.
The nation cannot afford, economically or morally, to neglect the health care
needs of mothers and babies. I'm sure that the members of the committee are as
pained as I am about the tragedy of infant mortality. As you are well aware:
" Each night, in this country, 1001 women cry themselves to sleep over the loss of
their babies who died that day.
* Each year, nearly 40,000 infants die before their first birthday. Yet one-quarter
could be prevented with the knowledge and technology now
of these deaths
2
available.
our industrial" Our infant mortality rate places us in a tie for last place among
ized peers and ranks us 19th worldwide on infant survival.3 4
" Birth defects contribute to one out of every five infant deaths. Many conditions
leading to birth defects could be detected and treated through timely, comprehensive prenatal care, saving this country hundreds of millions of dollars in
health care costs.
estimated cost to the
* Each infant death takes both a human and fiscal toll. The
nation in lost productivity is $380,000 per infant death. 5
Many factors contribute to our nation's excess number of infant deaths. Among
the most important is limited access to prenatal care. In a landmark report on premost
natal care, the Institute of Medicine reported that financial barriers were the
important obstacles faced by women who received insufficient prenatal care. e Financial barriers, combined with non-financial barriers such as insufficient numbers of
providers and lack of governmental leadership, mean that prenatal care use is low
in the United States.
" The nation made no progress in improving early prenatal care use between
1979 and 1988. One-quarter of all pregnant women receive no prenatal care in
the critical first three months of pregnancy.
" Each year, approximately 70,000 babies of all colors are born without benefit of
any prenatal visits-this means that their mothers7 did not see a health provider before they arrived at the hospital to give birth.
Program expansions have been enacted by Congress and the state to reduce these
financial barriers to maternity care and early evidence suggests that Medicaid reforms have had a positive effect on reducing financial barriers and improving prenatal care access.
* The U.S. General Accounting Office found that between two-thirds and threequarters of targeted8 pregnant women enrolled were in Medicaid within two
years of expansions.
Recent reforms in Medicaid and the MCH Services Block Grant aimed at pregnant women and infants are an investment in the health of our children. The
nation can save $3 for every $1 spent on prenatal care for low income pregnant
women by improving the health of their infants and reducing high cost neonatal
care. However, an initial investment of resources is required for such a return.
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I. ENSURING AN EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE TO SUPPORT THE TITLE V MCH
SERVICES BLOCK GRANT

In April 1991, the Secretary of Health and Human Services, Dr. Louis Sullivan,
announced the formation of a new Administration for Children and Families. This
administration combines the programs of: the Family Support Administration (including Aid to Families with Dependent Children-AFDC, JOBS, child care, Low
Income Housing Energy Assistance and child support programs); the Office of
Human Development Services (including Head Start, Child Welfare, Child Abuse
and Youth, Social Services Block Grant but not the Office of the Administration on
Agingg; and the Title V MCH Services Block Grant. While the March of Dimes and
other members of the Maternal and Child Health Coalition support the goals of this
reorganization, we oppose the transfer of the Title V program to this new administration (See attached letter, Appendix B).
The Administration is proposing to move only the Block Grant program to the
Administration for Children and Families. The Maternal and Child Health Bureau,
along with several categorical maternal and child health programs (including the
Healthy Start initiative) will remain within the HRSA in the Public Health Service.
A move of this nature would prove to have detrimental effects on maternal and
child health care programs throughout the country.
Since 1935, the programs structured under Title V of the Social Security Act have
been the core of maternal and child health activities in the United States. Over the
years, Title V programs have ensured the availability of health providers for prenatal care, public health nurses to give immunizations, physicians to deliver specialized services to children with 'chronic illnesses or disabilities, and professionals to
provide genetic counseling to families. Title V has been the anchor for innovative
efforts to combat infant mortality, train professionals, and develop more family-centered care.
Every state and territory has a maternal and child health unit within its health
department, and states have traditionally been required to match Title V funds.
States often use the bulk of their allocations to support local health department
services.
In addition, throughout the history ot the program, certain maternal and child
health activities, particularly those which are most effectively administered through
a central office, have been conducted through a federal agency. Currently the
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, within the Health Services and Resources
Administration (U.S. Public Health Service, Department of Health and Human
Services) serves as that central federal agency. Through the Bureau, annual budgets
are prepared and funds are allocated. In addition, smaller grant programs such as
those for training maternal and child health professionals or for funding Special
Projects of Regional and National Significance (SPRANS) are managed by the
Bureau.
During the 1980s, the Title V program underwent two dramatic changes. In 1981,
10 programs (see Appendix A) were combined into a block grant program with at
least 85% of federal appropriations to be allocated to states and the remaining 15%
of funds to be retained at the federal level. In 1989, the Title V statute was substantially revised to add new accountability requirements for states and to clarify the
program's role in assuring maternal and child health services and reaching the nation's health goals for the year 2000. The 1989 amendments also added a second federal set aside for innovative projects such as: rural maternal and child health; home
visiting; one-stop shopping; and perinatal projects in community hospitals. Because
implementation of the 1989 amendments has just begun this year, any change now
would disrupt and negate this innovative work for possibly several more years.
The current MCH Services Block Grant program provides prenatal care for nearly
one-half million pregnant women and primary and specialized care to millions of
children. In addition to funding clinical services, states' MCH programs set standards for care, develop state maternal and child health plans, coordinate Medicaid
and other activities, and monitor progress.
Given the nature and purposes of the Title V program, major concerns have been
raised about the proposal to move the MCH Services Block Grant into the newly
formed Administration on Children and Families. These concerns can be grouped
into three areas, including:
1. The nation's three priority programs aimed at reducing infant mortality currently are located in the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA).
With the creation of the Healthy Start targeted infant mortality initiative and the
infant mortality reduction activities undertaken through the Community Health
Centers' Comprehensive Perinatal Care Programs, the importance of HRSA In co-
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ordinating and integrating these efforts should not be underestimated. Interactions and systems at the federal, regional, state, and local level all would be directly affected. Without a unified vision and close coordination, the nation cannot
hope to achieve its Infant mortality reduction goals.
2. The federal and state activities of the program must remain unified to be ef.
fective. The MCH Services Block Grant must have an administrative office at the
federal level. The role of the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health includes more
than the administration of special grant programs. The Bureau has an equally important role to play in providing technical assistance and guidance to states, as well
as planning and development activities for the entire program. This technical assistance is a vital component of the federal-state relationship which gives programs the
capacity to provide essential health care services to populations that otherwise have
no access to care. The expertise and experience of professionals in the Public Health
Service is important to fulfilling this role. Moreover, a unified program may be best
located in the Public Health Service given that Title V programs typically are located in state health agencies-not state welfare agencies.
3. Moving one relatively small health program does not achieve balance within
the Administration for Children and Families. The March of Dimes and many
other organizations concerned with the health of mothers and children agree with
the goal of improving coordination and integration of programs to meet a range of
family needs. For years, these organizations have advocated for creation of an
agency with the breadth and mission of the original Children's Bureau. However,
placement of one relatively small health program in the midst of an agency with
several large welfare and social services agencies would not be likely to accomplish
this goal. In addition, since the Title V program resources would represent less than
3% of the total budget of the Administration for Children and Families, the program would never be in a position to compete for attention and resources within the
new administration.
II. THE ROLE OF VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS IN IMPROVING MEDICAID

The March of Dimes is extremely concerned that Medicaid programs for pregnant
women and children be adequately funded and administered. Well-functioning Medicaid programs are especially important since an estimated two-thirds of Medicaid
beneficiaries are women and children.1O Our mission-to prevent birth defects and
infant mortality--can be achieved only if there is an ongoing commitment of effort
to improve access to maternity and infant health care. To that end, March of Dimes
chapters have supported Medicaid expansion by encouraging corporate support for
infant mortality initiatives and by making voluntary contributions to Medicaid programs in several states. We believe that public-private partnerships are essential to
success. As a voluntary health organization, the March of Dimes has supported a
variety of proposals by the Bush Administration to encourage the use of charitable
contributions in solving complex national problems through our 134 chapters and
millions of volunteers.
The Administration has now proposed regulations designed to deny states the use
of voluntary contributions and donated funds as "countable" revenues for purposes
of federal financial contributions in Medicaid. Sixteen organizations that we work
closely with are also very concerned about the health of mothers and children (See
attached letter, Appendix C) and oppose the administration's position because it
would reduce access to care for these vulnerable populations. We believe that the
Administration's position regarding voluntary contributions to Medicaid does not
give due consideration to several key factors.
I. State Medicaid programs have sought additional revenues to provide services
to which low income pregnant women and children were entitled. In other words,
the money was spent according to federal law for needed care. When Medicaid eligibility and benefits were expanded it was clear that new revenues would be needed.
Many states have made preventive maternal and child health services a priority.
Now the Administration seeks to limit care for low income pregnant women and
children indirectly by denying states federal matching funds for entitlement services. Don't the Administration and Congress instead want to continue to encourage
preventive investment?
2. States have sought to reduce barriers to enrollment. Not only have recent reforms expanded eligibility and benefits, they also have reduced administrative barriers to programs enrollment. This means that more families are able to complete
the application process and receive Medicaid financed care. In Florida, the March of
Dimes has contributed funds to ensure the ongoing availability of outreach programs for pregnant women. In several states, such as Alabama and Utah, increased
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demand for services generated by award winning, new prenatal outreach programs
has required use of non-governmental revenue sources to pay for services. And in
Missouri, donated funds have been used to expand Medicaid for important services
such as perinatal case management. Some of these states stand to lose hundreds of
millions of federal dollars if the use of donated funds if prohibited. This translates
into higher infant mortality rates and increased economic hardships on the people
who need it most.
In other states, such as Texas, voluntary contributions have been used to locate
eligibility workers outside of welfare offices, in hospitals and clinics (commonly
known as "outstationing"). States are required by federal law to outstation eligibilitv workers in Federally Qualified Health Centers and in hospitals serving a disproporionate share for medically indigent and Medicaid patients. In most cases, the
salaries for such workers currently are paid under "shared cost arrangements"with the health facility paying the states' share of the cost of the worker's salary.
These important arrangements create "one-stop shopping", locations for families
with Medicaid-eligible pregnant women and children-a coordinated, cost-efficient
management approach that the Administration and Congress are trying to promote.
The question is how do we continue to improve the efficiency of the health care delivery system through innovation, not how do we stifle it.
3. There Is an inadequate supply of providers to deliver prenatal services to
Medicaid-covered pregnant women. As the pool of obstetrical providers has grown
smaller, fewer providers are available to serve pregnant women on Medicaid. Additional revenues have been used to encourage provider participation. For example,
Georgia has used voluntary contributions to create incentives for providers to serve
Medicaid-covered pregnant women early (in the first three months of pregnancy). It
should be noted that many of the states now using special revenue mechanisms are
southern or rural states, where provider shortages often are most severe, where the
states have the least amount of money for health care services and where many minorities reside.
4. In many states, provider payments had been Insufficient to meet federal requirements and attract providers to Medicaid. States' obligations have recently
been clarified by Congress or by the courts. Federal law now requires that Medicaid
payment levels be sufficient to attract a supply of providers equivalent to that in
the community-at-large. Moreover, a provision known as the "Boren Amendment"
requires adequate payments for hospitals. several states have improved provider reimbursement levels with voluntary contributions or donated funds in a good faith
attempt to respond to Congressional and Administration pressures. The question
now is whether federal level policymakers are seriously committed to the goal of
attracting more providers to the Medicaid program.
5.States have used additional revenues to enhance prenatal care services. To be
successful and cost-effective, prenatal care must be of a minimum frequency and
content. Over 20 states have used the option to enhance prenatal benefits. In Georgia, for example, voluntary contributions have been used to extend home visits,
childbirth and parenting classes, and case management services to high risk pregnant women. Given the cost savings to be achieved through early and comprehensive prenatal care, can we really afford not to provide these services by any reasonable means?
There also are strong legal arguments for protecting states' rights to raise revenues through voluntary contributions, as well as through provider taxes. From its
inception in 1965, the federal Medicaid statute assumed that funds other than
states' general revenues-such as county and city revenues or local charitable contributions---would be used to finance Medicaid. Section 1902(aX2) of Title XIX provides "for financial participation by the State equal to not less than 40 per centum
of the non-Federal share of the expenditures under the plan. In addition, federal law
specifies that federal financial participation be determined on the "total sum expended" (Section 1903(aXl)), rather than some net amount from which certain revenues have been subtracted.
This month, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) released a report on Better Management for
Better Medicaid Estimates. This report emphasizes the role of voluntary contributions and provider-specific taxes in the unanticipated increases in Medicaid costs.
However, even by the Administration's own account, these revenue sources are only
one of the numerous reasons for costs that exceeded states' estimates (provider payment increase following "Boren Amendment" type court decisions and dramatic
cost inflation also were cited). In addition, the role of economic downturns in states
was not well explained. For example, the Administration for Children and Families
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has estimated that between July 1989 and April 1991 the number for AFDC cases
rose by 18% nationwide and by more than one-quarter in 18 states.
The report does, however, reveal important weaknesses in the current federal administrative structure for Medicaid. We agree that the Health Care Financing Administration needs to expand its capabilities and assume a leadership role in relation to its responsibilities. The OMB/DHHS report found that lack of sufficient
qualified staff, inadequate knowledge of and familiarity with state plans, and poorly
designed data collection systems leave HCFA in a poor position to make federal estimates or to assist with state estimates. These limitations also affect efforts to provide guidance and leadership in the implementation of Medicaid reforms.
The key point is that states need and have a right to flexibility in raising revenues to cover the cost of Medicaid expansions. At a time of severe budget constraints, when they are faced with declining revenues and increased demand for
public assistance, states have used voluntary contributions and provider taxes to
generate additional revenues for essential services to which pregnant women and
children are entitled under federal law. If Congress permits the Administration to
take away states' ability to use voluntary contributions and provider taxes-while
leaving them with no financing alternative and no proposal for comprehensive
health care reform-it will be the very poor who will suffer, the pregnant women
and children whom Congress has sought to protect in recent years through enactment of critically needed Medicaid expansions. Undoubtedly, the progress we are beginning to make in reducing our country's infant mortality rate will be impeded if
not reversed.
Until the nation makes a commitment to reform of the entire health care system
and make health insurance available to all Americans, Medicaid must function well
to fill the gaps. Among other things, the Pepper Commission and the National Commission on Children found that the urgent and immediate need for health care coverage among pregnant women and children should be a national priority. Policymakers shouldnot now pull back from their commitment to provide basic coverage
to low income pregnant women and children through Medicaid. National leadership
from both the Congress and the Administration are essential to reaching the nation's health objectives for the year 2000.
II. RECOMMENDATIONS

The issues raised in today's hearing are somewhat complex and technical-thus
they may not seem easy to resolve. However, the goal of this effort should be to
reach policy decisions that are both fiscally responsible and responsive to the needs
of vulnerable populations. To reach this goal, policymakers must have an understanding of programs and a vision of what the nation's priorities should be. Based
on the acts and arguments presented in our testimony, the March of Dimes recommends the following:
Congress should enact legislation to permit states to use voluntary contributions to finance Medicaid program activities. Current law provides protection
for funds raised through provider specific taxes. However, voluntary contributions also should be protected by statute.
Permitting states maximum flexibility would provide opportunities to provide
services to the maximum number of eligible persons. In particular, the role of voluntary contributions may be especially important in the case of outstationed workers, outreach workers and other administrative costs (relatively low cost and very
important). At a minimum, voluntary contributions should be available for use in
financing these and other similar administrative activities.
If necessary to contain and better predict costs, a cap on voluntary contributions should be considered. If setting a cap is the compromise necessary, the
amount of the cap should be determined on the basis of states' current experience
with voluntary contributions so that Medicaid services and eligibility would not be
reduced in the process. A 10% cap on voluntary contributions as a percent of the
total Medicaid program and as a percent of an individual hospital's gross revenue
(excluding federal Medicaid or Title V monies) has been proposed in pending legislation. However, a cap of a higher amount may be more practical and realistic if
states are to avoid service cutbacks.
e If an agreement on legislation cannot be reached before the end of this session of Congress, we urge enactment of legislation to extend the current moratorium on regulatory activity. An extension of the moratorium would permit
HCFA and Congress to more thoroughly consider alternative mechanisms to refinance basic services to vulnerable populations. While we recognize that such a
decision may have a budget impact of up to $160 million, we cannot believe that
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Congress would have states cutback or eliminate services to pregnant women
and children in order to avoid finding this small amount of revenue through the
federal budget process. The long term cost savings alone economically justify
such a decision.
" Congress should enact legislation aimed at improving the accuracy and reli.
ability of Medicaid information. The OMB/DHHS report makes some valid
criticisms of HCFA and state Medicaid agencies. The Medicaid Bureau should
assume greater responsibility for managing Medicaid. This would include:
hiring more qualified staff; assisting states with program implementation; rou.
finely collecting and analyzing state plans and amendments; and revising data
collection systems. HCFA should exercise leadership and forge a new partnership with state Medicaid agencies.
" Congress should protect the integrity of the Title V program by requiring that
the federal office and its activities funded through "set-aside" funds remain
unified with the block grant funds to be allocated to states. The state block
grant program cannot function well without direct support of the professional
expertise contained in the federal office. No bifurcation of the program is acceptable. For example:
-Location of the federal bureau in HRSA with transfer of the block grant funds
to the Administration on Children and Families would not be appropriate.
-An interagency agreement for transfer of funds from the Administration on
Children and Families to the Bureau would not be sufficient protection for the
program nor would it be adequate to ensure smooth functioning of the Title V
program.
* The Secretary of Health and Human Services should conduct a formal review
of the decision to move the Title V program, with input from keyMCH policy
experts inside and outside of government, as well as state and MCH officials
(one approach would be to assemble a technical assistance or advisory group to
work with the transition team). The Secretary's own stated goals are to: (ii) promote collaboration and eliminate program isolation; (ii) facilitate communication and joint administration with states; (iii) spur new ideas; and (iv) provide a
base for enhance coordination. There are practical, alternative ways to achieve
these goals. We urye that neither the Title V program funds or staff be moved
or restructure,! -rithout such a review.
* The Secretary of Health and Human Services should prepare for Congress a
description of the structures and mechanisms by which the Healthy Start initiative, Comprehensive Perinatal Care Program, and the MCH Service.i Block
Grant will be integrated and coordinated. These programs each have a major
role to play in reducing infant mortality in the United States. The AC'.ministration has a responsibility to plan for and manage the coordination and integration of these efforts. Success depends on setting achievable goals, developing a
long-range vision for action, careful planning, and systematic implementation.
In the battle to assure infant survival, America cannot afford to do less.
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Appendix A

mm0 services Block Grant
The MCH Services Block Grant combined ten programs:
crippled Children's Services
Maternal and Child Health Research
Maternal and Child Health Services
Maternal and Child Health Training
Childhood Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Information and Counseling
Comprehensive Hemophilia Diagnostic and Treatment Centers
Genetic Disease Testing and Counseling Services
Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Services
Supplemental Security Income -- Crippled Children Portion

Appendix B

April 24, 1991

The Honorable Louis Sullivan
Secretary
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Indopendence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20201
Dear Dr. Sullivan:

As the leading maternal and child advocates in America, we
applaud, on the one hand, your creation of the new
Administration for Children and Families, but must raise
serious objections to the transfer of the Maternal and Child
Health Block Grant into this new social-welfare system. We
believe that this transfer is ill-advised and urge that you
revoke this decision.
Removal of the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant from its
position in the Public Health Service is a barrier to the
essential interaction between it and other public health
programs, including CDC, ADAMHA, Family Planning, Migrant and
Community Health Centers. This forced separation is
inconsistent with the President's emphasis on increased
immunizations, substance abuse prevention and infant
mortality. The segregation from other related key agencies
addressing the health needs of children and families will

also be an impediment to the new CH health directives which
are critical to the implementation of the Year 2000 goals.
Programs under the HCH Block Grant are health, rather than
welfare, oriented and are located in state health
departments.

Traditionally, these programs have attracted

the participation and cooperation of health professionals,
dedicated to program excellence and the delivery of high
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quality health services. It should also be noted that while
many of these services have been directed at low income
families, services are not necessarily income related.
Simply put, the goals, objectives and organization of these
services are not compatible with the new administrative
structure.
1;ie proposed separation of the so-called SPRANS portion of
the MCH BLock Grant is similarly ill-advised. Separation
from mch services severs the information lifeline that serves
as the focus for SPRANS grantees - that of assuring that
health services for mothers and children are responsive to
current needs and problems and that they are cost-effective
and efficient.
Obviously, as this nation moves to develop and initiate an
effective maternal and child health policy, deliberate
attention will need to be focused on the interrelationships
between health, education, nutrition, environment and social
services. Such a sweeping reorganization will require a
thorough debate and and discussion to ensure minimal
disruption and that such a move would truly strengthen our
national commitment to mothers and children.
Again, we urge you to reconsider and modify your current
directive.
Sincerely yours,
Alan Guttmacher Institute
Ambulatory Pediatrics Association
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
American Association of University Affiliated Facilities
American Pediatric Society
American Public Health Association
Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs
Association of Medical School Pediatric Department Chairmen
Association of Schools of Public Health
Association of State and Territorial Health Officials
Rational
Association of Children's Hospitals and Related
Institutions
National Foundation March of Dimes
Pediatric Section, American College of Rheumatology
Society for Pediatric Research
cci

James Mason, M.D.
Robert Harmon, M.D.
Vince Hutchins, M.D.
The Honorable Henry Waxman
The Honorable William Dannemeyer
The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
The Honorable Bob Packwood
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June 26, 1991

Dear Member of Congress,

As adv',cates for federal Medicaid reforms to expand public
assistance for health care for pregnant women and children of low
income families, we support continued state flexibility to
finance Medicaid program, consistent with federal law and
regulation over the past decade.

Medicaid is the nation's largest public program for
children's access to health care. About half of the 27 million
Medicaid recipients are children. Millions more are pregnant
women.
in recent years, bipartisan leadership has persuaded
Congress to improve Medicaid eligibility and benefits for women
and children for two reasons. There has been mounting evidence
of high infant mortality rates and poor health status among
children of low income families -- the same families who are
disproportionately represented among the growing numbers of
uninsured. There also has been strong evidence that Medicaid for
children is one of the most cost effective public investments.
in order to fulfill federal Medicaid expansions at a time
when a national recession is driving up the need for public
assistance and driving down general tax revenues, many states are
using voluntary-contributions and special taxes from health care
providers to supplement their general revenue financing of their
Medicaid programs. These funds enable states to qualify for
federal Medicaid matching dollars, which they have used to
implement Congress, Medicaid expansions for women and children.
Congress was correct in 1988, 1989, and 1990 to reject the
Administration's attempts to deny states the flexibility to use
voluntary contributions and provider taxes as part of their
Medicaid financing. The experience of today's recession makes it
all the more imperative that states improve access to health care
for children who will be so important to tomorrow'n economy.
We urge Congress to continue to reject the Administration's
efforts to deny state

flexibility

in

finuoaing Medicaid.

It is

critical to maternal and child health for millions of Americans.

(See next page for list of organizations)
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maternal and Ch4ld Health Afdocates
That Sungzt State ?laxibility in MedicaLd-Financina

American Academy of Pediatrics
American Association of University Affiliated Programs
for Persona with Develoymental Disabilities
American Lung Association
American Public Health Association
American Nurses Association
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs
Association of Minority Health Profession Schools
Association of State and TerritorLal Health Officials
California Children's Hospital Association
Children's Defense Fund
March of Dimes Birtbh Defeat* Foundation
National Association of Children's Hospitals
and Related institutions
National Association of Conmnity Health Centers
National Perinatal Association
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Alliance
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MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS IN OPPOSITION TO THE TRANSFER OF THE
"NEW"
GRANT TO THE
BLOCK
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE
AMBULATORY PEDIATRICS ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED FACILITIES
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNOCOLOGY
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HUMAN GENETICS
ASSOCIATION OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAMS
ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL SCHOOL PEDIATRIC DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS
COALITION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY IN WOMEN (70 GROUPS)
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WIC DIRECTORS
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS AND RELATED
INSTITUTIONS
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WIC DIRECTORS
NATIONAL FOUNDATION MARCH OF DIMES
PEDIATRIC SECTION, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RHEUMATOLOGY
SOCIETY FOR ADOLESCENT MEDICINE
SOCIETY FOR PEDIATRIC RESEARCH
INDIVIDUAL
NUMEROUS
DEPARTMENTS

LETTERS/CALLS

FROM

STATE

HEALTH

COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT o

THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

The American Hospital Association (AHA), on behalf of its member institutions,
welcomes this opportunity to provide a statement for the record of the Subcommittee on Health for Families and the Uninsured of the Senate Committee on Finance
regarding the reorganization of the Maternal and Child Health Services Block
Grant Program (MCH).
The AHA represents nearly 5,500 hospitals, which includes hospitals with a commitment to programs in maternal and child health. Specifically with regard to
women and children, the Association relies on guidance from 1,300 hospitals who
are members of the AHA Section for Maternal and Child Health. At the recommendation of the Section for Maternal and Child Health, the AHA has joined with
many othet maternal and child health organizations to oppose the transfer of the
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant to the newly-created Administration for
Children and Families. In a letter dated June 12, 1991, to Secretary Louis Sullivan,
AHA urged that the current directive be reconsidered and that the administration
of the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant be retained in the Public Health
Service. A copy of that letter is provided for the record.
At this time, the AHA would like to reiterate for the members of the Subcommittee our principle objections to the transfer of the MCH Block Grant from its home
in the Public Health Service:
As health professionals and administrators, our members are seriously concerned that transfer of the MCH Block Grant program to the new social-welfare
agency will significantly impede necessary coordination among public health
programs, such as maternal and child health, hemophilia and genetic services,
and community health centers. Maternal and child health clinics, including hospital-sponsored clinics, rely on monies from a number of these public health
programs to meet the important preventive, well-child, and health service needs
of low-income women and children. The MCH Block Grant program is an important cornerstone in this effort and, therefore, must not be removed from its
roots in the Public Health Service.
We applaud the Administration's current policies related to infant mortality,
and immunizations, as well as other recent initiatives taken to elevated the importance of maternal and child health services through the recently-established
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health. The new Bureau is a positive step in the
integration of maternal and child health services and helps to underscore the
Administration's commitment to programs for women and children. This is
clearly not the time for any disruption in such programs. On the contrary, it is
imperative that the emphasis on programs for women and children be maintained. We, therefore, question whether this can best be accomplished through a
change in the administrative structure.
Especially in these times of limited resources, grantees of the Maternal and
Child Health Block Grant, such as hospitals, health departments, and not-forprofit health agencies, depend on the coordinated efforts of federal, state, and
local public health programs to meet the increasing demands for services by
women and families. We oppose this transfer of the MCH Block Grant from the
Public Health Service on the basis that further disruption of a public health
service mechanism jeopardizes our success as health care providers to maximize
public and private resources to reach the greatest number of women and children who would otherwise go without certain maternal and child health services.
(124)
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We urge you to consider the concerns brought before the Subcommittee in testimony. and statements from the AHA and other maternal and child health professionals opposing the transfer and intervene, as appropriate, to preserve the existing
and successful organization of the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health within the
Public Health Service.
Attachment.
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION,

Washington, DC, June 12, 1991.
Hon. LoWU SULLIVAN, Secretary,
Departmentof Health and Human Services,
POO Independence Avenue, S W.,
Washington, DC
Dear Secretary Sullivan: The American Hospital Association (AHA), representing
nearly 5,500 hospitals, commends you for your interest in maternal and child health
and on the creation of the new Administration for Children and Families. This new
agency can be a potent force in assuring that the welfare and social services necessary to assist needed families will be available and well coordinated. Nevertheless,
the AHA, through its Section for Maternal and Child Health, which works directly
with the 1,400 hospitals most active in providing health services to women and children, joins with the many other maternal and child health organizations to oppose
the transfer of the Maternal and Child Health (MCH) Block Grant to this new
agency.
As health professionals and administrators, our members are seriously concerned
that transfer of the MCH Block Grant to the new social-welfare agency will significantly impede necessary coordination among public health programs, such as maternal and child health, hemophilia and genetic services, and community health centers. Maternal and child health clinics, including hospital-sponsored clinics, rely on
monies from a number of these public health programs to meet the important preventive, well child and health service needs of low-income women and children. The
MCH Block Grant is an important cornerstone in this effort and, therefore, must
not be removed from its roots in the Public Health Service.
We applaud the Administration's current policies related to infant mortality, immunizations, and so forth, as well as other recent initiatives taken to elevate the
importance of maternal and child health services through the recently established
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health. The new Bureau is a positive step in the integration of maternal and child health services and helps to underscore the Administration's commitment to programs for women and children. This is clearly not the
time for any disruption in such programs. On the contrary, it is imperative that the
emphasis on programs for women and children be maintained. We therefore question whether this can best be accomplished through a change in the administrative
structure.
Especially in these times of limited resources, grantees of the Maternal and Child
Health Block Grant, such as hospitals, health departments, and not-for-profit health
agencies, depend on the coordinated efforts of federal, state, and local public health
programs to meet the increasing demands for services by women and families. We
oppose this transfer of the MCH Block Grant from the Public Health Service on the
basis that further disruption of a public health service mechanism jeopardizes our
success as health providers to maximize public and private resources to reach the
greatest number of women and children who would otherwise go without certain
maternal and child health services.
We urge you to reconsider and modify your current directive.

Sincerely,

PAUL C. RzrnG, Executive Vice-President.
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July 15, 1991
Mr. Richard G. Darman
Director

Office of Manaqement and Budget
Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20503
Dear Kr. Darman:
We, am members of the Georgia Congressional delegation, are

writing you today on behalf of the Georgia Department of

edical

Assistance, disproportionate share hospitals throughout our
state, and the thousands of low-income women and children
currently in need of health care services.

There is increasing concern that HCFA is going to eliminate
the use of voluntary contributions as a means of increasing the
federal Medicaid match. We recognize that some restrictions must
be placed on the use of contributions, but to eliminate them
completely would put Georgia's Medicaid budget in jeopardy and
most likely close many rural hospitals.
Georgia's Indigent Care Trust Fund was created in 1990 to
care to a disproportionate number of indigent patients. The

financially assist numerous hospitals in the state that provide
program receives voluntary donations from contributing hospitals

ar.d utilizes the funds generated to help pay for indigent care
throughout the state. Sixty-five hospitals are currently
participating in the program, which provides valuable services
such as perinatal case management and postpartum home visits for
impoverished women and their children.
Should the use of these funds be eliminated many health care
services for Georgia's impoverished and ill children will be in
jeopardy. Forthcoming regulations from HCFA will effectively
eliminate Georgia's Indigent Care Trust Fund which currently
provides many important and vital services.
1.

Hospitals which offer birthing and parenting classes to
Medicaid eligible mn will no longer receive payment
through hospital outpatient programs.

2.

Physicians will no longer receive incentive payments to
begin prenatal care in the first trimester or to
provide more than 10 antepartum visits.

maw
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3.

Providers with experience in the delivery, prenatal and
other child health services will no longer be
reimbursed for two postpartum visits in the home.

4.

The Perinatal Case Management program will not be
expanded statewide.

5.

Disproportionate share hospitals will no longer receive
additional payment adjustments for primary care
programs and services for Medicaid recipients and
indigent citizens.

We understand that some states have adopted practices which
bypass the intent of the Medicaid system; however, we feel that
Georgia's use of voluntary contributions, is exemplary and a
proper model for other states. We urge you to carefully examine
the Georgia Indigent Care Trust Fund when considering any
regulations. HCFA cannot ignore what services these funds
currently provide for our nation's poor women and children.
Should HCFA determine that regulations are necessary to
control the use of voluntary contributions, we encourage you to
implement guidelines which place caps on the amount of donated
funds used by the states rather than completely eliminating
current programs. We feel that by restricting the use of donated
funds to not more than ten percent of the total state Medicaid
match, HCFA can eeffectively separate the so-called "scams" from
reasonable programs such as Georgia's.
States have, and must continue to maintain, the legal right
to develop reasonable funding mechanisms to finance necessary
indigent care and maternal and child health services.
Respectfully yours,

Wyche.Fowler, Jr.
United States Senator

Sam Nunn
United States Senator

Lisa ,Thomas
Unite VStates Congressman

Charles Hatchr
United States Congressman

/6 /
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Richard Ray
United States Corressman

Unitd States Congressman

John Lewis
United States Congressman

Unitd

United States Congressman

Ed Jenkft "
United States Congressman

UnI~eM

States Congressman

tooeCongr;s~
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COMMENTS PREPARED FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE SENATE FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH FOR FAMILIES AND THE UNINSURED PURSUANT TO
THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S JULY 26 HEARING ON MEDICAID FINANCING ISSUES.

OF CALIFORNIA
STATE

w ON.f~wWLSK

HEALTH and WELFARE AGENCY
OFFICE OF THESECRETARY
1600 NINTH STREET,
ROOM 460
Sacramento, California 5814
(916) 465-6951

JUL 30 1

The Honorable Donald W.Rlegle, Jr.
United States Senate
10b Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-2201
Dear Senator Riegle:
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION IN MEDICAID FUNDI
No
O6 behalf of Governor Pete Wilson, this letter is submit ed to advise your
(sub)committee of the vital nature of local gover nment financial
participation in the Nedi-Cal program. Weunderstand theat
hearing on July 26, 1991,may not have fully described t testimony at a
this historic and conventional funding mechanism forthe importance of
programs.
In California, local government funding served State Medicaid
as a significant
element of the Nedi-Cal program for most of the 1970's.
to current legislation know as Senate Bill 855 (S 8SS), wFurther, pursuant
0
local government financial participation will be expand anticipate that
d as a critical
funding source for Medl-CaI acute Inpatient services.
A discussion paper regarding the background and history of
verneent
financial participation in state Medicaid programs, as apple local
enclosed for your consideration. In light of the increasin led to re 855, is
a
federal
demands
on states to provide eligibility and coverage for Medical
imperative that available funding sources, especially hist I services, It Is
as local government financial participation; remiln fuloric sources such
federal law.
We urge you and the mbers of your (svb)c ily viable under
strongly any efforts by federal agencies to undermine mitte to resist
any current or
historic Medicaid funding sources for the states.
Thank you for your consideration of these materials.
Sincerely,

RUSSELL
S. GOULD
Secretary
Enclosure

.@
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LOCAL GOVRNiMn FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION IN NEDI-CAL UNDER SD 855
The California Legislature recently approved SB 855,
forward to Governor Wilson for
was passed
and the bill
In brief, SB 655 establishes an augmented payment
signature.
adjustment program for acute inpatient hospital services rendered
SS
by all Medi-Cal disproportionate shara providers ("88 S
As discussed below, the State's financial share of
program").
the SB 855 program is funded through local government financial
Under the SB 855 program, public entities that
participation.
are the licensees of disproportionate share hospitals will
transfer specified amounts to a State-administered fund from
which payment adjustments for inpatient hospital services will be
made, as authorized by federal Medicaid statutes.
participation
financial
local
this
adopting
In
approach, the California Legislature has relied on federal
Medicaid statutes and regulations authorizing the use of local
Local
financing as part of the State's share of Medi-Cal.
government financial participation is a conventional and historic
vehicle for financing state Medicaid expenditures and such
programs are in place in about 15 states. This paper describes
the local funding aspects of SB 855 and demonstrates that this
funding approach is authorized under applicable federal law.
Federal Medicaid Statutory And Regulatory Background
Federal statutes have recognized local public entities
as a legitimate Medicaid funding source since the inception of
the Medicaid program in 1965. Section 1902(a)(2) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 5 1396a(a)(2)) requires that each state's
Medicaid Plan must
provide for financial participation by the
State equal to not less than 40 per centum of
the non-Federal share of the expenditures
under the plan with respect to which payments
under Section 1903 are authorized by this
title and, effective July l, 1969, provide
for financial participation by the State
equal to all of such non-federal share or
from
funds
distribution of
for
provide
Federal or State sources, for carrying out
the State plan, on an equalization or other
basis which will assure that the lack of adequate funds from local sources will not
result in lowering the amount, duration,
scope, or quality of care and services available under the Plan. . ..
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Thus, under the Medicaid Act, Congrss expressly authorized
states to use funds derived from local government sources for up
to 604 of the non-federal share of the rogram.
The legislative history of this Medicaid statutory provision reflects that Congress directly considered the involvement
of local governments as a source of ithe non-federal share of
As originally introduced in the House of
Medicaid financing.
Representatives, the Medicaid program;would have required that
all non-federal funds in support of t e program come from state
As finally
sources, rather than from state and local sources.
adopted, however, the statute includes a Senate amendment which
allows the use of local funds for financing the non-federal share
so long as the state is able to assure a consistent statewide
Thus, Congress
program at a reasonable level of adequacy.l/
considered and \expressly rejected the opportunity to preclude
states from using local funds to finance their Medicaid programs.
Section 1902(a)(2) of the Medicaid Act is implemented
by regulations which currently appear at 42 C.F.R. $ 433.33 and
S 433.45.
Section 433.33 sets forth the state plan requirement
regarding state and local financial participation in the program. Essentially, the regulatory language tracks that of the
statute.2/
Section 433.45(a) further implements Section 1902(a)(2)
by expressly recognizing that "public funds" may be considered as
the state's share, if those funds meet i the following conditions:
appropriated
are
funds
public
(2) The
directly to the state or local Medicaid
u
agency, or transferred frqm other
agencies -. . to the Stae&T7. -. anddun--od
nistratf-ve -control, or ceriIfieT5b
rti-a a
T~s coltributing public agency as representing expenditures eligible for FFP under
this section.

I/
Conference Report No. 682 (to accompany H.R. 6675), July 26,
t965i at 2244-45.
As part of the standard state plan documents, the Health
2/
Care Financing Administration ("RCFA") has developed a form to
implement Section 433.33. On this standard form, states indicate
whether local financial participation is utilized as part of the
non-federal share of Medicaid expenditures.
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(3) The public funds are not federal funds,
or are federal funds authorized by federal
law to be used to match other federal funds.
(Emphasis added.)
As discussed below, the local government financial
participation under SB 855 clearly falls within the authority of
these Medicaid regulations.

The SB 855 Program Complies With Federal Regulations Regarding
Local Financial Pa--cipation
Under S9 85S, those public entities which are licensees
of disproportionate share hospitals are mandated to transfer
certain amounts to the State to support the SB 855 program. For
this purpose, a public entity is defined as a county, a city, a
city and county, the University of California, a local hospital
district, a local health authority, or any other political
subdivision of the State. No private entity is involved in these
intergovernmental transfers to the State.
The
intergovernmental transfers under the SB 855
program meet each of the federal requirements for local financial
participation. First, the amount of the transfers contemplated
from public entities under SB 855 will constitute less than 201
of the non-federal share of the Medi-Cal program. Therefore, in
accordance with 42 C.F.R. S 433.33, State funds will be used to
pay at least 40% of the non-federal share.
Moreover, more than 90% of the local funds will be used
to pay additional payment adjustment amounts to disproportionate
share hospitals, including all public, private and district
hospitals which qualify for this status. As a result, the local
government funding will not effect the amount, duration or scope
of services provided in the Medi-Cal program as a whole, but will
serve to provide financial stability for those facilities that
serve a disproportionate share of California's most needy population.
This results in the statewide uniformity required by
subsection (c) of Section 433.33, while furthering the purpose of
the disproportionate share payment provisions of Section 1923 of
the Medicaid Act (42 U.S.C. S 1396r-4).
In addition, the proposed transfers are consistent with
Section 433.45(a).
SB 855 provides for transfers from public
entities to the state Medicaid agency, with the latter assuming
exclusive administrative control over the funds.
in addition,
each local government entity must assure that the public funds
transferred are not federal funds, or that they are federal funds
authorized by federal law to be used to match other federal
funds.
Thus, in every respect, the funding mechanism of the
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SB 855 program satisfies the criteria of the controlling
Medicaid statute and regulations.

federal

History Of Local Government Fundinq Of Medi-Cal
Under California law, counties are political subdivisions of the State, and hold all property as agents of the
State. Board of SupeKvisors, County of Butte v. McMahon, (1990)
219 Cal.p.3d 2861 County or Marin v. SuperiorCourt, (1960) 53
As early as 1893, the Cali ornia courts
Cal.2d 633, 638-639.
held that local funds are, in fact, funds acquired under the
authority of the State for public purposes and that the State
Legislature can direct a local government to make payments of its
Conlin v. Board of Supervisors, (1893) 99 Cal. 17, 21.
funds.
Thus, the mandatory intergovernmental transfers required under SB
8S5 are consistent with California law.
Moreover, there is historical precedent in California
for local financial participation In the Medi-Cal program. For
nearly a decade during the 1970's Counties were statutorily
required to provide substantial cash transfers to the State in
support of Medi-Cal. During the 1977-78 fiscal year, the final
year in which this statutory requirement was in place, counties
were required to transfer more than $400,000,000 to the State in
While this requirement was in effect, the
support of Medi-Cal.
State received federal matching funds for expenditures made with
the transferred funds.
In addition, California currently receives federal
matching funds for various local expenditures under the Medi-Cal
Included among these expenditures are certain costs
rogram.
ncurred by county welfare departments in processing applications
Thus, the local funding concepts in
for Medi-Cal benefits.
SS 0SS are supported by both current and historical Medi-Cal
precedents.
Local Government financial Participation In Other States
In light of the authorization of local financial participation since the Inception of MedLcaid, various states have
implemented a variety of local financing approaches, and have
modified their approaches periodically as economic circumstances
This parallels the experience in California, as
have changed.
discussed above.
A review of RCFA's implementation of the Medicaid
statute and regulations relating to local funding Indicates that
states have had considerable flexibility in developing approaches
Official data available from
to local financial participation.
the Health Care Financing Administration regarding periods from
1966-1986 demonstrate that numerous states have utilized local
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funding and that a broad range of approaches has been recognized
as appropriate by the federal government.3/
Some states impose a flat percentage local match
requirement. For example, in North Carolina, counties pay 15t of
Another
the non-federal share for all Medicaid services.
approach which has been adopted by some states is to Impose local
financial participation requirements only with respect to certain
services. For example, local governments may be required to contribute only to the cost of nursing home services, such as in
in other states, such as New York,
Florida and New Hampshire.
the local financial participation may apply to all services, but
the amount of participation may vary among types of services.
Other programs are similar to SB 855 in that they do
For example,
not require contributions from all counties.
Colorado requires a 2% participation for certain [CF nursing homde
Other states
admissions on'y from the 20 largest counties.
extend their Local financial participation requirements beyond
counties, to other public entities.
Given this history, the approach adopted under 85 855
clearly falls within the range of acceptable approaches to local
funding under the Medicaid program.
The SB .855
Proaras

pgoqram

Is

Different

Than

Taxation

And

Donation

As the foregoing discussion demonstrates, the SB 855
program is neither a provider-based donation nor a taxation
source, local government transfers,
The funding
program.
As a result, the SB 855 program
involves only public entities.
does not fall within the limitations imposed under Section
Moreover, the term
433.45(b) regarding private donated funds.
Here,
"donation" connotes a voluntary aspect to the transfer.
the transfers are mandatory on those public entities that fall
within the statutory definitions and cannot be considered In any
sense voluntary contributions to the State.
In addition, the Sa 855 program is not an exercise of
the State's taxing powers. As discussed above, wholly aside from
any taxing powers, the State has ultimate control over the funds
and property held by its agents, local governmental entities.
Board of Sucervisors, County of Butte v. McMahon, supra. Through
855 Program# the State 1s exercising its authority to
the" S
utilize local public funds in the furtherance of its obligation
The authority to do so is recogto fund the Medi-Cal program.
nized, not only under California law, but under the federal
Medicaid statutes.
The funding mechanism adopted in SB 855 is consistent
with the Medicaid statute, regulations, and twenty-five years of
Medicaid history. Provider-based donation and taxation programs
do not share these historic attributes and therefore are
different than programs which involve local government financial
participation, such as the SB 855 program.

See Attachment A regarding 1966-781 Attachment B regarding
Attachment C regarding 19841 and Attachment D regarding
These data reflect that at least 18 states have utilized
1986.
local financial participation in support of their programs.
3/

T980i
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(. FORIUI AS FOR VOCAL, FUNDING OF MEDICAID

The non-Federal share of Medicaid expenditures can be financed
entirely out of State funds, or can be jointly financed hy the State and
ituilitics. Howeve.r, Title XIX provides that State fund must account
for niot less than 40 percent of the non.Federal share. In addition, it
,,pccifies that since FY 1970, the State must either fund 100 percent of the
non-Federal share, or provide for a distribution of funds "which will assurc that the lack of adequate funds from local sources will not result in
lowe ring the aniount, duration, scope, or qualityof care and services avail.
able undertheplan."
A number of States still require some local contribution in financing
the non-Federal share of Medicaid expenditures. Table 22 indicates
the formulas by which various State.s which require some local contribution to the cost of Medicaid determine what the local shore is.
TAI.K 22.-Formulas for local funding of Title XIX; Medical Vendor
Payments
C'nlitorni,--Local government funding is derived from the property
tax. Rates tre set by the comptroller each year, with affluent counties
being assessed more than poorer ones. County shares range from S.05
to $.60 per $100.00 valuation,
Elorida.-Counties contribute funding in two areas:
(1) When inpatient hospital care c~vs exceed 12 per admission,
countiess
pay 35 percent of non-Federal share for cost of care be.
yond
12 days.
(2) When nursing home vendor payments ex,:eed $170 per
month, counties pay 35 percent of the non-Federul share of that
amount above $170. but not more than $55 per patient per month.
Maryland.-The county of residence of the recipient pays 10 percent
of the non-Federal share for inpatient hospital care.
Minnesota.-As of January, 1976, all non.Federal share sp it 90%
State, 10% local, excluding costs for State facilities for the mentally
retarded. Counties pay 4.32 recent of total Medicaid costs .
Nebrieska.-Counties p.'y .0 percent of total Medicaid costs.
Nvada.-l.ocal funding, is derived from the property tax. Accordin" to State law. $.1I per $100.00 valuation goes into the Medicaid
fund.
New Hampshire.--There is local funding for services for the aged
and disabled:
(I) For nursing home costs for the aged and disabled, legally
liable units (i.e., cities, towns, or countie.,) pay 50 percent of' the
non-Federal share.
(2) For all other services for the aged and disabled. legally liable units pay $6 per month per old age recipient and $23 per
month per APTD recipient,
New Jorsey.-Counties pay 25 percent of total cost for EPSDT outreach programs and 10 percent of total cost for family planning. For
these services, local funds constitute all non-Federal funds.
Now York.-rounties pay 50 percent of non-Federal share.
North C'olina.-Counties pay 4.8 percent of total Medicaid costs.
or ;aproximately one-seventh of the State share.
N(rth Dakota.- Pounties pay 15 percent of State share.
Pcnnsylvmai.-Counticspaid total non-Federal share for Title XIX
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TABLE 4.22
Medicaid Siate.Only Ixpenditutes.
Fisol Year 1530
t

Jurisd;cilon .
All Reporting Juridctions

Total
Expenditures
(millionml
Sit 1g8

Alelks
California
Colorgdo
Georgia
Howell
Illinois
Loulilna MaIne
Marvland
Maitschuunte
Michigan
Montana
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oraw
South Dakota
Utah
West VIrinle
WiSconsin

1.9
549.1
2.1
.2
16.6
124.2
1.1
2.3
72.5
4.3
7.3
4.0
209.6
1.4
.3
1.9
.6
2.1
.
14.
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F. Financing
Under Medicaid, service provldr (Physiclns, phar.
macisle, hospitals, e.) may e reimbured from several
different sources, Including:
* the Federal government, through Federal matching
distance payments.
* the Federal government, Ihrough Medicare Part 0
"buy-In" agreement;
* Stael governments;
* local govermenl (in some casea)
* third psrtleswho are Olhfwlse alabia for care pro.
vided to Medlicaid allglblos and
0 Medicid recipients themelvee.
This section preaents data on each source of funded,
except for private third parties and'eapendilures con.
tribute by Modlc1id recipients themselves.
I. Federallls Financing
The Federal share of State medical vendo payments
Is determined by e sIatutory formula based on State pe
Capita Income, where
stete share

*

(State peecapital income
(National pe capital Income)'

x .46

and where Federal share - 1.00 minus the Slate share.
By design, the formula Sets higher raise Of Itdral
matching for States with relatively tow per capital in.
comes (up to a statutory maxkwum of 83 pircenti an
lower ts lt o Slates wlih relatively high per c*slra
incories own to a minimum of 50 percnti,
Table4 23 shows the Federal Medicaid Atsistince
Percentsg is Ineffect for fiscal years 1960 through 108,
No Slt
!eclve the maximum Federal match o 53
Percent (h islilsipl receives the highest at ?.36 per.
cent), and, 13 States receive the milmum. These per.
cenleges Oppl] t0medical vendor payments only. For
fiscal yelr 190, Federal matching rates for other
exzIndilulas were as follows:
e Ferrliy Planning Serviced were matched 1 90
perchni:
i admInistrative costs were matched at 50 percent;
5 development of automated clatma processing and
man igement Information systems wee mislrlhd
at 91 percent and the operation of such systems
was mltched at 7l percent
• Col of skilled nursing facility Inspeclots wt
mai hied at 76 percent
a cost1 ofiprofeslonal medical personnel used to
administer the program were matohed at ?6 per.

cel ar4

a State Medicaid fraud And abuse units located

orqs0tlzeltonlly outslde of the single Slate agency
were matched at 90 percent.
The sh-0 of total expenditures for medical assistance
borne by ihe tae willvary with the extent to which

Slates protode
medical assistance to Sate.only etligiblee

fnd offerseorvices whloh do nt quatllfy for Federal
financial participation (FFP).
Table 4,23 also ahows the total medical vendor pay.
monti subjelt to Federal financial participation, along
with the Fqderel, Stalland local1hareof such payments.
The expenditure data In Table4.23 may differ from
expendlt '0figures In other tables, because total pay.
mente co pulable for Federal funding represent only
thoU ply nts for which FFP Is allowed (whlle exchld.
ing other Iaymenls, such as Medicare 6MI premntime
paid on b halfof the medically needy for whih FFP Is
not allowed). The adjustedFederal share Is the ol iciI
accounlinb of payments to providars and reflects such
accounting adjustments as change In payments Io
mt-relm urted providers following year.end Audits.
t. Local Funding Femtulee
The non.Federal share of medical vendor payments
may be provided out of Slt or local revenues. A t11ate
plan.however, must ensure that at lega 40 percent of
the non.Faderal share Is borne directly by the Stats. It
must ailso guarantee that tlk .Oilocal funds willnot
result In smaller amount., durallo, ecope, or quality of
care provIdedto Medicaid ellglble.
As of Februay 12,
13 States provided for local funding of the non-Federsl
share of Me icad vedor payment . Tabie 4.23 peslnt
the tot1 4xpenditures financed by these local funding
sources, for those $ates that reported these expendI.
lures during FY 1960. Table 4.24 presents the local fund.
Ing formula& used by tU 13 States in February 1962,
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ModksI
Jurisdiction
All Reporting

Jurisdictions

AIbame
Alska
Arkanm
California
Colorado
Connsoctlt
Delawre
Oltrct ofColumbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
lowm
Kran
Kentucky
Loell
Maine
Maryland
Masuchusetts
Mihen
Minnesota
MI Sauppi
Misouri
Montsn
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jeasay
Naw MoxWso
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Orelon
Pennsylvina
RhodeIsland
South Cmalina
South Dakot
Tennasm
Tests
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Wasingtn
West Virvinia
Wiscona.0
Wyom

TABLE 4.23
Medicaid Vendor Psymenti, by JurvidlttlO. fistcl Yeat 1901
Total Paryment
PercentFederal
Adjusted
Comptablo for
Share
Fedral
Federal Funding'
Shre
millions )
FY 1980.1961
FY 1902 1883
Imillions)

$23.030.3
300.0
37.2
242.7
2,87.7
107.4
337.2
44.4
168.7
408.0
477.6
94.4
60.7
1,242.1
379.0
236.2
192.6
314.0
416.7
146.2
422,7
1.061.3
1,154.6
592,7
224.7
301.6
02.8
109.6
46.4
72.8
738.6
72.7
4,362.1
422,3
48,8
823,0
273.1
183.6
1,245.9
164.5
264.7
57.4
380.5
979.6
74.1
60.8
363,4
307.6
107.7
725,6
14.5

$13,310.1
71.32
50.00
72,87
5000
53.18
60.00
5000
5000
6094
6676
5000
685.70
5000
57.28
5657
53.52
807
68.82
69.63
W.00
51.75
50.00
5564
77.65
60.36
64.26
67.62
50.00
61.11
60.00
69.03
50.00
67.64
61.44
5U,10
6364
680
55.14
57.81
70.97
68.76
89.43
58.35
68.07
66.40
65.64
50.00
67.3S
67.96
50.00

71. 3
50.90
72. 6
50.0
52.8
50.10
50.0
so.0
67. 2
5,
68
500.
65.3
50.0
6. 3
66 6
52.0
07.96
68. 5
70..53
60b,
5360
Ew
',
6419
77 36
6038
65,34
81
S0o00
59,41
5000
67:19
50.8
6761
62,11
66,10
50,91
52.81
68.78
6.77
70.77
68.10
68.53
55.76
60.64
6.59
0.74
6.95
..02
5.00

" Stoe
Shne
Imillilon

$10.614.4

216.6
19.1
177.9
1.468.7
97.6
172.1
23.1
63.7
236.1
318.
48.2
33.7
678.1
215.6
133.6
104.8
220.0
282.3
103.7
213.3
544.0
670.7
325.5
176.5
207.3
41.3
67.0
23.7
44,1
369,3
52.1
2,1763
277.5
29.4
469.8
172.5
100.6
686.2
93.3
161.9
39.2
265.9
671.9
56.5
43.0
217.6
168.7
72.3
419,1
7.1

Thesoeta Me-s PANPeeIeeelma, NWissle,
k
dEereals,dles.ow se
r ,jndeSWP
OnewIkn by ie
1
ftcoiayear. Asatowlt,those mbersdiffer atetho in omtetiet which
do notIclude the earns
i dlemanIndws

94y t04a poesm4le fworeuehPFPk alome.
Ole eI
hoonet e*tow reprlte to HCFAena voanltry bears.
SOURCE:HealthCa Pinanng Aamollsotten. Osirtefly lewort(ieCPA44l, i,5005
Otfroprm OaIIier.

94.4
18.1
64.9
1,429.0
90.0
166.1
21.3
6.1
172.5
169.0
46.2
17.0
64.0
163.4
102,7
68.0
93.1
134.3
42.6
209.4
507.2
683.7
267.2
48,2
04.3
21.6
41.9
21.7
2.8
367.3
20.1
2,1..9
144.6
19.3
364.7
100.8
82.9
560.7
61.2
82.6
18,3
114.6
407.9
17.6
17.8
146.7
178,8'
35.4
300.5
7.4
officeOt

Lo01
Sh'
(millins)

611 .l
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
i 0
0
3,0
1 0
0
0
0
0
47.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23.2
0
0
0
16.0
0
0
0
0
90.0
28.6
2.7
.
0
0
2.3
11.2
.
0
0
0
0
0
.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
In that

11 1
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TABLE 4,24
Loc

Funding Formulamfor MedicaidVendor Payments, by State,
I
February 91!S
Formula

State
Colorado

Twenty largest counties pay 2 percent of State's 1hot# for all new ICF nursing admissions.

Florida

County pays S55/mo. for each nursing honmereldent; 35 percent of State share for I/P ;ospitg
days over 12 and lest than 46; 100 percent of Statesharefor certain outpatient services.

Iowa

Counties mutt match Federal funds for ICF.M '.

Minnesota

Counties pay 10 percent of State's share.

Montana

Countles pay 18 percent of eligibility personnel costs.

Nebraska

Counties pay 14 percent of State's there.

New Hampshire

Counties pay approximately 25 percent of Stalt'$ thers.

New York

Counties pay50 percent of non.Federatl there.

North Carole

Counties pay 15 percent of non-Federal there foj all services except SNFe andtCF't for which they
pay 35 percent of non-Federal shier.

North Oekots

Counties pay t percent of State's share except for ICF-M R and two other services.

Pennsylvania

Counties pay 10 percent of State's share for county nursing homes plus $3 per Invoice administre.
tlion fee.

South Dakota

$S0per month for eachICF/MR resident and local school district for Crippled Children's Hospital.

W1Iconein

servi
Local contibutlon of 10.20 percent for specific

, that is. mental health.

ferrsulIs. Mot" that reverld tecalfunding
Tale I nludesonly uhoag
ApII 192.
CMarecterilti. Ofticoof RIeserch erW Oemonotratiao. MCPA.
Program
SOVRCfi Smaryh Tables. Mdilcald

3. 14l ilvyIn with Medloare
It in Individual eligible for Medicaid under a State
plan also quallllis for Medicare Pert B coverage, a StAto
oen enroll that Individual In Part S by paying his or hey
Part 1 premiums. Under thIs buy~in arrangement, some
of the coete of providing Clarethat would otherwise be
borne by the State, ai Instead borne by the Federal Goy.
emnment, (For a moreodellled discussion, aee Chapte 1,
section C.1.1
Table 4.25 shows the number of Individuals enrolled
In Medicare Part 8 under ia buy.ln erralngement as of
FY 190. Also In4klded are the number of such In ilvid.
uals receiving esarloge and the total payments made
under Mdlcare's &MI program on behalf of Medicaid
benelfiolirlie. All but five jurladlcllons buy Into the Mad.
lcre ti program.

0. Administrative Preotloes
i. Methods

f RelImbursement

Medilad regulations specify several criteria and
methods fo relmlburaling providers. Table 4,26 shows
the method of reimbursement by State forimnpatient hos.
pl11 services.long-term care slrv+ces, outpatient hospltel services, and physicians' services. The dats &r

taken Itom a survey of State Medicaid agencles conFoty-olght Stlie respo<ded
dueled 16the spring of 11962.
to the srvey."

Before FY 1982, Statee were required bylaw to reim-

burse for Inpatient hospital i'eevits on the saMe banl
at Mdicare-reasonable costa-unless they reeelved
approvsi from the Secrelary of the Oepartment of Health
and Human Services (OHHS) to use en allrnative method

of relmlyrlment.

Thit requkement was dropped by

"Thesurrey instrument was designed bythe LeJoite Corpot.
lion In diiOIAllOn with the Ntionel

oven

's Associalion

end the UrbanInstitute.
IfI:11)ProOnly
"An aliernatiye method was to beapproved
vided Incentives rOfe0tiency end economy; (2)provided lot
payment rile tsai re no higher thin the &mVuts that
pIrinciple
OfColl reim.
would be dolorm d using Medicr1e
In
butrsmilmn; fatassured adequal partICIpaliog of hospitals
andthe ralilabilily of hDOpi11
program
St1lee Medicaid
thse
1rtip"eflt; li afforded Indlvid4Al
ofhighquality to
serniceq
and obtain
piovtdl an Opportuhity I* submit evidence
prompt admlnlllralive review of payffWt rates atfor them
in
mCertain inrtancec; end(S)prWded fordOOumelasibli I at
under ihe approved
s adeivatt for evaluation iep lenct
methods
andstandards. Asof February108210 ttle had
alternative ellod
recOlved eprovtl from OHS to ui am
ofInpatient hospital sovlCls.
for rlmbursleoment
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Heat Care
Fin ncing
Medicare. and Medicaid
Data Book, 1986

Humm
U.S, Vepamonl of Health arnd
Cwv F~4awing AdminisIiloO
01(1c or Rest rch hod DemonsiIrations

Sorvico

liculth

Sepembcr 1937

'

0.1247
14CFA Pub. No~.

%SfIrm
qhi byp IOtbFIA~
Awi

ID.wUbels u A I(sqmm
wphlagq. r 10m

IWV.
1.10160
IP4
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IN
iCttttat i) nttttus the Stats
and the I 0r11 1,
higher rate of F:d-.
%har' Ily Mcigti. tli formula %tcc
matchingt (up loa statutory nwxit.:n of 83 per.
eral
(ur Swt' whis reluitely low percapital Incomes
,vnl)
a ntinimum of 50 ;Percent) for
and lower rate%(dotn to
stilt rs-atisely lhiglhper capital ittcot 1ttes.
St 1i.s
asistance p:rcCnljci
dicaid
The I ,dsral M
I,1,l

) in efl'iest since the enactmirnnt of Moedicald

are showt in Thie 4.Ig Fran fiscal year 19M4to fiscal

year 19W, o tet re'eeissd themasittum FldCral
ntatemor s3 rcent; 17Stases receiwd thettitrium:
and Missisippi reesed the highest, 77.6 pereesi.
These perccttagst apply to medical vendor paymicnts
only
Although I.MAI's are calculated for the territories,
the total amount of I'ederal Medicaid matching funds
payable to the territories islimited bylaw. Under the
Deficit Reduction Act of1984(Public Law 98-36'1),
)ear 19R4:
the following higher limits applied for fiscal
$1.1 50.000
American Samoa
2,000,000
Guam
550,000
Northern Mariana%
63.400,000
Puerto Rico
2,100,000
Virgin Islands
for other
For fiscal year1954.Federal matching rates
expenditures were as follows:
* Family planning services were matched at 90 percent.
were matched at75 percent.
* Adminl.trative costs
(for Sites that had a certified Medicaid Manage.
meantInformation System, administrative costs wert
matched at50percent).
* Development of autonsated claims processing and
management information systems was matched at 90
percent. and theoperation of such systems was
matched at 75 percent.
e Costs or skilled nursing facility inspectors were
matched at 7S percent.
* Costs of professional medical personnel used to
administer the program were matched at 75 percent.
* State Medicaid fravd and abuse units located organirationally outside of the single State agency were
matched at 90 percent.
The share of total expenditures for medical assistvaries with the extent to which
ante borne bythe State
States provide medical assistance to State-only eligibles
that do not qualify for Federal fi.
andoffer services
nancial participation.
Section 2161of OBRA-I reduced the total Federal
reimbursement for each State by3 percent in fiscal year
1982, 4 percent in fiscal year 1983,and 4.3 percent in
fiscal year 1934.The specified reduction was computed
on the total Federal Medicaid reimbursement claimed
by each State in that year. However, a State can lower

its annual reduction rate by I percentage point for each
of three conditions: operation oraqualified hospital
cost review program, an unemployment rate excecdina,
ISOpercent of the national average, and fraud and
abuse recoveries lincludini third-party liability recover.
let in fiscal year 1982)equal to I percent of Federal
payments to theStale (42CFR 43), subpart El.

lnaddition to the
conditions cited prs'ously, section
!161of ODRA-S] allows for a-decrease mtthedesign.
nated reduction In Federal matching doll. -s for each
its spending levels within a target rate
State that keeps
of growth. For fi%calyear 1982,the tnret level was set
at I9 percent (that is,a 9-percent rate otfgrowth) or
,ach State's estimate of the Federal share of its fiscal
and
year 1981spending level. For fiscal years 1983
1954,target levels were based on changes in the niedical care component of the Consumer Price Index. In

was deducted from a States scheduled
each year, S.I

reduction in Federal matching funds for every dollar In
Stale spending below the target level,(For purposes of
calculatlng Jhe target rates only, section 137of TEFRA
effect of changes in 1-MAP's for the
rrmoved thq
State after:flseial year 1951.)
section 03) of TEFRA
Bcinnini infiscal year 1983.
requires Ist Federal maitchlng funds to late$ with
eligibility error rates greater than 3 percent be reduced
bysheamount or theexcess erroneous expenditures.
The Sreay of DHHS is permitted to waive the pelimited casm basedon a
ally retroactively in certain
determination that the Stale made a good-faith effort
Several factors are
error rate to 3percent.
to reduce it$
considered In calculating the error rate:
* Inclusloi of payments to ineligible medical vendioi
and overpayments toeligible medical vendors.
* Exclusion of technical errors.
of the smaller amount of medical assist* Inclusti
ance prolde4. or spend-down and rmsourc errors,
or the amount attributed to both.
Total adntnistration and training payments and
with
subject to FFIP.along
medical vedor ansyments
payments in fiscal
the Federal !nd 'Sateshare of SUCh
4.20, Thes expenditure
year 1953, 4re shown in Tible
data may d offerfrom expendhure figures Inother tabietbeeaus* total payments compultabl for Federal
which FFP Isalfunding an!limited to payments for
lowed. Paytients for which FFP is not allowed, such as
Medicare sppkmentarY medical Insurance (SMI) Prqmiums pal4 on behalf of the medically needy. are ex,
eluded. Th4 adjusted Federal share reflects accounting
adjustments, such u changes In payments tocostreimbursed providers following yearend audits.
helo
l funding formulas
The non-Federal share of medical vendor paymentO
may be provided out of State or local revenues. HoWever, a Stat plan must ensure that at least40 percent
of the non-Fdral shareIs bort directly by the State.
Itmust als guarantee thai lack of local fIsnds will nt
result in smillet amounts, dufttlon, scope,or quality
of care proided to Medicaid elIgIbles. As Of March I.
1984, 14States provided for local rundinS of thenonFederal share of Medicaid vendor payments. The local
funding formulas used by these Sttes InMarch 1914
Formulas range from I
are presented in Table 4.21.
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Table 4.13

bursermenl.
This requirements
-1s dropped by tetton

Amount and par cent distribution of Medicald
payments, by main iseonce laslstace status and
1963
basis of ilitglbllity: Fiscal year
.--14,,e0

ssAmtAS
c
-lo

oayfflerst
Cas
i, "Iuonmsauttiice
Toial
A"eGSa over

s.3aSo
S 26
119S39
PS I
51 9
754I
tt.183

underage I
Ad.CAmtamcs irtni

3. 2 t

t14
641

stuca;
lslia sce Only
472
?4
256
151

4.463
1Se
42
7263
NA
t000o
€sq
,*A5Off€ on04
a Data
huri
t . vOsaofrfdveo Castrwaa
that usd i1 ('oloradc which requires that the 20 lary0.10.oulliv%.'pay' 1 pen. menl
of the state %hare for oil new
It' nursing hoI cdtrition%. to that used in New
Othe ToeXix

21736f OfNRA-4I. Stqtts are now required only to
provide assurances satisfactory to the Secretary that the

rates paid to hotpitals:

0All!
r"remaonable and adequate to meetthe CistS
selticlt tnust he incurred by efficiently and economi.
cAly operated (Nilitles" to provide catein word.
an~c with applicable laws and qktality and safety
tta~dards.

Take into account shettnusual costs incurredby

hospital, especially public and traching hospitals.
tha serve large numbers of low-income patiehts.
* Pixs ide reasonable accessto inpatient hospital ,.erv.
icIof adequateqquality.
,Are routinely documented through uniform Ost
rep*ts filed by each hospital and through periodic
StatFaudits of such reports (42 CFR 447.252).
Stat% must ensure that their payment systems for
SNI ahd ICF services are reasonably related to Cost.
Use ofa cost.related payment system for long-tefm
care ini:u ional services has ban required by law
sin ce July 1. 1976. but became fully operational in
difereot States at different times after that date, For

all othtr services, States are freeto choose their pwn
method of payment as long i the aggregate Medicaid
paynveqt leIs do not teeed the amounts that would
be paid under Medicare.
i
Slate buy-In with
As ot M4reh 1914.
16States
reported using Medicare
principles for inpatient hospital urvies. 26for outpaIf Indiv dunls eligib Ie for Medicaid under a State
for physicians
tient hosivtal services, and 17Stases
plan also qualify for Iedicare SMI coverage, the State
nervicewe
can enroll them by paihi their SMI premitits. Under
at,
%ornt
or
the
co~i
of
provi~imfttcfok
Os
tober
I.
19A1.
Medicaid
cli$]ble
wersfre
thi buy-in arangent nt.isoniborn the Ste
poIdin
to chooe any provider, practitioner, or supplier
or
health s~rvks covered by . States Medicaid program.
cure that would othcr' wiseb borne bythe State isin.
)e
raonnhate
re
dHowever,
ihe
Secetary
or
DH
HS
was
authorizedito
steadborne byths I;e
taile dis.cussion can it found in Chapte.r 1.1
waiks, aiy Federal Medicaid requirements to enable
Stases
to conduct experimental, pilot, or demonstra;on
1ihe number tf inrJl vlduals etrolled Ii, Medicare SMI
or cale.dar )ear 193 is
projects' that it freedom or choice.,
including pqounder a buy, armn ient A%
C r'eiMbursement demonstrations. To provide
%hofn n r bk 4.2, %is*included are the numbe: o'
'in;
reimbursed
services
and
the
Slate
ajore
ileUlbilhy
In
Implementing
various cost.
uh Individuals r. ih
saving Measres. section 2175
or OBRA-l proviJes
total payttctls made under the SNIl program on behalf
that a Slate *il not be held out or compliance fat
ofrMedicicud beticiaties. All but Av juri lic'tiot
failure to "t certain State plan requirements if it
(Alaska, louiiana. )regon, Wyoming, and i'uerto
dkre
SNiI
program,
limits frr choice in any or the following ways:
Kictil buy into h Mt
* Purchases laboratory services and medical devlvs
Adminislratlon
throuilh o'compelitive w other arrangement, if the
Sc-retary minds
that Adequate services or devke
were4vallable to benericiaries.
Melhods or reimlu ursement and cost
* Contr ctswlth organizations that agree to provide
containment
,ervets inaddition to those olfed under the State
plan tu elliible individuals who ride in the ar~a
criteria und
specify seveml
Medicaid rculation %s
served by (he organization and elect to receive ctre
mcthods for rtinbursi in; providers. The method of
I
front he organization.
reimbursenent for in; ltient hospital services. longefAtcare service
s. out patient hospital %ervices, and
Pays fpr csrtifled rural health clink services. 1
ispresented byState In
* "Lockis in" beneficiaries who overutilir services to a
phykiatn,' services in 19114
York, %hich requires Ihat counties pay2-Sit percent
Of the Stale hare.

Thbki4.23.

I9$2.Statei were required by las
He4(rfisal yeasr

to reimburse inpatient hospital ser ices on the 'ante
basis asMedicare. rea ronahle cOt. unless the Secre.
tary or lItIHS appro%edan alternativ sethod of rmim.

rlckular provider for a reasonable time period'
, "Locki out" providers who abuse the program.,
subject to prior notice and opportunity for a hearing
Andprovided that eligible individuals have reason.

to services ot adequate quality.
able acces,
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Table 4.21
Local funding formulas for Medicaid vendor payments, by State: Match

igg4

slateFoua---..

Colova
Fida

admisaiotns
at largestcounlot Pay2 PorcenofStaleshateto a newCF, wfulonug

3SOefct5torcotio
coal of SS/m. hchava 55"Sc. oth MtSho home les.dena:
35 p Oeceof
CjttS p,lit
slice @pentwo na1.0
1-1Ih utl*ptl howl T dAys.100pelcun!ofste share forhill101-94" ofOV10patent
6341

reC.nn'A
Federal tt1d fOrlcr' QR
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Coga",i,Pay10vccet 01stateSg F
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PerotaGM1t
percentat Ot1.lglhty
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CcoieltOfoS
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stra
614
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0DsO4
Motih
sled
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rocrpotra of devices
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LocalcontriOu.on aftol thill
Vale
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tlllMYqqeedtl5
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neti
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St 40,0ninle'aewa,,
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mental health care 'ervir.'. It doe, prolde thefollow.
In$:
9 Inpatient hospital service.
0 Physcianq' ,crvicet.
a Outpatient hospital ervicfl.
e Laboratory and X-ray wervi es.
* Medical tupphc%. medical equipment, and prosthetic

devices.

a
0
a
a
a

*
a

Pharmacy services.
emiergetwy scyvics's.
Emergcn;. ait'btlance and ttedtcally Itew,%ar)
Iraniportailot
Emergcnc> dental ca-c and trniloon.
Early and Periodic vrcenina. diagnoshi. and treat.
ment set' ice for individuals under 13 yearsof ase.
Medical) t i c'sary dentures.
Ortht naltic surgery rot children tindcr 1 ware of

age'
a

PodStry services.
The data prcsenled in "T ble 4,26 are from the cvalus.

tion report of the cost or AHCCCS during its f.irt 2

at., 1936). In the report, the cost or
years 4Trspnell cit
the AHCCCS program is compared ,ith that of thi
traditional re.r'or.servlce Medicaid program. The cost
of a fee-for-service program in Arizona was estimated
by using actual datson the costof the ame services
provided to comparable beneficiaries by Medicaid pro.
gtams during fiscal years 193 and 1934.For example.
1933. the estimated Medicaid evrage
in fiscal )-tar
recipient cosi per ntonth wan 1?.96. and theestimate
of pIrson-monthn of l.dxeral eligibility *a% 979,6 1.
The product, S?73 mihion, inthe cit intated cos for

IMP

medicaid, This retrospective approach is the a'ost ap
savings
proptiate approach for measuring possible
achieved bythe program. Detailed methodologies used
to project costs for Arifona aredescribed in the evalu.
action report. In estimating hecost of the AHCCCS
program. the conceptual basis, methodology, and undrlying assurnations used to estimate both traditional
Medicaid program costs and actual program costs were
taken into count.
The authors of the evaluation report were cautiously
optimistic about AHCCCS program savings. AHCCCS
program costs and the estimated costs of a traditional

Medicaid program InArizona for fiscal years1983and
by eligibility category In Tble 4.26.
1934 are presented
The total program costs incurred for fiscal years 193

were $19.1 million for AlCCCS, and an
and 1934

c tlmated $7.8 million for a traditional Medictid program.
In fiscal year 1933.the f;rst year of AHCCCS. the
cost or the program was 51.1 million more thian the
cost of a traditional Medicaid program. representing a
2.3-percent loss. Losses during the first year of the
program were larSely attributed to administrative ditfflcultie that resulted in delays Inenrolling eligibles into
prepaid healthplans. A large proportion of enrolltes

were therefore covered under the fee-for.service system.
Fee-for-service costs fo nonepitated redpients were
much higher than originally aiticipated. In fiscal year
1934, the AHCCCS program savini wt 53.2. million;
it cost 3.5 percent less than a traditional Medicaid
program.
The AHCCCS program had net savings of 51.4 mil.
lion dtsritj its irst 2 )ars. Program savingswere not
consistent across eligibility categories. For fiscal year
1934, there Aere program savings for the aged. dis.
able. and AFt)C iategorles. There were program
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* Cclc-,.ofi titled nursm lactilt) inpectors wcre

11taifa 75 percent.

aG.'.ts sfi pristessicinial
rsseslreal
feersotnrtc
usedtee

adiinistt the preigram wtere matched at 75 perrnt
* Stait %IediPtd
fraud andabuse unit. licated

eeganeliinllvII out11SIe
Of the.isglcIStateagency
oserematched at4O percent for the first .1years or
lihll
operation and 751
perct thereafter.
The shire istfial ependlurcs for medical a.sistance
trse b%theStates%ares with the eiCnt so
which
Staresproi, sde tiedical assistance:
in State-cisly -elig~ibles
andsiler ses icesthat d, not qualify for Federal
rcnia,'lpartncition.
Sesties 2l61 MtflRA-1 N reduced the tonalFederal
reinhursewnis..
for
ech St.te h). percent in fical )car
I112. J percen in 1Iscal )ear 191.1 and 4.5 percent in
f1wal
sear 14114
The spgeeiled rcductm was computed
tt the,itial ItF'ieral
e.taid reimbursenent claittied b)
each Stite in thai year Hiewecer. a Statecould loter its
annual retdutit ra: by I percentage point loweach cii

three conitiksn
s cepe-rclitti
Ofa qualified hosptal Cost
resie program. an unemplo)mnt rate exceeding 150
percent Ir the ntitinal avcrage, landfraud and ahu
recticrie,
iJtuins third-pan) liability recoveries in
fiscal %eat I JICi equal lotI percent osiFederail
payments,
iii the Stle N!C CFR 4.1.1.subfpr F).
In addisslit the v.cendtliins cited previitusly. section
21 lcit ()RRA-tI allowed for
a decrease in the
dvlignehd re utin in Federal malchiidollars (tir
each Stile
that keptitsspending levels within a target
rare ttsirmAh let ltal )ar 1992,
the target lecl
was set at .YE
percent (that is. a 9-percent rateof
fre ilhi 4ii each Stite'%esiiniate if the Feieral share of
ii.
Is al carlull %pendingleoil. For fiscal year% 19M3
and IJ4t. tarfgl l els were hased oinchange is he
nicdisl
atare inijint of the Consuner Price InJk
In cash year. $1as dciusl from a State's si duled
reductan in FeIderal
notching funds fit
every dc'llar in
Statespending bels, the tarict level iFor purposes of
c'alculating thetarget rafis
conl).section 1.37
cfTEFRA
reotiied the telIl'
;.
hange',, in FMAP% for theStatts
sfter fiscal year l449 .1
Beginning in fi cal year 198.1.section 13. ofTEFRA
requires that Federal notching funds tel States
with
chitiilit) error ratesgreater than .1percent bereduced
h)the atiiunl ofthe efseess.
erroneous estpendilures. The
Seerciar) tiDHHS is permitted te waive thepenalty
reirc actively is certain limited
casesbased on a
d .errtminalttin thaithe State tdio a gctcl-faith lforl
tot
reducisv ee
rir rate li .3percent. Several factors arc
conVidered
in calculating the error rate:
a lnlsn
ofpayitents lv service" for
i inligcihle recipients
ari terpayinests tfir services,- foeeligible reiiicnts
* l)iiutflei reesr%ices%that athird party was liable tslpay.
* lis lu cn ol icchnical error.
T"iIul asdlui itrtun and training payitients arid
niedical sestlir paynients eligible focrFederal Ftincnial

piariciloni

FFP. aloll with the Federal
andStle

shAre of such payments in risal yar 1915. are sNwn
in Table 4-20. Their eipenidmiure dais maydiffer f(.ir
expenditure figurest i ther tablet becausetIoal
p)ments toripultablc fot Federal i'unding are limited t
payments for which FFP is allowtid. Paymentsfor which
FFP is. not allowed. such as Meevare supplementary
nuicieal insurance ISMI) premiums paid on behalf ,f the
medically keedy. are ensludled. The Federal sharereflect
accounting adistmefntu, such as changes in poymntl its
cost-reimbursd providers folkiwing )car-end audits.

Local funding formulas
11Tnon-Federal shareef nJedical vendorpa)nsnts
may be provided ouwof State or local revenues. ltiweser
a Stale plan mug ensure that at least 40 pervcnt of the
non-Federal share is home directly by the Sue. It mc,,t
ml)e
SuarAntee that lack of local fundiowili ramresultin
smaller amounts. duration, scope. or quality of care
provided to Medicaid eligibles. As of March 1985. k4
Stats provided for local funding of the nw-Federal
shareof Medicaid vendor payments, The local funding
formulas uied by these States are presented in Table 4.21.
State buy-ia with Mledicare
If individuals eligible for Medicaid under a State plan
als qualify fro Medicare SMI coverage, the Statecan
enroll them by paying their SMI prelmiums,
Under this
huy-in arrangement. some or the cost of providing care
that would otherwise be borne by the State is insleat
borne by dheFederal Government. IA more detailed
discussion canbe found in Chapter 1.)
The number of Individuals carolled in Medicare SMlI
under a heyIn arrangement as of calendar year 19811i
shown in Tabld 4.22. Also included are the number of
such individuals receiving reimbursed services and the
total payments atad under the SMI program n behalf
ol Medicaid bene ciarie. All but nive jurisdi.ion
tAlaska. Louilaa Oregon, Puerto Rice. and
Wyoming) buy into the SMI prlgaiss.

Administration
Methods of reimbursement
and cost containment
Medicaid regulations specify several criteria and
mehod, for reimbursing providers. The methoti of
rrimbursuiant fer inpatient hospital service . outpatient

hiospial services, king-term care. uindphysciansv services
as if March 1916ispresened by Stateis Table 4,2.
Irore fiscal year 1932, States were require.1 by law

toi reimburse inpatient hospital services tin thesamec
basis a' Medicare, reas unable
ceids. unle. the S eretary
if IpS appwed analiernaive nicNod sif rettlsnursetttent.
7
11is reiuirmnt wa dtoripd by , lisin 21.1.s OKRA-H1I.
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Local fund
State
Colon.l
Flo,-a
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Table 4.21
ftomulas for Medicaid vendor painmen%,by State: March j9&6
Pomst.

IVt
new t#
P
she
d stale
20 largest Coulh0s pay2 pescOMt
tOftOtio
l tthlhet
lr 55 00
Cotthaa Po 35 perCetlOfCoSt
ofCoal V01645th natet hospl datys,

.

"dnssonas
isIf". lot each WS"nhome rastle'ni. 35 wCea

imach eodal kinds foeICFPnR
Co ,as
ay t0percent ofStateShaw.
Coumnies
Cowies p If perce of4Stltity peWiontstcoat
Cottles pay 4.4percent oftotal eaupdoae.

Nw York

hom cost, aet g 1010901a in Sa4te ins4ut.oa
OfatO.t4yfl 21 percent CAnursing
LocalcOrltais€ 0i1
they pay 0 peCN ofnonohilw
it Peogtm Car.. t which
-Fo9non-es
Counla pay 50 WON ofriont

Pennistive

!Oelaiomf.
basedservics Io rntely tstsdd, aged. a,4disabled
a"darion Ie.
County
atutt4 nae Puw W invoice
counties paytO percentofstateSai tor

New Hampslti

Feeal share.
fonr
al a ice
payI percent ofnon-Faderit share
Nonh Caotina Cou titl
rses and waleeredhons an ctftmtVty.
sNe except be tMC'IMR. riltoaeo
of 41te
M
psercen
Cospay
t
NoItaO koCa
roadetl n etsho arc oC~pe
SouthOahota LoCatcontributll 0*S00 parWmOitob ea I101MM
Ianh

tfe'

oga

o tesothen I Peret for spefc wlee (a g.,mentalme).
Local cOnttibutIon

hoeat'
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Locale nutlo of1- t! pe!!ero mental
Wasconsi
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Stain are now required only to provide assurances
Before October I. 191. Medicaid eligibles were free
paid to hoepkali:to chosM any provider. pWctionew.'or supplier of
Secretary that thertes
satisfactory to the
s'vNees covered by a State's Medicaid program.
health
which
the
costs
to
meet
and
adequate
* Are reasonablee
How ver, the SecretW of DHS was authriled to
must be Incurred by efficiently andeconomically
Pdral Medicaid requirements to enable
ant
wal=
operated facilities" to provide care in accordance with
State to conuct eprtnetl. pilot. of demotttration
appitsble laws and quality andsaetty standards.
proJecs that limit (reotM of cM . including
* Take into amount the unusual coats icurred by
hospitals especially public and teaching hositals, that
w'rvClarge numbers of low-income patients.
to inpatiet hospital services
* Provide ovasonable access
of adIquale quality.
a Are routinely documented through unlrorm cos
reports filed hy each hospital and through periodic
State audit of such reports (42 CFR 447.252).
States mugt cniure that their payment systems for SNF
and ICF services are reasonably related to cosg. Use of
a ctt-rclaid payment system for Iong-term car
tnstiutional services, W been required by law since
July I. 1976, but becamefully operational in different
other
States at different times after that date. For ill
services. State are free to choose their own meto of
payment as long as the aggregate Medicaid payment
level% do is exced the amountsthat would be paid
utdu'r Medicare.
As tf March 1936. 16 States reported using MW care
princtph:x fotrinpatient hospital services. 24 foroutpatient
httpttai ,erviccs., ad 14 States rit physkians' servkcs.

prospective reibersce

demonmiraons. To provide

various ,co
InImplementing
States
more flexibility
avng meamm. scWo 2175 of OBRA-81 provides
for
that Su will no beheld out ofcompliance
if it limits
failure to met certain u pla requirements
freeOhoki Inanyofthe following ways.
ad medical devks
service
laboratory
* Purchases
arrangement, if the
through a competitive or other
or devkcs were
services
that
adequate
Stretey finds
avillable to beneficiarka.
* Contrt with orglalnists tht agree to provide

sevice in addition tothose offered under the State
plan to.eligible individuals who reside in the area

toreceiye Varr
tetted. by t organiatlon a elect
sheorganization.
fdrem
0
so
f ertnifed rural hSelth clin services.'
* "Lkocki" bmnfciarks who toverutilize ,rvices to a
time per d.
a reasonable
pertiklar provider for
the pnwrint
a "Ljkocaot" provides who abuse
sutjet.to prior toAxiiand opportunity for a hearing.
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